
SELF-ASSESSMENT OF LOCAL AUTHORITY ARCHIVES 2010 Comments Max score Actual score Section Max 
Q No Questio_JJ, 
1 A Name of service 
1 B Name of person completing the return 
1C 

Answer ,-.----- Comments 
Suffolk Record Office 

Section Actual Percentage 

i(Rêdactëd under s40(2)] 

Address for correspondence 
1 D Telephone number 
1 E E-mail address 
SECTION 1: GOVERNANCE AND RESOURCES 

2 
Questio,_,n _ 
Please state for which principal local 
authorities you provide an archive service, 
and comment on the basis on which service 
is provided. 

Ipswich Record Office 
Gatacre Road 
Ipswich 
IP1 2LQ 
01473 584535 
URêdactëd uÎlder s40(2)] 

Authp_ril)',_ _ 
Suffolk County Council 

110 88.67 80.61% 
Comments 

Example answer Borse/ County Council 
Barchester City Council [Unitary] 

The two authorîfies named have been in a joint arrangement 
since 1996. An agreement was signed in 1998. renewable every 
five years. and we are halfway through the period of the current 
agreement. The costs of the joint service are split proportionately 
on the basis of population at the time when the agreement was 
last renewed. Although the principle of a joint arrangement has 
not been contentious, it has proved difficult to secure any above 
inñeton growth or capital investment in the context of the Joint 
service. 

Question Answer Score 
3 Explain the reporting line from the chief ![Redacted under s40(2)) 

archivist to the Chief Executive and give the 
names of relevant postholders at the time of 
writing 

Example answer 

Question 

Routine access to Cabinet Member and 213 
Portfolio Holder for Sport, Culture, 
Diversity, Health and Wellbeing. IT, HR, 
Finance etc are delivered by CSD 
(Customer Service Direct) - a partnership 
between Suffolk County Council, Mid 
Suffolk District Council and BT, bringing 
together council services. Suffolk County 
Council is exploring a New Strategic 
Direction working with partners across the 
county collaboratively and innovatively to 
make our organisation simpler, cut out 
duplication and drive down costs and is 
exploring different ways of delivering 

._ _.services. 

Count¡l'Archivist {Ann Smith) - "Head of Cultural The authority has outsourced its corporate 313 
Services (Declan O'Hare) - "Director of Adult Services IT function (to ....... ) and property 
(John Appleby) - "Chief Executive (Sir Michael Brown) maintenance functions (to a company 

created by the former in-house 
management). We find that we continue 
to receive a good standard of service for 
planned work. but in-year additions to the 
schedule of work are extremely 
expensive. The authority will also be 
exploring the strategic commissioning of 
front-line services during 2010111. 

Comments 

Comments 
3 2 

Answer 



4 Which Cabinet Member(s) or Portfolio Cabinet Member and Portfolio Holder for Sport, Culture, 
Holder(s) or which committee has political Diversity, Health and Wellbeing (Cllr Rosie Clarke), 
responsibility for the archive service? Where Assistant to Portfolio Holder for Sport, Culture, Diversity, 
an individual has responsibility, give the Health and Wellbeing (Cllr Terry Clements) 
name of the postholder at the time of writing 

Example answer Portfo/ío Holder for Adult Services (Cllr Jan Wa/Rer OBE) Portfolíos altered and redistributed in May 
2010. 

5 
g~estion -..Optiçms 
ln practice, does the archivist in charge have (a) Yes 
authority to manage the service and to (b) No 
develop and implement policies for the 
service under the general direction of his/her 
line manager? 

6 

Answer 
(a)Yes 

Suffolk Record Office, Libraries and 
Museums now have the same Portfolio 
Holder which helps. 

Comments Score 
Suffolk Record Office has a Strategic 3/3 
Commissioner but we produce our 
performance measures, plans etc for him 
to see. 

Question Options Answer 
Please explain whether the manager of the (a) Yes, budget covers all areas (b) Yes, but budget 
archives service has a distinct budget, and if (b) Yes, but budget covers only 
so, what is included in the budget If you do some areas 
have a llistinct budget, please supply a (c) No, but has clear influence on 
copy of the budget for 2010/11. budget 

(d) No, and has limited influence 
The project budgets/holding accounts are normally set up to manage successful external funding bids eg HLF Suffolk Voices Restored. Premises 
related expenditure budgets are no longer under the direct control of the Suffolk Record Office. They have been moved to Suffolk County Council's 
Resource Management Property. We have a property advisor allocated to each Record Office building, who discusses planned maintenance and 
new work with Record Office managers. There is an Adult and Community Services Scheme of Financial Management of which Libraries, Archives 
and Information forms part. This aligns management and financial responsibilities so management decisions and their financial implications are 
closely linked. 
Managers take full responsibility for their budgets, monitoring them closely and reporting upwards any significant variances and outtum forecasts 
monthly. The Performance and Development Review process reviews every budget holder's financial performance at least once every year, 
highlighting any development needs to improve performance where necessary. 
Suffolk Record Office is allocated funds each year from the Library Book Fund to purchase local studies books for our 3 branches. ln 2009/1 O and 
2010/11 this is £2000. We decide what to buy with the budget but purchasing is carried out centrally. ln addition we have an annual budget of 
£16,000 in 2009/10 which has been increased to £17,500 for 2010/11 for purchasing microfilm of Suffolk newspapers from the British Library. 1 

covers only some 
areas 

Comments 
Suffolk Record Office Manager has 
responsibilities for the main Record Office 
budget, the Conservation budget and a 
number of project budgets/holding 
accounts. See below: 

Example answer /b) 

Question Options Answer Comment on any special factors 
fillectin!I your am;wer 

Score 
4/6 6 4 

Budget also covers the records 516 
management service. Property and other 
central charges are not disaggregated 
below directorate level and therefore do 
not appear in the archives service budget, 
but our budget reflects all other operating 
costs. [This answer would be scored as 
5/6 rather than 4/6 as the standard score 
for answer /b)l 

Score 



7A How does the revenue budget provision for (a) More than 3% higher (d) Less than 3% Our budget this year is the same as that 2/5 5 2 
2010/11 relate to that for 2009/1 O in real (b) Less than 3% higher lower allocated at the start of 2009/2010. We 
terms? (c) The same were allocated another £SK during 

(d) Less than 3% lower 2009/1 O for outreach, but very quickly 
(e) Between 3% and 10% lower afterwards asked not to spend it although 
(f) More than 10% lower the money remained in our supplies and 

services budget for the whole year. The 
budget in 2010/11 reverted back to that at 
the beginning of 2009/1 O so the net fall is 
1.96% after making allowance for the 2% 
inflation allowance. We can control our 
income targets within the overall budget 
and if income exceeds targets we are able 
to keep and redeploy the surplus. (We 
have recently been asked to aim to 
achieve 5% savings this year, but this 
money has not been taken out of our 
budget.) We also have other income 
ta(gets connected to the sale of library 
information centre goods totalling £2650 in 
2009/10, of which we achieved £2444.68. 
We have a say in the setting of these 
targets. The total target for 2010/11 is 
£2700 and some lines of goocs are being 
developed using Record Office images. 

Example answer (d) --- - The budget for 2010/11 ,s 18% lower than 215 
2009/10 in cash terms. This partly 
reflects the transfer of maintenance 
funding to a central fund administered by 
Property Services. ln real terms the 
budget is 7% lower than /he budget for 
2009/10. However. in 2010/11 we have 
one-off funding for the purchase of new 
equipment for our conservation workshop 
and digitisation studio. so that the net fall 
is only 1%. I have therefore ticked 
answer (d). Income targets are agreed 
between the department and the Director 
of Finance. Any overachievement of 
income can be redeployed by the service; 
any underachievement has to be met by 
savings on other budget headings. 

I 
- 

Question Options Answer Comments 
78 Does the service benefit from any allocated (a)Yes (a)Yes Any underspend on the Bury Library 

capital funding in 2010/11, and if so what is (b) No refurbishment project is due to be 
this for? allocated for improvements in the Bury 

and Ipswich Record Offices. The HLF 
funded Suffolk Voices Restored Project is 
due to end in September 201 O. The 2nd 
payment of £14,280 has just been 
received and we expect to request the 
final payment of £3,570 later this year. 



Example answer (a) Yes Capital funding of £27,300 has been 
allocated for roofing work, improvements 
on access to the building_. and 
redecoration of the entrance and foyer 
areas. 

Question 011tions 
How has your total staffing changed between (a) More than 10% higher 
2009/10 and 2010/11? (b) Less than 10% higher 

(c) The same 
(d) Less than 10% lower 
(e) More than 10% lower 

An_s.,.er. 
8 (b) Less than 10% 

higher 

Comments. score 
On 1st April 2009 we had 26FTE including 3/5 
project staff. On 1st April 201 O we had 
26.35FTE. (1.5FTE 12 month contract 
additional staff on the establishment 
during 2009/1 O were funded from a bid to 
reserves as part of the Cataloguing 
Backlog Project; 0.5FTE of which was still 
in post in April 2010.) The core structure 
and staffing budget in 2010/11 remain the 
same as they were in 2009/10. We have 
carried a 0.5FTE admin vacancy 
throughout 2009/10 and 2010111, which 
was not technically frozen until June 201 O. 
Other vacancies on 1 April 2009 and 
arising during 2009/10 were filled. We 
took advantage of these vacancies and 
were responsive to staff requests under 
the flexible working scheme to adjust 
hours in all 3 branches during 2009/10. A 
vacancy in the Research Officer post at 
Ipswich was changed creating 2 zero 
hours posts to enable us to adapt to 
customer demand and improve the 
service during holiday periods etc. The 
increased flexibility of this type of contract 
allows us to adjust the hours worked to 
reflect the quantity of paid research 
r-nminn in 
We reassessed the post of Public Service 
Manager at the Lowestoft Record Office 
when it became vacant in Feb 2010, 
comparing the work loads of this post ~ith 
similar posts in Ipswich and Bury and the 
visitor numbers and have reduced it from 
37hrs to 30hrs a week. On 1 April 2010 we 
had and currently have 2 Future Jobs 
posts based in the Bury and Ipswich 
Record Offices which help to meet county 
council objectives of developing 
knowledge and skills in young people to 
enable them to gain employment. 

Added score 5 
for flexibility of 
staffing 
approach 

4 



Example answer (d) I have ticked option {d). as that is the 215 
overall position, but the reality is more 
complex. as we have created a new post 
of Outreach Manager to enable us to 
develop the audience tor the service. ln 
order to fund this post and to create an 
operating budget for new initiatives. and to 
make the budget reduction required of us. 
we have eliminated a vacant 0.4 tte post 
in the archivist team and we w,1/ not 
replace one of our conservators when he 
retires in July. We have also reduced the 
hours of our searchroom assistant from 
full-time to 25 hours per week (0.68 /te) 
[This answer scores the extra mark for 
demonstrating adaptation to the changing 
rn::.,:;,rk nf th,:;, <:1,:;,n1îrt::>I 

9 
Question _ 
Is the service currently accredited m any of 
the following ways, and if so, when does the 
accreditation expire? 

Answer (and date of 
_________ _,Options expiry) 

(a) Investors in People (a) & c) 
(b) Chartermark/Customer Service 
Excellence 
(c) Other (please specify) 

Question OptiQns .AOS\!/ß( 

C.omments Score 
Suffolk County Council is still registered 313 
for liP but is over due for an assessment 
although we have an extension until 
September 2010. The council has signed 
up to the Skills Pledge and The Adult 
Informal Leaming Pledge. Results of a 
201 O Survey of employees showed that 
Suffolk County Council was 17th in the 
Best Places to Work in the Public Sector 
Award. 

Comment on what you see as the 
strengths and weaknesses of staff 
Jr~inip_g 

3 

Score 



10 Please indicate which of the statements 
listed in column C about staff training 
provision are true for your service 

(a) Actual expenditure on staff 
learning and development in 
2009/10 was more than 0.75% of 
gross revenue expenditure. 
(b) Every professional member of 
staff in post for more than 12 
months attended at least one 
day's external professional 
update/development training in 
2009/10 
(c) Every member of staff in post 
for more than 12 months has 
received customer care training 
(d} The service has a paid post for 
a pre-qualification intern or is 
funding support staff on distance 
learning courses leading to 
professional qualifications 
(e) There is a distinct budget for 
staff learning and development for 
archives or the business unit of 
which it forms a part 
(f) The development and training 
needs of each member of staff are 
discussed with them on at least an 
annual basis 
(g) The service has an induction 
process for new staff designed to 
familiarise them with the authority 
as a whole and the archive service 
(h) Procedures are in place for 
staff to 'cascade' knowledge and 
skills gained from training courses, 
where appropriate 
(i) There is no distinct budget for 
staff learning and development 
below departmental level 
U) Opportunities for attending 
external training courses are 
limited as much by service 
delivery constraints as by lack of 
funds 

Members of the Suffolk Record Office Management team attended Suffolk County Council's Leadership Course which included NLP techniques 
during 2009/1 O as well as professional update/development training. Members of the Record Office Management T earn have continued to meet 
informally with representatives from the Cambridgeshire, Kent, Buckinghamshire and Milton Keynes MLA Strategic Planning and Influencing and 
Mentoring Set, once the formal programme finished for action learning sessions. The Libraries, Ai chives and Information budget is funding the 
course fees of a Public Service Manager on the Archive Administration distance learning diploma course at Aberystwyth University. Another Public 
Service Manager gained an MA in Museum Studies from Leicester during 2009/10 with support from the service in the provision of study leave, 
professional guidance, information, resources etc. We have also helped two volunteers to gain places on archive courses with professional 
training, information, resources etc. Two of our archivists are being supported in working towards registration. We encourage staff to attend ARA 
reaional meetinas and trainino courses. 
All members of staff have a PDR once a year with a mid-term review and monthly 1: 1 s with their manager. Their training and development needs 
are discussed at all these meetings. Their PDR incorporates a personal development plan that is adjusted as training and development 
opportunities arise.' Staff receive Record Office/service point, Adult and Community Services, and Suffolk County Council induction. Many staff are 
given time away from public searchroom duty to familiarise themselves with websites, CALM etc. We run workshops on palaeography, family and 
property history, military etc records for members of the public and new staff are given the opportunity to attend these. The main area of difficulty is 
finding an opportunity to train part-time Saturday, Sunday and relief Searchroom staff as most of them have other part-time jobs. We therefore try 
to run some training sessions on Saturdays. 

(a), (b}, (c), (d}, (e), 
(f}, (g), (h}, 

Suffolk Record Office training comes 8/8 
under Libraries, Archives and Information 
training within the Adult and Community 
Services Directorate of Suffolk County 
Council and there is a distinct budget for 
Libraries, Archives and Information. About 
£5,681 was spent on Record Office staff 
attending formal courses alone, excluding 
travel, subsistence and cover for them. 
Other expenditure that cannot be 
quantified arose from more informal 
training sessions, time allocated away 
from other duties for using online 
materials, attending staff forums etc. The 
Record Office contributes to the 
development of the Libraries, Archives 
and Information staff training and 
development plan, which includes 
information management, continuing 
professional development, customer 
service, diversity, financial management, 
health and safety, ICT, conferences, 
seminars, management development etc. 
Suffolk Record Office has a representative 
on the Libraries Archives and Information 
Workforce Development Commissioning 
Group within Adult and Community 
Services. See below 

8 8 



Managers and professional staff attend Suffo lk County Council, Adult and Community Serv ice and Libraries , Archives and lnfo nm ation Forums 
where there is an opportunity to acquire know ledge, learn new skills , cascade know ledge to other managers and to Record Offi ce teams on return 
e.g . on menta l health and wellbe ing, GCSX, securi ty mark ing , budget monitoring etc. Record Offi ce Branch team meetings, Searchro om Serv ices 
and Collections team meetings he ld every 4-6 weeks also have learn ing and development content. Jo int meetings are he ld for the Collections and 
Searchroom Serv ices teams severa l times a year which have a tra in ing element. At the last one NLP techniques were cascaded w ith the he lp of a 
partner from St Edmundsbury Borough Council. The objectives of tra in ing cours es are discussed by staff w ith their line manager befo re they attend 
and feedback is given to the manager when they return . The Record Offi ce has deve loped its own in-house tra in ing notes and sessions on 
particular classes of record e.g. manorial and maritime records that it uses with para-professional staff. 

The Suffolk Record Office Manager benefited during 2009/201 O from having an external mentor. 

Question Options Answer (A, B, C or Comments 1score Dl 
11 Indicate the range of functions for which the Archives service A 8/12 12 8 

chief archivist or equivalent is responsible by Records Management c 
indicating for each of the work areas listed in Corporate lead on Freedom of c 
column C whether this is (a) a responsibility Information 
of the chief archivist; (b) done elsewhere in Corporate lead on Data Protection C 
the department or directorate; (c) done 
elsewhere in the authority; or (d) not done at Electronic Records Management c 
all in your authority. Use the comments Digital Preservation A 
space to record any additional functions for Photographic collections A 
which the chief archivist or equivalent has Local Studies Library A 
responsibility (e.g. management Access to surrogate copies of A 
responsibility for library, museum or other archives 
heritage services) that are not among the Outreach/audience development A 
options offered. work for archive service 

Educational services relating to A 
archives 
Conservation of archives A 

Records Management. FOI, Data Protection and Electronic Records Management come under the Head of Corporate lnfonmation and Records who 
reports to the Head of Scrutiny and Monitoring. The County Council's Archives are housed in the Ipswich Record Office and are the responsibility of 
the Suffolk Record Office Manager. The Ipswich Record Office therefore works closely with the corporate information and records team, county 
solicitors, rights of way team etc. There are designated 'lnfonmation Agents' in each branch of the Record Office who have all received specialist 
training in FOI and data protection. The Suffolk Record Office Manager represents the Suffolk Record Office on the Suffolk Heritage Direct 
Partnership website management group. 

12 
9uestion 
If your answer to 011 indicates that the chief 
archivist or equivalent does not have 
responsibility for the corporate records 
management function, please explain what 
arrangements, if any, are in place for 
corporate records management and for the 
transfer of records from that system to the 
archives. Your answer should cover both 
traditional paper etc. formats and digital 
formats. 

Answer 
There is a Corporate Records Management team within Suffolk County Council that is based in 
another building in Ipswich, where they store some semi-current records for Suffolk County Council. 
Other records are stored at commercial sites elsewhere in the county under an agreement with an 
external service provider. The Records Management Unit operates a service for Suffolk County 
Council, Ipswich Borough Council, Mid-Suffolk District Council and University Campus Suffolk. All 
semi-current records have a retention schedule. Records identified for permanent preservation in the 
archives are automatically transferred to the Record Office at the end of their time in records 
management. The transmittal lists of those records that are coming up for review, whether they are 
Suffolk County Council, Ipswich Borough Council or Mid-Suffolk District Council etc come to the 
County Council Archives Officer who is part of the Suffolk Record Office team which selects records 
for permanent preservation according to our collecting policy etc. If we wish to see the records 
themselves before making a decision we go to the records management centre to look at them. 

Records Management uses Documentum and SQL. Digital records generated by Suffolk County Council are managed by Strategic ICT within 
Resource Management who maintain the Information Asset Management Register, Suffolk File Plan, software library, file formats, obsolescence, 
GCSX etc. Suffolk Record Office has new draft Guidelines on Depositing Digital Media and a Digital Preservation Policy. We now have networked 
attached storage in the county council's systems centre where we starting to store any deposited digital records. 

Question Answer 



13 Please outline any reporting mechanisms or 
performance measures which reflect the 
assessment of your service's contribution to 
corporate priorities, such as local area 
agreement or cultural partnership targets 

Suffolk Record Office is part of Adult and Community Services, who recognise that it has an 
important role to play in helping them to contribute to a number of service priorities that are linked to 
outcomes in T ransfor,:ning Suffolk - Suffolk's Community Strategy 2008-2028 and Suffolk County 
Council's 'Suffolk Story', the vis ion for a strong and dynamic jobs market, transforming learning and 
skills, protecting vulnerable people and reducing inequalities, delivering great services at exceptional 
value and being the greenest county. The Community Strategy has four themed priorities:-A 
Prosperous and Vibrant Economy; Leaming and Skills for the Future; the Greenest County; Safe, 
Healthy and Inclusive Communities. The Suffolk Record Office service contributes to these through 
standard or core services, and through a menu of activities which use resources, infrastructure and 
staff skills to offer information, signposting, social and volunteering opportunities, learning and 
research for both formal and pleasure purposes and opportunities in community based settings. 
ln Nov 201 O the Suffolk Record Office Service was examined by Adult and Community Services 
Scrutiny Committee to see how it contributes to Adult and Community Services (ACS) objectives: 
Learning and skills for the future - by offering a variety of learning opportunities that support children 
and young people to enjoy and achieve and promoting adult health and wellbeing including 
contributions to local and national events such as the Adult Learning Festival, a programme of formal 
and informal courses, talks, workshops, walks and exhibitions, work placements for students at UCS, 
work experience for schools and volunteering opportunities. 

A prosperous and vibrant economy and strong and dynamic jobs market - by supporting the local 
economy through heritage tourism events and the creative economy by providing sources of 
information for local writers etc. Information from archives helps promote Suffolk's natural 
advantages, creates a national and international profile encouraging tourism and traditional food and 
drink products. The Record Office attracts family history visitors to the county from elsewhere in the 
UK and overseas. lt offers a range of casual, part and full-time posts and provides training enabling 
staff to develop knowledge, skills and experience. 
Protect vulnerable people and help to reduce inequalities - Suffolk Record Office offers a friendly 
place for people to go for information, advice and socialise so they return. Suffolk Record Office 
strives to make its services more accessible though partnership working, attending events and 
making more information available online in a way that people want to access it. The Home Front 
Heroes and Suffolk Voices Restored (SVR) schools workshops have developed and are developing 
learning resources for children and adults with learning difficulties. 
Safe and Healthy Communities, Community Identity and Collaboration - Suffolk Record Office 
collections create a framework for democracy and accountability empowering citizens to participate in 
the development of their neighbourhoods and to help themselves. Suffolk Record Office works with 
district councils and charitable organisations such as local history societies, Volunteer Ipswich, Long 
Shop Museum etc to build 'social capital' in individuals and communities by providing training and 
volunteering opportunities and supporting community activities. These help people understand who 
they are and where they come from, generating individual and community identity, a sense of pride in 
the place they live and social cohesion. Suffolk Record Office also supports new communities 
through contributions to Polish Arts Festival, African History Month, Suffolk Pride and the Ipswich 
Caribbean Experience. 
The Greenest County - Suffolk Record Office helps councils, businesses, developers etc to protect 
and improve the natural, built and historic environment and to monitor erosion and climate change 
through the provision of historic information. 
Deliver great services at exceptional value - Unlike many other Record Offices all branches are open 
all day on Saturdays and Lowestoft is unusual in opening on Sundays. The new Suffolk Heritage 
Direct (SHD) partnership website offers a sustainable way for small volunteer run organisations to put 
their data online improving access to their collections. A recent collaboration with the county's legal 
section to voluntarily register title to county council property has saved in excess of £102,000. 

Suffolk Record Office has outcomes in the Culture and Sport LAA Delivery Partnership Performance 
Framework, and in the Libraries, Archives and Information Plan based on the Community Strategy 
and Suffolk Story. lt also has performance measures reflecting these and regularly contributes to the 
Portfolio Holder's reports on Culture, Diversity, Health and Well-being activities and Everyday Life 
Indicators etc. 

Question ___________ _,,,Options l\_m;_-.yer Comments -----~---Score 



14 Please indicate which of the statements in 
column C are true. 

(a) there is a business plan for 
2010/11 for the archives service 
(b) the archives service 
contributes to the business plan of 
a wider business unit or 
department 
(c) there is no business plan for 
2010/11 covering the archives 
service 
(d) the business plan covering the 
archives service is a published 
document 
(e) the business plan covering the 
archives service forms part of a 
hierarchy of planning documents 
for the authority as a whole 
(f) there is a formal planning 
process in place but it has not 
r,nor~to,i f, ,lh, thic uo~r 

The Suffolk Record Office plan contributes to the Libraries, Archives and Information Business Plan, Culture Information, Inclusion and Learning 
and Adult and Community Services objectives and plans within our directorate. These plans all help to deliver 'The Suffolk Story', which outlines 
the administration's priorities for their term of office and the Suffolk County Council Corporate Plan. Although the Record Office business plan isn't 
published the Suffolk Adult Plan 2009-2011, Adult and Community Services Commissioning Strategy 2008-2011 and Adult and Community Service 
Office Plan 2008-2010 are published and the Suffolk Record Office working plans feed into these. See 

(a) there is a 
business plan for 
2010/11 for the 
Suffolk Record Office 
(e) the business plan 
covering the archives 
service forms part of 
a hierarchy of 
planning documents 
for the authority as a 
whole 

4/5 5 4 

http://www.suffolk.qov.uk/CouncilAndDemocracy/AboutSCC/ServiceOfficesAndDelivery/AdultAndCommunityServices/Listinq.htm 
The objectives in the Libraries, Archives and Information Business Plan and the Suffolk Record Office Plan feed down into individual PDR's and 
Record Office branch business plans. 

Activity areas 
General service management. 
including fundraising 
Buildings and security 
Environmental control and 
preservation 
Conservation 
Acquisitions/collection 
development 
Cataloguing 
Searchroom and other onsite 
Digitisation and other online 
services 
Outreach/audience development 
work 
Educational activities 
Other activities 

.,__Question 011tions 

_Q_uestion 
15A Please supply a copy of the 2010/11 

business plan for your service if there is one. 
If you do not have a business plan, please 
specify up to four key actions you plan to 
undertake this year in relation to each of the 
activity areas specified in column C. 

Actions p.,,l,,.a.,n'-'ne.,,d,_ ~---------~-- Score 
10/10 Agreed, 

scored in all 
areas 

10 10 

Answ___t!r_ ,Comments Score 



15B Please indicate whether you have used your (a) Yes, our business plan reflects (a} Yes, our business We used the results of the self- 4/4 Well 4 4 
self-assessment results from previous years issues raised by our self- plan reflects issues assessment in 2008 to inform the demonstrated 
to inform your business planning for the assessment results raised by our self- development of our business plans for 
coming year. (b) We have a separate assessment results 2009110 and 2010/11. Some 

improvement plan based on self- improvements can be implemented in one 
assessment that sits alongside our year whilst others are longer term, 
business plan stretching across several years of 
(c) No, our business plan does not planning e.g. TNA Self Assessment 
reflect issues raised by self- standards placed the backlog at about 
assessment 40% in 2008 (i.e. the combined figure for 

box listed or rough listed and completely 
unlisted collections}. Completely 
uncatalogued collections made up about 
27.66% of the holdings of the Record 
Office. We used this evidence to develop 
a proposal which was presented to senior 
managers within Adult and Community 
Services for the allocation of reserves for 
a one year project involving volunteers to 
tackle the growing backlog, which was 
successful. £49K was awarded enabling 
us to employ a Cataloguing Archivist and 
0.SFTE Volunteer Co-Coordinator during 
2009/10. 
The 2010/11 plan continues to use 
volunteers to help reduce the backlog as 
part of business as usual. An example of 
short term outcomes highlighted by the 
Self Assessment was the need to regularly 
review our policies and we have just 
drafted a new Collections Development 

- - ·- --- Policy. 
Example answer (a) We have developed an improvement plan 4/4 

in response to our 2008 self-assessment 
results which includes both short-term and 
long-term actions. The long-term actions 
are mostly dependent on significant future 
investment in the service, but many of the 
short-term actions are things we can 
address quickly. These quick wins have 
been incorporated into our business plans 
for 2009/10 and 2010/11. and include 
additional resources for staff training; the 
development of additional policies; the 
improvement of our business planning 
framework: a Survey of our cataloguing 
backlog: and new monitoring equipment 
for our strongrooms. 

Whether achieved Comment on reasons for variations 
and completed on between what was planned and what 

Question Agreed objective time was achieved Score 
16 Please submit a copy of the archive 8110 10 8 

service's forward or business plan for 
2009/10, annotated to show which objectives 
were achieved completely or in part, and 
which objectives were not achieved. If 
preferred, use columns C, D and E to record 



progress w ith objectives , and add additional 
rows as necessary . Comment on the 
reasons for variation between what was 
planned and what was achieved. 

The attached 2009/1 O business plan contains key actions and has been annotated to show which objectives were met, those that were partially met 
and those that were not met or it was decide not to implement during the course of the year. The plan also shows new objectives that were added 
during the year (coloured in light green). About 77% of objectives in the plan were largely met, of those 8% that weren't met, some were dependant 
on others delivering the information to the Record Office or on behalf of the Record Office. · · 
The majority of the targets that slipped were part of or linked to our Suffolk Heritage Direct website project. This was part of a larger ICT project 
within Libraries, Archives and Information. Extensive testing in the Autumn and Winter of 2009 for the development of user manuals revealed that 
the site was not working as anticipated and we were very dependant on Customer Service Direct and Axiell for the resolution of outstanding issues. 
Catalogue data and images of two new partners, HMS Ganges and St Edmundsbury Heritage Services, were also added to the site during 
development over 2009/10 and new partners pages were added. The schools workshops for the Suffolk Voices Restored project could not be 
completed to the agreed timescales due to curriculum pressures and SATS in our partner schools. We applied to HLF and were granted an 
extension to the project delivery date from the end of June to the end of September 201 O as a result. The cataloguing backlog project proved more 
successful in attracting volunteers than we anticipated and the Volunteer Coordinator was on sickleave from Jan-Mar for the final quarter of the 
project, which had a knock on effect on other areas of work. 
The service was examined by Suffolk County Council's Adult and Community Services Scrutiny Committee and an external ISO 14001 audit team 
during the course of the year which necessitated a large quantity of additional work. We were also able to carry out unplanned building and 
environmental systems improvements at Ipswich Record Office, which caused a good deal of upheaval and work to keep a full public service 
functioning on a daily basis. Additional work was also done to scope out new projects e.g. Virtual Past with UEA, Suffolk MDR, Access to the 
Digital Film Archive with UEA etc. 
Example entry Complete retrocorwersion of 

existing catalogues and mount 
online by 03/10 

17 

90% completed 

Question _ _ Poli£Y ªL~- Date of document 
Column C lists a range of non-statutory Collection development policy Mar 2009 and new 
policy documentation that a local authority revision Jan 201 O 
archive service may have. ln column D 
specify the date of any policy you have 
covering this area. ln column E state whether 
it is a corporate, departmental/ directorate or 
service-specific policy and whether it is a 
public document. If a single document 
covers more than one policy area (e.g. 
Access and Education), explain this in 
column E too. 
If any new or revised policies have been 
produced since you last submitted a self 
assessment return, please supply copies. 

More lìsts were unsuitable for OCR than 
expected and had to be rekeyed into 
CALM, resulting in delays to project. 

Status and comments 
Our collecting policy is service specific 
and a public document which can be 
found as a link on 
htip://www .suffolk.gov. uk/LeisureAndCultu 
re/LocalHistoryAndHeritage/SuffolkRecord 
Office/How To Use TheSuffolkRecordOffice/ 
LeafletsAndResourcelists.htm 

The public document had minor revisions 
in Mar 2009. lt has since under gone 
more major revision - see attached 
document, but this revision has not yet 
been published on our website. lt was 
approved by the Record Office Collections 
Team in Jan, circulated for further 
comment amongst staff and approved by 
the Record Office Management T earn in 
Jul but still needs to go to the Libraries, 
Archives and Information Development 
T earn, senior officers and legal section for 
final approval. This is backed up by our 
micro collecting policy document which 
identifies what series of records should be 
selected for permanent retention within 
collections and our collecting policy report 
which identified particular weaknesses in 
our collections that require further 
development. 

--~-----• Score 
12/20 Scored for 

policies and 
partly for 

20 14 



Cataloguing standards 2002 

Access policy 2006 

Learning and/or education policy 2005 

Security policy 201 O 

Service specific standards exist in our 
CALM Manual of Practice which complies 
with the mandatory elements of ISAD(G}. 
The bulk of the manual goes back to 2002 
but additional parts have been added and 
amended. This is not a public document. 
lt will be updated later this year as a result 
of importing catalogue date into CALM 
from museums and other partners in the 
Suffolk Heritage Direct website 
partnership. 
Suffolk County Councils Accessibility 
Strategy can be found at 
http://www.Suffolk.gov. uk/NR/rdonlyres/4D 
DE7699-91 AE-4CA 1-8070- 
0A8D0B53AA00/0/2006AccessibilityStrate 
9YJWf 
Libraries, Archives & Information Learning 
Strategy is still in use. 

2009 

2009 

2009 

2009 

[Redacted under s31(1)) 

[Redacted under s31(1)) 

[Redacted under s31(1)) 

[Redacted under s31(1)) 

(Redacted under s31(1)) 



2005 

2009 

2010 

Preservation or conservation 
policy 

Disaster control or business 
recovery plan 

Digital preservation policy 

Revised 201 O 

2010 

2010 

[Redacted under s31 ( 1 )I 

[Redacted under s31(1)) 

[Redacted under s31(1)] 

Suffolk Record Office Preservation 
Standards have been modified in 201 O - 
see attachment 
[Redacted under s31(1)) 

[Redacted under s31(1)] 

2010 Suffolk Record Office has a draft Digital 
Preservation and Management of Digital 
Archives Policy and associated Guidelines 
for Depositing Digital Media and internal 
NAS Server Use Policy and Practices for 
the staff which are currently out for peer 
review - see attachments. 



Volunteering policy 2010 

Outreach or audience 2006 
development policy 

Staff tra in ing or CPD policy 

Policy on use of archives by the 201 O 
media 

Appraisal of documents policy 201 O 

Fundraising strategy 

The Volunteering and Work Placement 
Policies and associated documentation for 
Suffolk County Council Libraries and 
Archives have just been reviewed - see 
attachments. The Suffolk Record Office 
has also produced an Induction Pack for 
Volunteers which contains more detailed 
information on our procedures for use 
along with these policies - see attachment. 
The Record Office has recently developed 
a Service Level Agreement with University 
Campus Suffolk for the delivery of work 
placement opportunities for their students. 
This is not a public document but is 
shared with UCS students. 

Suffolk Libraries, Archives and Information 
Reader Development Strategy is still in 
operation. 

Suffolk Record Office staff training and 
development comes under Suffolk County 
Council and Adult and Community 
Services training and development 
policies 
http://www.suffolk.gov.uk/EducationAndLe 
aming/WorkBasedLearning/AboutCSDHR. 
htm. We also have some other more 
specific courses for our staff, 
The Suffolk Record Office policy on the 
Use of Archives by the media was 
checked and revised in 201 O. 

Suffolk Record Office has no policy as 
such but we follow the guidance in two 
documents when undertaking appraisal. 
These are the Micro Collection Policy 
which lays down selection principles for 
certain common types of collection and 
the County Council Archive Selection 
Criteria which provides guidelines for 
selecting material from the Records 
Management process for penmanent 
preservation in the County Council 
Archive. These have both been modified 
in ?01 O - !=:P.P. ;:itt;:ir.hmP.nt~ 
The Suffolk Record Office does not have a 
fundraising strategy as such. We raise 
funds through the Friends of the Suffolk 
Record Office, who promote the service 
and lobby on its behalf, providing details of 
archives which may be in danger of loss 
or dispersal, purchasing them where 
possible and representing the views of 
members - see 
http://www.suffolk.gov .uk/LeisureAndCultu 
re/LocalHistoryAndHeritage/SuffolkRecord 
Office/Fri ends 



Business development policy 2010 Suffolk Record Offi ce does not have a 
business development policy. We use our 
annual plan and outreach plans to set and 
monitor_business development objectives. 
We also use the Libraries, Archives and 
Information Income Generation Initiatives 
Business Planning Report 201 O - 2011 
key recommendations to help develop our 
business. This is not a public document - 
see attachment. 

Carbon strategy 2010 

18 

Example eniry 

Questiº-". 
Please give up to six examples of ways in 
which you have used your framework of 
policies and strategies during the last twelve 
months. 

Carbon _strategy 

Strategy.Jrr!JJlement~ 
Collection development policy and 
appraisal of documents policy 

Suffolk County Councils Carbon Strategy 
is embedded in its Environment Policy see 
http://www.suffolk.gov.uk/EnvironmenVEn 
vironmentalManagemenUEnvironmentalP 
olicy.htm 
and Environment Action Plan see 
http://www.suffolk.qov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/37 
5F0B65-1 E52-43AD-98E8- 
6BF6EB42ABB8/0/SCCsEnvironmentActi 
onPlanv2.pdf 

2007 Included in published corpcrate 
environmental impact strategy. 

Describe actions undertaken __ 
Suffolk Record Office staff used our collecting policy, County 
Council Archives Selection Criteria and micro collecting policy 
during 2009/1 O to help them to assess which collections should 
come into the Record Office and from within these collections 
those classes of record that should be retained permanently. 
They also used them in association with our collecting policy 
report which identifies weaknesses in our collections and 
therefore those records that we should be especially looking out 
to acquire. We therefore attended the first Suffolk Gay Pride 
event, made contact with the Suffolk Gay and Lesbian Hotline 
and Suffolk Constabulary and acquired material in Oct 2009 to 
encourage the development of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and 
T ransgender collections. 
These documents are extremely useful when trying to justify to 
owners and depositors including county council departments why 
we cannot take some records in as well as helping us to decide 
what documents to weed out of collections during appraisal or 
when cataloguing. They enabled us to return a number of items 
to depositors during the course of the year or suggest other more 
appropriate places of deposit. We also used these documents in 
discussions with the Friends of the Suffolk Record Office 
Committee to decide which records we should try to bid for when 
they came up for sale. They successfully purchased a 
manuscript account book of rents for the Colham Hall Estate 
1791-1804 RefSROB/HD3154, but were advised against trying to 
acquire the common place book of James Pringle Barclay (1796- 
1884). We shared the micro collecting policy with The Centre for 
Kentish Studies, Cambridgeshire and Buckinghamshire Record 
Offices during 2009/10. 

Score 
6/6 6 6 



Cataloguing standards, D ig ita l 
preserv ation policy 

Carb on Strategy or Environmental 
Po licy 

These standards were used throughout 2009/1 O as part of the 
Cataloguing Backlog Project to guide volunteers and Record 
Office staff - about 71,000 new catalogue records were added to 
the database. They were also used to check and edit collections 
already on the CALM database prior to them being uploaded on 
to the new Suffolk Heritage Direct website e.g. collections of 
Parish Registers and Records. Staff use the Digital Preservation 
Policy and NAS Server Use Policy when uploading images for 
permanent preservation to the NAS and linking them to CALM 
catalogue records. These documents have also been used to 
develop and inform the Suffolk Heritage Direct Manual for the 
Management of the Live System. 

We regularly refer to the councils policy to help support Suffolk's 
aim to be the Greenest County. We found it very useful when the 
Ipswich Record Office was chosen to be inspected by an external 
auditor in November 2009 for ISO 14001. lt enabled us to compile 
a document for the guidance of staff on what we were doing to 
help the environment by reducing carbon emissions, preventing 
waste, minimising use etc. We try to save on travel where we 
can by car sharing to attend meetings, and using public transport 
as much as possible. We have increased the number of 
recycling bins in all three Record Offices during 2009/1 O and are 
now selling historical books withdrawn from stock by the Library 
Service. 

Volunteering policy, Security policy The Record Office used documentation from the old Libraries, 
Archives and Information Volunteer Policies at the start of 
2009/1 O to inform the development of a Suffolk Record Office 
Volunteer Induction Pack and incorporated into it information from 
Volunteering in Archives and A review of policies and practices in 
respect of volunteers in the Suffolk Record Office, commissioned 
in 2006 with funding from the East of England Museums, 
Libraries and Archives Council (EEMLAC) to support the new 
volunteers involved in the backlog project. Information from this 
pack was used later in the year to revise the Libraries, Archives 
and Information Volunteers and Voluntary Work Experience and 
Supported Work Placement Policies. A member of the Record 
Office team who had regularly used the pack with volunteers was 
on the group that revised these documents. We ensure the work 
discussed with new volunteers fits with the policy and that they fill 
in the appropriate paperwork and references are taken up. 

All volunteers are made aware of data security policies and those 
inputting catalogue data on to CALM have their three year 
employment history verified in line with GCSx. 



Securi ty policy 

Disaster contro l or business 
recovery plan 

[Redacted under s31(1)] 

Example answer (a) Disaster control policy 

(b) Collection development policy 

(c) Fundraising strategy and 
Acces,¡,Polity 

The weekend duty manager was able to use the information in 
our Disaster Plan and Emergency Contacts document on the 
morning of Sunday 28th Feb following a prolonged period of 
heavy rain in Suffolk to access the information on Floodline and 
call the custodians to ask them to put up the fioodbarriers in the 
Ipswich and Bury St Edmunds Record Offices when the water 
levels in local rivers rose rapidly and flood warnings were issued. 

A small flood in our ou/store caused by overflowing gutters in the 4/6 
torrential rain of July 2009 caused us to test our disaster 
preparedness. · 

ln accordance with our collection development policy we 
commenced a survey of record-keeping in non-Christian faith 
groups and minor Christian denominations. 

We participated in a Joint bid with other offices in the Ang/ian 
region for funds to digitise our collection of probate records. The 
outcome is awaited. 

Question Options 
Which of the following statements in column (a) The service has formally 
C are true for your service? subscribed to The National 

Archives Standard for Record 
Repositories or the predecessor 
HMC Standard 
(b) The service has been TRUE 
approved by The National 
Archives as meeting the 
requirements of the Standard for 
Record Repositories in all 
important respects 

.True/False 
19 TRUE 

Comments Score 
10/10 Scored for two 1 O 

out of three 
offices 
reaching 
approval 

8.67 

The Ipswich and Bury St Edmunds 
branches of the Suffolk Record Office 
have been approved as meeting the 
requirements of the Standard for Record 
Office Repositories in all important 
aspects. All three branches of the Suffolk 
Record Office have been approved as 
places of deposit for public records. We 
completed a major capital project at the 
Ipswich Record Office in 2007 in line with 
TNA recommendations to improve the 
strongrooms by installing air conditioning, 
an automatic gas extinguishing system 
and other improvements to reduce risks. 

SECTION 2: DOCUMENTATION OF COLLECTIONS 92 58 63.04% 

Question ,StJ1temeots Answer Comments Score 



20A Which of the statements in column C most 
accurately reflects the proactivity of 
acquisition work by the institution in the 
recent past? Please choose the most 
appropriate statement from each group. 

(a) The service receives regular (a) The service 
transfers of records from its parent receives regular 
authority or authorities, as the transfers of records 
result of the regular operation of from its parent 
an appraisal system authority or 
(b) The service receives transfers authorities, as the 
of records from its parent authority result of the regular 
or authorities on an ad hoc basis, operation of an 
but we believe everything of appraisal system 
significance reaches us 
(c) The service rarely or never 
receives transfers of records from 
its parent authority or authorities 

(d) The service maintains liaison (e) The service has 
with all the public records bodies varying levels of 
for which it is appointed as a place continuing contact 
of deposit, and receives regular with public records 
transfers of records from them bodies for which it is 
(e) The service has varying levels appointed as a place 
of continuing contact with public of deposit, and 
records bodies for which it is sometimes receives 
appointed as a place of deposit, accruals of records 
and sometimes receives accruals from them 
of records from them 
(f) The service does not maintain 
contact with public records bodies 
for which it is appointed as a place 
of deposit, and rarely receives 
accruals of records from them 

Example answer 

(g) The service maintains liaison (h) The service has 
with all its major private varying levels of 
depositors, and receives regular continuing contact 
transfers of records from them with its major private 
(h) The service has varying levels depositors, and 
of continuing contact with its major sometimes receives 
private depositors, and sometimes accruals of records 
receives accruals of records from from them 
them 
(i) The service does not maintain 
contact with its major private 
depositors, and rarely receives 
accruals of records from them. 

B, E. H 

Suffolk County Council directorates 8/12 
regularty transfer records to the Record 
Office for permanent retention via our 
records management service. Material is 
selected using our appraisal system and 
the records management transmittal lists 
or by examining the records themselves. 

12 8 

We have regular contact with local 
magistrates and coroners courts and 
receive deposits from them. 

We have regular contact with major 
depositors e.g. Suffolk Regiment, the 
Diocese of St Edmundsbury and Ipswich 
and receive regular deposits from them. 
We are hoping to contact the major 
Solicitors as soon as our legal section has 
approved the revision of clauses in our 
Guidelines Governing Gifts and Deposits 
which we hope to send out to them. 

Question ___________ A11swer 

The service has varying levels of contact 6/12 
with major depositors of all types. Some 
are in regular contact and actively 
manage their collections. while there are 
others who we have had no dealings with 
for many years. 

Score 



20B What steps has the service made to plan for 
the intended reduction in the transfer period 
for public records from 30 years to 20 years? 
Do you anticipate that this will cause the 
service any difficulties in accommodating the 
storage requirement or rate of transfer? 
What impact do you envisage the change 
will have on the management of other types 
of records such as local government records 
which will be affected by the consequent 
reduction in the period of application of 
certain FOI exemptions? 

No steps have been taken beyond reading the 30 Year Rule document and initial discussions at the 
Record Office Management and Collections T earn Meetings following the government announcement 
in June 2009 of their plans to introduce legislation to reduce access to local public records down to 20 
years. We are already experiencing a significant increase in the number and volume of new 
acquisitions coming from Ipswich Borough Council, St Edmundsbury Borough Council, Mid-Suffolk 
District Council and other organisations via their new Service Level Agreements with Suffolk County 
Council's Records Management Service. Reviewing all the material coming through from records 
management is placing considerable strain on the Ipswich Record Office team. This has been raised 
with the Head of Libraries and Archives and Records Management. We anticipate that the reduction 
in the transfer period will cause the service great difficulties in accommodating these records. We will 
require outstores which will be difficult to fund and bring up to recognised standards in times of 
reducing budgets. These records may have to remain in records management storage with the 
associated costs coming out of the Record Office budget. 
We are just about keeping up with cataloguing each year's new influx of county council records within 
12 months, but cannot keep up with the districts as well. lt will become increasingly difficult to answer 
FOI enquiries unless we have adequate catalogues. We can no longer rely on the accuracy of the 
information on the transmittal documentation as this is no longer checked and amended by the 
records management centre on receipt. When Ipswich Borough Council moved offices several years 
ago this placed enormous strain on our resources over several years and we could only just about 
manage to bulk accession their deposits. 

21 

Local magistrates courts have been seeking to deposit records less than 25yrs for a number of years. 
Initially we took them in, but latterly due to greater pressures on space and frequent requests for the 
return of records or to add additional information to files we have discouraged this by introducing 
charges for any records deposited under 25yrs old. As the county council records management 
service charges less than the Record Office they have been choosing to send them to records 
management instead. 

9uestion Options Answer 
Does the service have standard terms and (a) Yes, broadly conforms to TNA (a) Yes. broadly 
conditions for the deposit of records on loan guidance conforms to TNA 
or a template setting out matters to be (b) Yes, but does not conform to guidance 
agreed with the depositor? If so, do these TNA guidance 
accord with current TNA guidance? (c) No 

(d) Service does not accept 
documents on loan 

Comments 
Our Guidelines Governing Gifts, Bequests 
and Deposits, Entry Form, Receipt etc 
broadly confirm to the TNA guidance 

Score 
2/2 2 

Questiçm_ 011tions Answer Comments Score 
22 Does the service maintain an accessions (a)Yes (a)Yes Suffolk Record Office uses the CALM 2/2 2 2 

register (in either hard copy or digital form) (b) Yes, but does not meet Accessions Database to record all 
meeting the requirements of section 3.12 of requirements of the Standard accessions and has been retrospectively 
the TNA Standard? (c) No adding accessions data pre 1996 to this 

data base from earlier accessions 
registers, depositor files, old entry forms 
etc. 

Question O_l!tions Answer 
~ 

Comment - Score 



23 Which of the following statements best a) The terms of deposit of all c) Records of terms lt is not always clear whether collections 3/5 5 3 
describes the documentation, in the form of records held by the service are of deposit are received at Ipswich up to the early 1960s 
accessions records, legal agreements, fully documented deficient for some were deposited on loan or as gits. 
correspondence or other materials, enabling b) The terms of deposit of the vast periods and/or some 
the service to determine the terms on which majority of records held by the types of acquisition 
it holds all the records in its care? Comment service are properly documented 
on the nature and extent of any deficiencies. c) Records of terms of deposit are 

deficient for some periods and/or 
some types of acquisition 
d) The records of terms of deposit 
for the majority of records held by 
the service are deficient in some 
way 
e) Few records have been kept of 
the terms on which records have 
been received 
f) Not applicable as no records 
ñeld on loan 

Example answer - e Accessions records are generally good 3/5 
îrom the creation of the Barchester City 
Archives until 1950. although some 
registers of minor gifts for this period were 
unfortunately destroyed in the 1960s. 
After 1950, the practice of keeping 
registers of gifts. loans and purchases 
was abandoned and we are dependent 
upon the (rather hit and miss) survival of 
correspondence about acquisitions for a 
knowledge of their provenance or the 
terms on which they were received. The 
filing of accessions correspondence was 
regularised from 1984 and the keeping of 
an accessions register was resumed in 
1989. Fortunately. for much of the period 
between 1950 and 1984 the service was 
acutely short of expansion space, and the 
volume of material received in this period 
was much less than either earlier or later. 

_Question Options Answer Comments JScore 
24 Which of the following statements best a) The service is confident that it c) The service is Our terms and conditions of deposit place 1/3 3 

describes the information held by the service has up-to-date contact information dependent upon the responsibility on depositors to notify us 
about the current owners of records for all, or nearly all, of its initiatives by of any change in title to the records or 
deposited in its custody? Please comment depositors depositors to stay in address. We contact owners of records 
on the nature and extent of any deficiencies. b) The service actively attempts to touch with the archive when collections are catalogued, or 

maintain contact with its larger service regarding rights management or 
depositors but has no publication issues. We have started to 
mechanisms in place for implement a plan to contact major 
contacting the majority depositors class by class to gain up to 
c) The service is dependent upon date details on ownership, contact 
initiatives by depositors to stay in information etc but we can't aspire tob) 
touch with the archive service yet. 
d) Not applicable as no records 
held on loan 



EXample answer B ---- This is a significant issue for us. as for 213 
many other services. We have routinely 
sent copies of our Annual Report to meior 
depositors, and these occasionally elicit a 
Jetter explaining a change of ownership, or 
a returned letter from the Post Office. 
which we can then follow up. We cannot 
afford. however, to send copies of the 
report to all our known depositors, and we 
are dependent upon minor depositors 
keeping us in touch with changes of 
ownership (which some of them do}. ln 
practice, if an owner deposited a collection 
of 12 deeds with us in 1948 and was 
never heard from again, we tend to regard 
the material as having been abandoned in 
our possession and thus now being 
owned by the County Council, but this 
would no doubt be open to legal 
challenge. 

Question 011tions Answer Comments I score 
25 Does your service have in place procedures (a) Information required for the (a) Information We introduced new accession/entry forms 515 5 5 

or templates for ensuring that the following accessions register required for the in 2007 that have a running number, are 
information is recorded during the (b) Agreed terms of deposit accessions register pre printed in triplicate and carbonated on 
accessioning process? Please comment on (c) Information about intellectual (b) Agreed terms of pads so Searchroom Assistants can 
the nature of the procedures used to ensure property rights deposit ensure that appropriate essential 
that all the required information is obtained. (d) Whether the records are (c) Information about information is always collected if an 

subject to the Freedom of intellectual property archivist is not available. The top copy of 
Information Act 2000 rights the entry form goes on the accession file. 
(e) Information about the creator of (d) Whether the The second copy is immediately handed 
the records and the structure of records are subject to to the depositor or owner as a temporary 
the archive required for the Freedom of receipt. This copy has the terms and 
cataloguing purposes Information Act 2000 conditions of deposit printed on the back 
(f) lnformation/metadata about (e) Information about and they sign the top copy to say they 
recordings and digital media the creator of the have understood the terms and conditions 
required for their preservation and records and the and that it is their duty to keep the Suffolk 
management structure of the Record Office informed of changes in 

archive required for ownership and address. The bottom copy 
cataloguing purposes stays with the deposit and is used by the 
(f) archivist for processing. lt has a form on 
lnformation/metadata the back to record the accession number 
about recordings and (which is different from the entry number), 
digital media required and reference number, linear footage, date 
for their preservation the formal receipt is sent etc. The 
and management archivist contacts the depositor if they 

require any further information of 
clarification during the accessioning 
process. 

We have found this process very 
successful as it has helped us to keep 
depositors happy during the period 
between them bringing documents in and 
receiving their formal receipt, which is 
printed out from the CALM accession -- record. n 

Question 011tions -~n,:wer Comments Score 



26 Is detailed information routinely published (a) Yes (a)Yes Annual Accessions lists are made 212 2 2 
locally about accessions received by the (b) No available to the Friends of the Suffolk 
service? If so, please state where Record Office and placed on the Suffolk 
information is published. Record Office web pages. Each 

searchroom also has a copy of the annual 

--- list. 
Example answer Yes We publish a comprehensive list of 212 

accessions every year, both in hard copy 
and (since 2003) online. The Journal of 
the Borse/shire Antiquarian Society also 
publishes an annual summary of our 
accessions, and a number of the local 
history societie.s include information drawn 
from our list of accessions in their 
newsletters. 

Q_!Jestion _Qptions Answer . Score 
27 Has the service sent an annual accessions (a)Yes {a)Yes 5/5 5 5 

return for 2009 to The National Archives? If (b) Sent with this return 
not, please attach a summary of accessions (c) No 
in 2009. A template is available from 
samantha.velumyl@nationalarchives.gsi.gov 
.uk 
QuestiQrr_ Options Answer_ _comments .JScore 

28 What cataloguing standards are you (a) Full ISAD{G) (b) Mandatory Suffolk Record Office uses CALM for 3/4 4 3 
currently using for multi-level cataloguing? {b) Mandatory elements of elements of ISAD(G) cataloguing. 

ISAD(G) 
(c) An in-house standard, broadly 
similar to the mandatory elements 
of ISAD{G) 
(d) Cataloguing is not standards- 
based 

Question Categories Percentag~ _comments Score 
29 What percentage (by bulk) of your holdings (a) Fully catalogued in accordance 43.08% The Suffolk Record Office has been 2/6 6 2 

falls into each of the categories of with at least the mandatory cataloguing collections on CALM since 
cataloguing state set out in column C? elements of ISAD{G) 1996 and uses the mandatory elements of 
Comments are invited, especially on the (b) Fully catalogued but to a lower 21.56% ISAD(G). Cataloguing done pre 1996 at 
history of the present position. standard than ISAD(G) the Bury and Lowestoft Record Offices 

(c) Box-listed or roughly-listed 12.35% broadly conformed to the mandatory 
material, or collections for which elements of ISAD(G). The same applies 
only collection-level descriptions to some catalogues at Ipswich, though 
exist many of the bulky collections only have 
(d) Completely unlisted collections 23.01% 'interim' lists. A serious attempt was 

made in 1994 to implement a 5 year plan 
to eradicate at least the 'historic' 
cataloguing backlog (ie the backlog as at 
1994 ). This was on target for two years, 
when the backlog was reduced to 16%, 
but loss of archivist posts since has 
reversed the downwards trend. We have 
adjusted the figures this year to try to 
reflect the cataloguing done during 
2009/1 O as part of the Cataloguing 
Backlog Project. This project mainly 
targeted the completely unlisted 
collections and catalogued 51 m3 in total. 



Example answer ·- /a) 20% -- The Barsetshire Record Office adopted' 3/lì ~ 
(b) 50% the mandatory elements of ISAD(G) in 
/c) 5% 1995. and has been using CALM since 
/d) 25% 2000. Earlier cataloguing practice was in 

accordance with a house standard that 
offered 'broad conformity to the 
mandatory elements of ISAD(G)'. 
Backlogs of cataloguing developed first in 
the 1950s, expanded rapidly in the 1970s. 
and again from the mid-1990s. 
Uncatalogued collections from the 1950s 
usually have a rough manuscript box list: 
later uncatalogued collections are more 
likely to be wholly unlisted. 

9uestion A!]swe¡ Comments 
30 State the total number of accessions 389 This figure includes county co~il archive ~ns rec~ 

received in the last year (2009 or 2009/1 O). from records management and all other archive accessions 
If this total includes non-archival material, including photographs, but not local studies material. 
estimate the number of archival accessions 
and explain the other types of material 
included in the total figure. 

-9l!!!stion CategQ!Y ___ - Answer - Comments Score 
31 State the volume, in cubic metres, of (a) (a) Volume of records 17.44m3 Suffolk Record Office has had a 3/3 3 3 

records accessioned in the last year, and (b) accessioned cataloguing backlog project this year 
records appraised and discarded or (b) Volume of records appraised 58.84m3 during which 51 m3 was catalogued by 
catalogued in the last year. Calculate what and discarded or catalogued staff and volunteers. We also managed to 
percentage (b) is of (a) and comment on the (c) Calculate what percentage (b) 337.38% do a small amount of cataloguing of new 
reasons for the trend is of (a) collections which were not part of the 

historic backlog. 

Example answer -- - (a) 35 cubic metres The number of accessions per year has 1/3 
(b) 20 cubic metres risen steadily from 250 per annum in 1995 
/c) 57% to 400 per annum in 2007, and the volume 

of material received has also risen. albeit 
rather less sharply. lt has not proved 
possible to keep pace with this growing 
influx of material with static resources for 
cataloguing. ln 2003. two additional 
permanent posts weré secured for 
cataloguing through budget growth. but 
these were both lost as a result of budget 
reductions in 2007. We take every 
opportunity of seeking external funding for 
cataloguing work. and have had three 
large projects in the last two years. This 
has had a significant impact on slowing 
the growth of the backlog, but we have 
not yet begun to reduce it. -------- ·- ---- - ~ 

__Jscore Question Options True/E_alse Comments 



32 Please indicate which of the following 
statements about processes for the 
acquisition of records are true for your 
service. Comment on any innovative or 
notably successful measures you have 
undertaken recently. 

(a) We develop documentation TRUE 
strategies for major events and 
developments in our area. We are 
also attending more Library Top 
Time events for older people and 
giving talks which has encouraged 
some of them to deposit items with 
us. 

We attend major events in the county and 5/5 
slightly further afield to which we take 
displays or facsimiles of records to engage 
people in conversation and encourage 
new deposits e.g. Suffolk Show, Bury, 
Long Melford and Norwich Family History 
Fairs, Hevenìnqharn Hall Craft Fair, 
Historic Homes Show in Essex, 
Newmarket Family Fun Day, Warners 
Holiday Resort, Ipswich Museum 100 
Objects for the History of the World Day, 
George Ewart Evans Centenary weekend, 
Suffolk Local History Council Recorders 
Day etc. The Lowestoft Record Office has 
now joined the Waveney Heritage Forum 
and will have a presence at any events it 
organises. We have also been involved 
this year in the Museums SHARE 
programme and the first Suffolk 
Archaeology Conference at University 
Campus Suffolk and hope some museums 
and archaeology groups may be 
encouraged to transfer some of their 
-·-i...: .. - .... _1.,1; ·- ··- -- - ,.1. 
We have a representative on the Bury St 
Edmunds Olympic Steering Group to work 
alongside St Edmundsbury Borough 
Council, other parts of Suffolk County 
Council, local schools, businesses and 
charities as part of the London 2012 
Olympic and Paralympic Games to plan 
events to host the Rwandan Olympic and 
Paralympic T earns, who have chosen 
Bury St Edmunds as their pre-games 
training base. We hope that this will lead 
to a legacy collection. All three branches 
contributed events to the Learning 
Revolution last October. We attended the 
first ever Suffolk Gay Pride event and 
have established connections to begin 
collecting archives from the Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual and T ransgender communities in 
the county. We also attended the Historic 
House Association Suffolk event at 
Elveden Hall to try to engage with owners 
who had not deposited their records. 

5 5 



{b) We regularly undertake TRUE 
surveys of categories of records in 
our area 

(c) We regularly contact major TRUE 
depositors to solicit accruals of 
records 

(d) We routinely scan the local 
press for information that might 
lead us to records at risk or to 
organisations with significant 
records 

TRUE 

We try to conduct surveys when there a 
major developments in the county. Last 
year Suffolk County Council was 
implementing a programme to close all the 
county's Middle Schools from 2009/1 O 
onwards. We contacted the Project 
Manager for the closure who agreed to 
ensure all the schools were aware of our 
service and encouraged to contact us 
regarding having their records surveyed 
for deposit. Local Parish Recorders are 
very good at contacting us if they become 
aware of any records that are at risk so we 
can go out and survey them. 

We regularly contact some of the major 
depositors especially the Diocesan 
Registrar, Suffolk Regimental Museum 
Curator, Cross Ram Solicitors, Suffolk 
County Council Directorates etc regarding 
deposits. Following a meeting with the 
Diocesan Registrar we created a new 
leaflet especially for Churchwardens and 
gave a presentation on caring for parish 
registers and records and what should be 
deposited under the Parochial Registers 
and Records Measure at the Diocesan 
Churchwardens Training Day. We 
attended again last year the St 
Edmundsbury Borough Council 
Conference for Parish Councils to 
encourage them to deposit their older 
records and give them a better 
understanding of the series of records we 
wished to permanently preserve. We also 
revised the guidelines for Suffolk Local 
History Council Parish Recorders and 
gave a presentation at their Recorders 
Day on what to collect for deposit in the 
o ........... .., l"\u:,.,.. 
Branch staff routinely scan the local media 
for any news items that might lead us to 
records that are at risk or organisations 
that have significant collections. Last year 
we took in major deposits from the Ipswich 
Building Society, formerly the Ipswich and 
Suffolk Freehold land Society formed in 
1849 (which is believed to be among the 
best building society collections in the 
country) when they moved from their 
offices in Upper Brook Street to 
Ransomes Europark. 



(e) We encourage inform ation TR UE We encourage users and members of the 
from users and members of the public to tell us about records they think 
public about records. m ight be of interest. Members of the 

Friends of the Suffolk Record Office, 
fam ily and local history societies are 
especially good. at this. Last year the 
Friends of the Suffolk Record Office sent a 
representative to a antique shop in 
Ipswich following a tip off received by the 
Ipswich Record Office that there was an 
old account book for sale there. This 
turned out to be a minute book for 
Tollemache's Ipswich Brewery Ltd (Upper 
Brook Street), for 1896-1919 and a repairs 
ledger for pubs, brewery and other 
property including houses and cottages 
owned by the brewery c1922-1959. ln 
November 2009 we received records 
rescued from the former British Sugar site 
in Ipswich as a result of their existence 
being brought to our attention by a 
member of the public. 

(f) We have taken other steps to TRUE We are on the mailing list of a number of 
encourage the acquisition of National Auction houses e.g. Dominic 
records (please specify). Winter, Stride & Son and TNA Sales 

notification list. We encourage those 
groups who come in for visits or 
workshops to think about depositing their 
records or encourage the owners of any 
archives they know about to deposit them. 
We also promote our collecting policy at 
any talks and in radio interviews. We 
regularly provide images from our 
collections to a local author who has a 
weekly feature in the East Anglian Daily 
Times to help promote our acquisitions 
policy. Last year he wrote an article 
specifically to promote the acquisition by 
the Friends of Suffolk Record Office of the 
Shrubland Hall Photographic Archive 
when the article we had written for Suffolk 
County Council Comms Unit failed to draw 

-- thi::o ::1tt1C>ntinn nf thi::o lnr::iil n::ini::or<: 
Question Issues Answer - Score 



33 Which of the issues listed in column Care in (a) Lack of staff capacity (a) Lack of staff We do not have the staff capacity to 114 4 
practice currently a constraint on active (b) Lack of storage space capacity embark on an active surveying 
collecting? (c) Lack of funds for the purchase (b) Lack of storage programme or to send out questionnaires 

of documents space to fill gaps and eliminate weaknesses in 
(d) Lack of management support (c) Lack of funds for our collections although we know what 
for proactive acquisition the purchase of these are as a result of the collecting 

documents report compiled in 2004. We have good 
holdings for schools, civil and 
ecclesiastical parishes as a result of 
survey work done in the 1 gsos so 
understand its benefits and would like to 
do more in other areas if we had the 
resources. 

There is a lack of archival storage space 
at both the Bury St Edmunds and 

' Lowestoft Branches of the Record Office 
so some collections, mainly unlisted ones, 
relating to their collecting areas are now 
hn11c:Qrl ::it thQ lnc:lAlirh QQ.rnrri tîffìr-Q 
The Record Office relies almost entirely on 
the Friends of the Suffolk Record Office to 
raise funds for the routine purchase of 
records although we can call upon funds 
from within the larger libraries, archives 
and information budget if necessary. The 
Friends are finding that there is a growing 
number of archives being offered for sale 
at ever increasing prices and are therefore 
having to become even more selective on 
what they decide to try to buy. They have· 
recently increased their subscription to 
draw in more funds and started to write to 
local individuals and organisations for a 
donation towards the purchase price of a 
particular collection if they think they might 
be interested in it. They have bid for 
several lots of records over the last year 
and have been the disappointed under- 
bidder despite leaving bids of two to three 
times more than the catalogue value and 
are worried by ever increasing prices. 

Questio!L _çm_eg.Q!}'_ - - Basis tor estimate in (cl 
34 (a) State the size of your total archival (a) Size of total archival holdings 1221.88m3 The estimate time to clear the backlog in 

holdings in cubic metres; (b) calculate the (in cubic metres) the 2008 return was based on how long it 
s[ze of your cataloguing backlog by (b) Calculate size of cataloguing 432.06m3 took one experienced and very efficient full- 
multiplying this figure by the percentage of backlog (in cubic metres) time archivist to catalogue a large 



(13.73m3) complex estate collection that 
included series of volumes as well as 
items individually listed ai item or piece 
level, which gave an average figure of 
29. 72m3 per person year. The recent 
cataloguing backlog project involved an 
archivist working on another large estate 
collection of (7.9m3). Their average 
annual output was much lower at about 
10.09m3 per year showing our original 
calculations were over ambitious as some 
collections are of an earlier date and 
poorer physical condition than the norm 
and may not have been preliminary sorted 
to the same extent during accessioning or 
subsequent work. We have therefore 
taken an average of the two cataloguing 
out put speeds c19.9m3 per annum to 
estimate time in person years to eliminate 
th,:,, h~rlclnn 
Our estimate is based upon an in-house 
survey of the cataloguing backlog 
conducted in 2007 and updated since. 
The time estimate factors in the 
complexity of the material as well as its 
volume. Work on backlog collections in 
the last three years has shown estimates 
to be reasonably accurate. 

• Question Options Answer Comments I Score 
What approach do you adopt to selecting (a) Collections are generally c) We prioritise the We prioritise the listing of material for 3/5 
collections for cataloguing? If you use a catalogued within 12 months of listing of material that which we think there will be a high public 
blend of different approaches, state the receipt. we think will be in demand, whether this is a new accession 
dominant approach as your answer, and use (b) We have prioritised the high public demand or part of the historic backlog. We also try 
the comments field to list additional factors. backlog using a survey whether this is in new to list new accessions as they come in 
If you bring other factors than those listed methodology. accessions or the especially if they are small or additional 
into play, please state these in the comments (c) We prioritise the listing of backlog. deposits to catalogued collections and we 
field. material that we think will be in can quickly list them at the time of 

accessioning to make the most efficient 
use of staffing resources or if we have 
work experience people or volunteers 
available to help. Our County Council 
Archive: Officer tries to catalogue all new 
accessions coming in within a year of 
receipt in order to try to stop the backlog of 
uncatalogued county council archives 
growing. Sometimes collections are listed 
due to depositor pressure even if there is 
not likely to be a high public demand for 
that particular collection. 

records in categories (c) and (d) in your 
answer to Q.29; (c) State your current 
estimate of the number of person-years of 
full-time cataloguing work that would be 
required to eliminate this backlog. Use the 
comments field to state whether this figure is 
an informed guess or based on a study such 
as Logjam. 

Example answer 

(c) Estimated time in person-years 21.71 person years 
to eliminate this backlog 

/a) 1,030 cubic 
metres 
/b) 25% /257. 5 cubic 
metres 
(c) 39 person-years 

35 5 3 

high public demand whether this is 
in new accessions or the backlog. 
(d) We prioritise the listing of new 
accessions because this makes 
the most efficient use of scarce 
cataloguing time. 
(e) Only cataloguing funded by 
external resources is undertaken, 
so we prioritise the projects we 
think we will get funding for. 
(f) ln practice, no cataloguing is 
undertaken. 



Example answer {b) 

36 
Question _ 
Which of the statements in column C are 
true for your service? 

Statements 
(a) We maintain a local name 
authority file for personal, 
corporate and family names 
(b) We have a name index in hard 
copy and/or electronic form that 
covers all our holdings 
(c) We continue to maintain a 
name index but it does not cover 
all holdings 
(d) We have an incomplete name 
index but it is no longer maintained 

(e) This office has never 
undertaken name indexinq. 

,True/False 
FALSE 

FALSE 

TRUE 

TRUE 

FALSE 

Other collections are identified as priorities 
for cataloguing as they may have a simple 
structure that is ideal for volunteers to 
work on or because we have an archive 
student who is interested in a particular 
area and needs a collection of a suitable 
size to catalogue in the few weeks they 
are with us. Other collections are selected 
because they are quick wins that can be 
completed by searchroom assistants, or 
groups of searchroom assistants and 
volunteers working together under the 
supervision of an archivist. We also take 
advantage of expert knowledge amongst 
our volunteers to select collections for 
them to work on e.g. engineering 
collections. 
we really do a mixture of (b) and {d). We 4/5 
find it really takes very little more time to 
catalogue small groups of material on 
receipt as it does to go through the 
accessioning process. so this is a good 
use of our time. We have also reviewed 
our backlog and assigned a priority level 
to every collection within it that is related 
to the likely demand for access to ,ï and 
our conception of its historical 
significance. 
Comments 
We stopped adding cards to our general 
name indexes in the three branches of the 
Suffolk Record Office when we started 
using CALM for cataloguing and indexing 
our collections, relying mainly on free text 
searching on CALM. Although we have 
not yet developed a name authority file on 
CALM we have done some name indexing 
of personal, family and corporate names 
using the NCA Rules for the Construction 
of Personal and Corporate Names by 
adding information directly into name or 
key name fields. 

_____ score 
1.513 Double score 3 

here for 
maintained/no 
t maintained is 
not standard 
in marking 
scheme 

The Bury and Lowestoft name indexes 
were fairly comprehensive for those 
collections catalogued up to the point we 
started to use CALM. The Ipswich family, 
personal and business name index was 
not as complete. lt did however have a 
good name index to the County Council 
Archive collection up to 1996 although this 
has only ever been made available to staff 
for information security/data protection 
reasons. Name indexing has continued to 
be done by staff and volunteers for 
particular classes of record. 



37 
Question 
Which of the statements in column C are 
true for your service? 

Statements 
(a) We maintain an authority file 
for local place names 
(b) We have a place name index 
in hard copy and/or electronic form 
that covers all our holdings 
(c) We continue to maintain a 
place name index but it does not 
cover all our holdings 
(d) We have an incomplete place 
name index but it is no longer 
maintained 
(e) This office has never 
undertaken place name indexing. 

True/False 
TRUE 

FALSE 

Volunteers have completed name indexes 
to Poor Law, Quarter Sessions, Wills and 
Inventories and Gaol records at Ipswich 
and are continuing to work on name index 
cards for our Ipswich Journal newspaper 
index. The Lowestoft Record Office has a 
name index to ships associated with the 
Port of Lowestoft that is regularly 
maintained by volunteers from the Port of 
Lowestoft Research Society, other 
volunteers are also adding to a database 
the names of those mentioned in crew lists 
and agreements, and continuing to name 
index the Lowestoft Journal. Al Bury 
volunteers continue to name index the 
Bury and Norwich Post, and staff are 
continuing to index on databases the War 
Diaries of the 1st and 2nd Battalions of the 
Suffolk Regiment, Suffolk Regiment 
photographs and the Regimental Gazette 
and Poor Law Papers. Older specific 
name indexes at Bury cover wills and 
inventories, obituaries, marriage, 
schoolmasters and surgeons licences etc. 

We estimate that c40% of our collections 
have been name indexed. 

Comments. 
We had an old basic Suffolk town, parish 
and hamlet place name authority file on 
CALM that we indexed to, but tended to 
rely mainly on free text searching on 
CALM. This has recently been replaced 
by a more comprehensive new Suffolk 
Place Authority on CALM based on the 
NGA Rules For The Construction of Place 
Names, which we have started to use but 
find is not working as anticipated. Further 
development of this was stopped during 
the development of the Suffolk Heritage 
Direct website. We hope to do further 
work on it during 2010/11. 

We stopped adding to our general place 
name card indexes in the three branches 
of the Suffolk Record Office when we 
started using CALM in 1996, however 
some place name indexing is still carried 
out on specific collections e.g. by 
volunteers indexing local newspapers in 
all three branches of the Suffolk Record 
Office and by staff indexing Suffolk 
Regimental collections at Bury. The Bury 
and Lowestoft place name indexes up to 
1996 were fairly comprehensive for those 
collections catalogued. 

Score 
2.513 3 2 

TRUE 

TRUE 

FALSE 



38 
Q!¡e~tion Statements True/False 
Which of the statements in column Care (a) We use a recognised TRUE 
true for your service? thesaurus for subject indexing 

(b) We have a subject index in 
hard copy and/or electronic form 
that covers all our holdings 
(c) We continue to maintain a 
subject index but it does. not cover 
all our holdings 
(d) We have an incomplete 
subject index but it is no longer 
maintained 
(e) This office has never 
undertaken subject indexing. 

3 2 

FALSE 

TRUE 

TRUE 

FALSE 

The Ipswich place name index was not as · 
complete and was largely only at collection 
level. The place name card index to the 
County Council Archive at Ipswich is very 
comprehensive up to 1996 and is 
available for the public to use. Specific 
place name card indexes exist for other 
classes of record e.g. to the photographic, 
print and engravings collections at the 
Ipswich Record Office and to the manorial 
and schools records at Ipswich and Bury. 

We estimate that c45% of our collections 
have been place name indexed. 

Comments ____. Score 
We had an old subject authority file on 2.5/3 
CALM which was created in 1996 by 
amalgamating the Subject Indexing Term 
Lists of all three branches of the Suffolk 
Record Office. We initially indexed to this, 
but because of its deficiencies tended to 
rely mainly on free text searching on 
CALM. Following investigations this was 
replaced by the UKA T Subject authority 
file in October 2007, which is now used for 
indexing on CALM. 

We stopped adding to our general subject 
card indexes in the three branches of the 
Suffolk Record Office when we started 
using CALM in 1996, however some 
subject indexing is still carried out on 
specific collections e.g. by volunteers 
indexing local newspapers in the Ipswich 
and Lowestoft branches of the Suffolk 
Record Office. 
The Bury and Lowestoft subject indexes 
up to 1996 were fairly comprehensive for 
those collections catalogued. The Ipswich 
subject index was not as complete, 
however the subject index to the County 
Council Archive up to 1996 was very 
comprehensive and this is still available to 
the public. 

We estimate that c35% of our collections 
have been name indexed. 

Question --------- Options Answer Explanation Score 



39 Have you undertaken any work in the last 
twelve months to revisit catalogued 
collections to ensure that their descriptions 
and indexing are accessible and relevant to 
all audiences? If the answer is yes, please 
use the comments field to explain what has 
been done. 

(a) Yes: we have done a lot of 
work in this area this year 
(b) Yes: we have done some work 
in this area this year 
(c) No 

(b) Yes: we have 
done some work in 
this area this year 

The UKA T Subject authority file on our 
CALM database contains the CASBAH 
recommended terms so we can now 
reindex old collections and any new 
collections added to CALM using this 
authority file but have only done a very 
small amount on revisiting catalogued 
collections this year. This is because we 
have been concentrating on cataloguing 
unlisted collections as part of our backlog 
project and have only revisited collections 
if some of the accessions in a collection 
have been catalogued and others haven't. 

1/2 2 

40 
Question Options Answer Comments I Score 
What percentage of your catalogues are now (a) Catalogues are not yet (d) 25-50% of We have not added any more catalogues 4/10 
available online in fully searchable form, available online catalogues are online to A2A . 
either through your own website or through a (b) Catalogues are only available in searchable form 
national network (e.g. A2A)? Please use the as scanned documents (e.g. PDF 
comments field to explain the approach you format) 
are taking to getting more of your catalogues (c) Less than 25% of catalogues 
online are online in searchable form 

(d) 25-50% of catalogues are 
online in searchable form 
(e) 50-75% of catalogues are 
online in searchable form 
(f) 75-99% of catalogues are 
online in searchable form 
(g) All our catalogues are online in 
searchable form 

10 4 

We are continuing to work on inputting old 
hard copy catalogues on to CALM using 
staff and volunteers. We are also using 
OCR software to speed up this process. 
Our new Suffolk Heritage Direct 
partnership website 
http://www.suffolkheritagedirect.org.uk/ 
was soft launched on 14th Mar 2010. We 
hope this will provide greater online 
access to Suffolk Record Office 
catalogues, images, and learning 
materials based on Record Office 
resources. This replaces the old NOF 
funded Sense of Place Suffolk website 
which had a flat item level structue more 
suited to museum objects than archive 
collections. Suffolk Heritage Direct offers 
customers enhanced search capability - 
the introduction of DServe - enabling 
searching of CALM catalogue records so 
the hierarchical structure of a collection 
and the inter-relationship of records within 
that collection is made clear to users. lt 
also enables easier browsing of related 
records and enhanced understanding of 
the context of their search results. 



Example answer E 

Question 
41 Have copies of all new and replacement 

catalogues produced in the last twelve 
months been supplied to the National 
Register of Archives? 

Questiº=----------- 

During the soft launch the main 
catalogues on tpe site were for the 
collections of parish registers and records 
for the whole county. Another batch of 
catalogues is due to be uploaded in 
August. These will include: Port of 
Lowestoft Shipping Registers, Suffolk 
Photographic Survey, Suffolk Regiment 
and Corder collections. Catalogue 
records and images were added to this 
website for two new partners during 
2009/1 O - HMS Ganges and St 
Edmundsbury Heritage Services. We are 
hoping to continue to add new catalogues 
and images from the collections of Suffolk 
Record Office and our partners and have 
a programme of catalogues that are being 
checked and edited prior to upload. Some 
of those catalogues completed as part of 
the backlog project are due to be uploaded 
in the Autumn. We are in discussions with 
several potential new partners regarding 
them adding their data to the site now we 
have a proven Schema that allows us to 
import MODES and Catalyst records into 
our CALM database. 

About 60% of our catalogues were 6/10 
available on our own online catalogue 
(Boreal) at the end of March. These 
compose the majority of privately 
deposited collections and church records. 
ln addition. catalogues of public records 
are available on the A2A site (perhaps 
another 10% of our lists). Our tist of the 
papers of Archbishop Abbot is available 
on Boreal and on the Archives Hub. 
During the next year we plan to 
retroconvert lists of school and 
nonconformist records and add them to 
Boreal. which will take our coverage to 
around 70%. or 80% with the material on 
A2A 

Options Answer~ _comments 
(a) Our lists are now all online, and (c) Selected lists We had planned to send NRA a table 
we supply a table showing the have been sent to the showing the catalogue references of new 
catalogue references of new or National Register of or updated lists with their persistent URLs. 
updated lists and their persistent Archives in the last 12 We have however discovered since the 
URLs to the NRA at least annually months launch that the new Suffolk Heritage Direct 
(b) All new and replacement lists website does not maintain persistent 
have been sent electronically or in URLs. We have therefore sent selected 
hard copy completed catalogues on CD. 
(c) Selected lists have been sent 
to the National Register of 
Archives in the last 12 months 
(d) No lists have been sent to the 
National Register of Archives in 
the last 12 months 

Options Answer Comments 

Score 
1/3 3 

Score 



42 What proportion of the public catalogue (a) 100% (d)1-30% We are gradually working through all our 2/5 5 2 
entries have been amended to reflect the (b) 60-100% catalogues on our CALM database and 
requirements of the Freedom of Information (c) 30-60% amending the entries where necessary to 
Act 2000 and the Environmental Information (d) 1-30% reflect the requirements of the Freedom of 
Regulations 2004? (e) None lnfonmation Act and the Environmental 

(f) Restrictions on access are not lnfonmation Regulations 2004 before they 
noted in the catalogue. go live on our new Suffolk Heritage Direct 

website. This infonmation is also being 
added to new catalogues put on CALM or 
inputted into CALM. 

Question Optioas Answer - Corrections rl!!IJ!.Î.'ll.l! 
43 Is the information provided about your (a)Yes (b) No Ipswich Record Office e-mail address is Changes 

service on the ARCHON database (b) No ipswich.ro@suffolk.gov.uk. The Public made. 
maintained by the National Archives up to Service Manager is Ms Emma Sealy. The Accessions 
date? Check the data at: Lowestoft Record Office e-mail address is has now been 
www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/archon lowestoft.ro@suffolk.gov.uk. The Public published so 

Service Manager is Mrs Ruth Silbum. will show up. 
None of the major accessions lists for the 
3 branches are showing yet although they 
have been sent. 

,SECTION 3: ACCESS AND THE USER - ----7 228 178.73 78.39% 
EXPERIENCE 
~Stio Statements True./f;l ls~e ___ Comments_ Score 

44 Which of the statements in column C about (a) The service has a single TRUE We have a Searchroom Services 5/5 5 5 
the identification of staff to customers is true manager with responsibility for Manager, who is responsible for the 
for your service? access services services offered by the searchroom teams 

in all three branches of the Suffolk Record 
Office. There is a Public Service Manager 
in each branch who manages the 
Searchroom Assistants and reports to the 
Searchroom Services Manager. 

(b) The chief archivist and the TRUE We have a poster in each branch of the 
manager responsible for access Record Office, which identifies the Record 
services are identified at all user Office Management Team, the Public 
contact points Service Manager and Archivist in each 

branch and the County Council Archive 
Officer and Conservator. 

(c) Frontline staff are readily TRUE All frontline staff wear name badges with 
identifiable to customers (e.g. by their full name and job title. We have 
the wearing of name or staff Record Office polo shirts with our logo, 
badges) which we wear at outreach events such as 

Family and Local History Fairs. 

(d) As a very small service within 
a larger institution (a) and (b) 
above are unnecessary. 

Question Options Answer CJ>mro~nts_ Score 



45 For how many hours per week is the service 
open to the public? 

46 
QuestiO..!!. 
For how many hours per week is the service 
open to the public outside normal office 
hours (Monday-Friday, 9.00-5.00)? 

.Question 
47A Does your service regularly or frequently 

make use of its premises to provide any of 
the facilities listed in column C for members 
of the public? 

(a) Up to 20 hours per week 
(including 20 exactly) 
(b) 20-30 hours per week 
(including 30 exactly) 
(c) 30-40 hours per week 
(including 40 exactly) 
(d) 40-50 hours per week 
(including 50 exactly) 
(e) More than 50 hours per week 

O¡>tions 
(a) Nône 
(b) Up to 3 hours per week 
(including 3 exactly) 
(c) Between 3 and 6 hours per 
week (including 6 exactly) 
(d) Between 6 and 1 O hours per 
week (including 10 exactly) 
(e) More than 10 hours per week 

consultation of original documents 
outside normal opening hours 
(b) After school or Saturday clubs 
for children 
(c) Lectures and workshops 
(d) Group visits to the archives by 
organised school parties 
(e) Space dedicated for use by 
volunteers 
(f) Other comparable facilities 
(please specify) 

(d) 40-50 hours per 
week (including 50 
exactly) 

Answer 
(d) Between 6 and 10 
hours per week 
(including 10 exactly) 

OP,tions ~swer 
(a) Access to aspects of the (a) Access to aspects 
searchroom service other than the of the searchroom 

service other than the 
consultation of 
original documents 
outside normal 
opening hours 

(c) Lectures and 
workshops 

Bury and Ipswich are open 48 hours a 
week when original archives can be 
viewed by the public. 

Lowestoft is open 50 hours a week when 
original archives can be viewed by the 
public. 

8/10 

Comments ,. Score 
Bury and Ipswich are open 8 hours a week 8/1 O 
when original archives can be viewed by 
the public outside the normal working 
week of Monday to Friday, 9-5. 

Lowestoft is open 1 O hours a week when 
original archives can be viewed by the 
public outside the normal working week of 
Monday to Friday, 9-5. 
Commen~ score 
(a) The Lowestoft Record Office 5/5 
Searchroom opens every week on a 
Tuesday evening from 17.00-19.00 and on 
a Sunday from 10.00-16.00, where access 
is provided to anything available within the 
Searchroom including microform, local 
studies materials etc. We also open for 
evening visits during the course of which 
customers can consult material in the 
searchroom, microform room and map 
room in Ipswich and in the searchroom in 
Bury. We open infrequently for other 
events, like the Big Lunch last Sunday, 
during which people can use the facilities 
in the Searchroom. 

10 8 

10 6 

5 5 

Talks and workshops are offered regularly 
by all three branches of the Record Offce 
in our Education Rooms at Ipswich and 
Bury St Edmunds and in our Meeting 
Room at Lowestoft. A programme for 
these is put together by staff three times a 
yearand advertised. Talks normally take 
place in our Education/Meeting Rooms on 
Saturdays although we sometimes hold 
them in the evening. 90 talks and 
workshops were given during the course 
of 2009/1 O that were attended by 1484 
people. Subjects covered during 2009/10 
included St Edmund, Dissolution, Lost 
Memorials, Suffolk Gardeners, Plágue, 
Black Death, etc. 



Workshops are also he ld reg ularly in all 
three branches of the Record O ffi ce on 
fam ily history , property history , and old 
handw riting . A pro gramme fo r these is 
also developed three times a year which 
covers th ings like e.g . In tro duction to 
Fam ily History Websites , Who Lived in 
Your House, W ho Were Your Ancestors 
etc . 45 work shops were run in 2009/1 O 
that were attended by 252 people . These 
are he ld in our Education/Meeting Rooms 
and the day and time of day is varied to try 
to fit in w ith as many people as possib le . 

(d) Group vis its to the A lthough we have group visits to the 
archives by organised archives by organised schoo l part ies they 
school part ies do not happen on a reg ular weekly basis . 

12 events were organised acro ss the 
Suffolk Record Offi ce during 2009/1 O 
which were attended by 240 children. 
Schools are finding it increasingly diffi cu lt 
to trave l to the Record Offi ce unless it is 
for a pro ject they are specifically work ing 
on w ith us and have grant funding fo r e.g 
Suffolk Voices Restored . 

The Record Offi ces have groups of 
regular volunteers who come and use our 
Education/Meeting Rooms and other 
rooms on a weekly basis for a day or half 
day e.g. NADFAS groups in Bury and 
Ipswich working on preservation projects, 
a Suffolk Family History Society Group of 
transcribers, a Suffolk Local History 
Council Group undertaking cataloguing, 
several groups of Newspaper indexers 
etc. The groups and individual volunteers 
also regularly book staff pes on a weekly 
basis to help them with their project work. 
The membership of the groups fluctuates 
but there were about 135 people in total 
who regularly attended the three Record 
Offices during parts of 2009/2010, some 
coming for only a few weeks whilst others 
came throughout the year and are still 
coming in regularly. 

(e) Space dedicated 
for use by volunteers 



Example answer 

Question - - - - - 

(f) Other comparable Courses with regular weekly sessions 
facilities (please lasting for 5, 1 O or 20 weeks were run at 
specify) the Bury and Ipswich branches in 

association with Cambridge Continuing 
Education, and private tutors in our 
Education/Meeting Rooms during 
2009/10. 181 sessions were held in total 
that were attended by 3851 people in 
2009/10. These courses included 
Advanced, Intermediate and Beginners 
Palaeography, Medieval and Elizabethan 
Suffolk, Victorian Novelists as Social 
Historians, Landscape History and Society 
etc. The Record Office puts together the 
programme in consultation with the private 
tutors and local universities and advertises 
the courses. We run a programme of 
Sunday activities for all age groups at the 
Lowestoft Record Office including stories, 
family tree charts, children's quiz, guided 
walks etc. 

(b). (c). (f) Borse/ Archives runs an after-school club 3/5 
on Wednesday afternoons in term-time. 
We also provide a venue for the evening 
lecture programmes of our Friends. the 
County Archaeological Society. and the 
County Historical & Antiquarian Society: 
these mostly take place during the winter 
months. For many years we have also 
run a local history research group on 
Tuesday evenings, at which users can 
benefit from more 1: 1 support than is 
possible during the working week. We 
frequently arrange evening and weekend 
tours of the building with displays of 
relevant documents in the searchroom for 
visiting groups. 

Options Answer - C9mrpents Score 



47B Typ ica lly , on how many occas ions in a (a) Never This question is difficult to answer as it 4.5/5 Comment 5 4 
month would activities of the type listed in {b) Once or twice varies for the types of activity identified in suggests 
04 7 A take place outside normal office (c) Three or four times Q.47A apart from 
hours? {d) More than once a week (a) The Lowestoft Record Office Lowestoft 

(e) More than ten times a month Searchroom is open an additional 8 hours opening hours 
a week outside normal office hours. this is not so 
(c) Talks are mainly given on Saturdays, routine as to 
but some happen on Sundays and in the score 10 
evening. Workshops are largely during times per 
the normal working week but they are also month plus 
offered every so often on a Saturday or 
Sunday. 
{d) Group visits by schools normally 
happen during normal office hours. 
(e) Volunteer groups usually wish to come 
in during normal office hours. 
(f) Courses are normally run between 9-5 
Monday to Friday, whilst visits by local 
organisations and groups with an 
associated talk usually take place in an 
evening. 
lt also varies according to the time of year 
as we run most courses, workshops, talks 
etc between September and May and very 
few events over the Summer months as 
we have found attendance drops 
dramatically. During the period from 
September to April the average can run at 
more than ten times a month, whilst over 
the Summer months it drops to more than 
once a week. 

Example answer /d) --- {Based on the same situa/ibn as the 4/5 
m example answer to 4 7 Aj. We have a 
~ regular Tuesday evening research group 

which meets 8 months a year. Most 
weeks there will also be a lecture or a tour 
event. 

Question Options Answer _.:..=_ _Comments Score 



48 Does the serv ice ensure that users are (a)Yes (a)Yes The Searchroom rules and guidance on 3/3 3 3 
aware of their responsibilities for helping to (b) No the safe handling of books and documents 
ensure the preservation of archives, and for are prominently displayed in the 
acceptable standards of behaviour to staff searchroom - the latter on the searchroom 
and other users? tables. lt is made clear to users when 

they register that by signing the 
attendance book on each visit they agree 
to abide by the searchroom rules. These 
are available in the form of a leaflet on our 
website for customers to download prior to 
their visit or to consult in the searchrooms. 
Customers using our online resources 
have to click to show they have read and 
are aware of our web abuse policy. We 
have another leaflet available on our 
website and in the searchroom explaining 
to customers how to care for their own 
archives or those of organisations that 
they might belong to that have not yet 
been deposited in the Suffolk Record 
Office. ln addition the Searchroom teams 
invigilate the searchroom carefully and 
offer advice and guidance to customers on 
handling records and other matters e.g. no 
eating or drinking in the searchroom. 

Cotton gloves, book bean bags, cotton 
covered weights, protective pockets and 
sheets are available in the searchrooms. 
We have a two level conservation 
notification system i.e. those items that 
have been notified for conservation but 
may still be seen if handled with care and 
those items which cannot be used. We 
have also issued guidelines on what can 
and cannot be photocopied, scanned etc. 

Example answer - - Yes The searchroom rules and guidance on 313 
the safe handling of documents are 
prominently displayed in the searchroom. 
lt is made clear to users when they 
register that by signing the attendance 
book on each visit they agree to abide by 
the searchroom rules. ln addition. staff 
invigilate the searchroom carefully. and 
offer advice and guidance to users as 
necessary on handling and other matters. 

Questio!] Statemeot§ True/False - Comments ____,. Score 
49 Which of the statements in column C are (a) We do not need to operate a FALSE None of these options really fits our 2.5/5 Comes 5 4 

true for your service? booking system for any situation. We don't ask customers to book closest to the 
searchroom facilities as we have a seat in any of our searchrooms. We do position; 
adequate space for all foreseeable not insist that customers book a microfilm virtually all 
demand or fiche reader and have machines of visitors will 
(b) We occasionally experience TRUE each type in all branches that are not have access 
pressure on space and readers bookable and customers can use these if to facilities but 
may book a seat and/or equipment they have not booked a reader. Many booking can 
in advance if they wish but we do customers, especially those travelling from be done if 
not require this a distance, prefer to book a machine or they wish 



(c) Readers do not need to book a TRUE but we don't 
seat in the reading room but must have film or sound 
reserve more specialist equipment equipment they need 
(eg Internet access, film or sound to book. They don't 
equipment) have to book a PC 

but may chose to do 
so via our library 
online bookings 
system. 

(d) Readers do not need to book a TRUE 
seat in the reading room but must 
reserve any equipment they wish 
to use (eg microfiche readers) 

(e) All readers must book a seat in FALSE 
the reading room in advance 

machines for the whole or part of the day 
and expect to be able to do so. Staff also 
actively encourage them to do so 
especially during busy times to avoid 
disappointment. There is more pressure 
on machines in Ipswich than iñ the other 
two branches. 

50 
Question O,.p_,.ti"'o,,ns.._ _ 
Does the service publish details and price- (a) Both 
lists for its copying services in hard copy or (b) Either online or in hard copy 
online? (c) Neither 

Answer: Co!llmeots, 
(a) Both We have a list of services and prices 

available to view and download from our 
website and also a customer leaflet with 
the same information. 

Score 
2/2 2 2 

51 
Question Statements 
Which of the statements in column C best (a) Self-service photocopying of 
reflects the situation in your service? Tick the original documents is permitted, 
statement in each group (a-e, d-e.f-h) which subject to restrictions 
most closely matches your situation. (b) Original documents can only 

be photocopied by staff; users can 
copy secondary sources 
(c) All photocopying is done by 
staff 
(d) The public are not allowed to (e) The public are The public are allowed to use digital 
use digital cameras to copy allowed to use digital cameras to copy documents provided they 
documents cameras to copy have purchased a half day permit and 
(e) The public are allowed to use documents on complete a copyright declaration. Record 
digital cameras to copy documents appropriate conditions Office staff also provide a digital 
on appropriate conditions photography service for smaller items up 

to A 1. 

Question 

(f) We have the facilities in house 
to make a copy in some form of 
almost any document 
(g) Some documents can only be 
copied by taking them to a 
specialist bureau. 
(h) We cannot offer facilities for 
the copying of some documents 
because of their format 
,Options 

Ans~e=•-- _ 
(c) All photocopying is All standard photocopying and scanning of 3/5 
done by staff items up to A3 size is done by staff. We 

offer colour and black and white copying 
services and can provide printouts of 
scans on a variety of paper sizes and 
types. 

(g) Some documents 
can only be copied by 
taking them to a 
specialist bureau. 

Answet Comments 

5 

We take architectural and engineering 
drawings to a plan copier elsewhere in 
Suffolk County Council to copy for 
customers. Items larger than A 1 eg maps 
are photographed by an external 
contractor. Duplicate microfiche and film 
and new filming is done by an external 
bureau. 

Score 



52 Are all new users identified and routinely 
provided with information and assistance to 
understand the archive service's procedures 
and help their research? 

(a)Yes 
(b) No 

(a)Yes 2 2 

Q_uestion. .S_tatements True/l'_alse 
53 Which of the statements in column C are 

true for your service? 
(a) Children are welcome as users FALSE 
in the searchroom, but we do not 
make any separate provision for 
educational services at present. 

(b) We provide an education TRUE 
service either directly or jointly with 
one or more other services 

New customers are given more 2/2 
assistance by members of the 
Searchroom team, who show them where 
to find catalogues, indexes, finding aids, 
how to fill in document request slips, how 
to operate microfilm and fiche readers and 
the readerprinter and how to use websites 
like Ancestry and other sources available 
on CD e.g. National Burials Index. If they 
are starting their family or house/building 
history we have an introductory leaflet to 
help them and 'how to' books available on 
open access in the searchrooms which 
they can help themselves to or staff get 
out for them, some of which are 
conveniently held together out of 
sequence in box files. We also encourage 
them to enrol on a family, or property 
history or internet workshop where they 
can receive more individual help and learn 
more about the sources and the 
information that can be obtained from 
them. 
Comments score 
Suffolk Record Office provides workshops 4/5 
for local schools on a variety of subjects 
including WW1, Georgian Suffolk, Oral 
History. 

Our Education Service is provided by 
working formally and informally with local 
universities, private tutors/lecturers, 
Suffolk County Council and independent 
Museum Leaming/Education Officers, 
Suffolk County Council Advisory Teachers 
and other teachers. We provide an 
education service to all ages to improve 
the quality of life for local people, 
encourage personal achievement, pride in 
local heritage and provide a catalyst for 
adults, children and young people to 
interact and learn together. We work with 
University Campus Suffolk on their new 
History and Family, Local and Community 
History BA courses. A Professional 
Practice module is offered in the third year 
and those students interested in archives 
can opt for a placement in the Record 
Office. We have developed a service level 
agreement so it is clear to all parties what' 
is expected and the learning outcomes. 

5 4 



(c) On average, less than 1 f.t .e . TRUE 
post is devoted to educational 
work using archives. 

(d} On average, at least 1 f.t.e. FALSE 
post is devoted to educational 
,.,,..n, ,,e;.,,., ~,..,.. i,,;.,oc, 

(e) At least one of the staff 
involved in providing our 
educational service has an 

Question ~-- Qptions 

TRUE 

___ ,,A,,..nswer 

We have developed (and hosted 
workshops) and resource materials for 
KS2/3 pupils studying for example WW2, 
Sea Heroes, with Advisory and other 
teachers and Museum Learning/Education 
Officers see 
http://www.suffolkheritagedirect.org.uk/. 
We have also offered training sessions 
with them for teachers in the use of local 
history materials. We contact the 
Museum Leaming/ Education Officers and 
Advisory Teachers if we have a suitable 
project or they contact us and we try to 
gain external funding to produce packs, 
web based learning resoures, DVDs, loan 
boxes etc. We are about to launch a DVD 
for use in schools produced in association 
with a number of partners in Bury as part 
of the HLF project Populating the Past. ln 
2007/8 we produced a DVD of source 
material for the late Tudor, Early Stuart 
Period. We jointly develop workshops that 
can then be offered in the Record Office 
e.g. the HLF schools workshops on oral 
history currently being tested by the pilot 
schools as part of the Suffolk Voices 
RP!=.fnrPrl nrniPr.t 
We have also worked with charity 
Leaming Officers e.g. from RÑLI and Bury 
Cathedral on resources, workshops for 
children and family learning activities. As 
well as these more formal educational 
activities we offer leisure learning activities 
for adults and all age groups through our 
talks, walks, workshops and courses 
programmes. We also run in conjunction 
with local schools special workshops for 
gifted and talented children. 

Archivists, Public Service Managers, 
Searchroom Assistants etc provide 
educational services alongside their other 
duties during the course of the year, but 
altogether this probably amounts to less 
than 1fte. 

We do not have an Education/Outreach 
Officer post. 

One of the staff involved in delivering 
Education activities has an educaflonal 
qualification for teaching adults. 

Comments Score 



54 Does the service publish promotional (a) Leaflets (a) Leaflets We have a number of leaflets ranging 3/3 3 3 
information about the service in the following (b) Posters (b) Posters from our general information leaflet, which 
formats? (c) Internet ( c) Internet is also available in Bengali, to special 

(d) Other (please specify) (d) Other (please information on particular classes of 
specify) records, or areas of research, to leaflets 

promoting our workshops, talks and 
courses. Posters are produced in house 
on a special template to promote talks, 
courses, walks, workshops etc. 
Information is also available on the Suffolk 
County Council site. We also use pop up 
banners and exhibition panels to promote 
our service in other venues e.g. local 
museums, libraries, other county council 
buildings etc. We produce press releases. 

Question Options Answer - Comments _Jscore 
55 Is hard copy promotional literature widely (a) Local libraries and museums (a) Local libraries and We have a mailing list to which we are 3/3 3 3 

distributed through any of the following (b) Tou risi information centres museums continually adding, covering individuals 
methods? (c) Leaflet distribution agencies (b) Tourist information and organisations. Leaflets have been 

(d) Other (please specify) centres sent to local nurseries, leisure centres, 
(c) Leaflet distribution doctors and dentists surgeries, heritage 
agencies properties, garden centres, tourist 
(d) Other (please information etc. Others are distributed at 
specify) the Suffolk Show and other local events 

e.g. Fairs. We use the Suffolk County 
Council internal mailing system to send 
leaflets to all county council receptions, 
schools, registrars, libraries etc. We try to 
get promotional pieces in the newsletters 
of Suffolk County Council, Adult & 
Community Services and Libraries, 
Archives and Information and the Friends 
of the Suffolk Record Office. Articles have 
also been published this year in national 
family history magazines. Posters are sent 
to libraries, museums, leisure centres, 
tourist information etc. We send out press 
releases via Suffolk County Council 
f'nmn,c, llnif 

Question Statements True/False Comment~ Score 
SSA Which of the statements in column O are (a) Promotional literature and TRUE We have tried to ensure our leaflets 2/2 2 2 

true for your service? complaints procedures are written especially our introductory or general one 
in plain English (in Wales: plain is written in plain English. lt is not always 
English and Cymraeg Clir) easy to ensure they are all in Plain 

English, since they cover a variety of 
specialist areas of study e.g. Suffolk 
Regiment Archive, Parish Registers and 
Civil Registration and include source lists, 
bibliographies etc. 

(b) Promotional literature and TRUE Suffolk County Council's complaints 
complaints procedures can be procedure is published on the website. ln 
supplied in languages other than addition we have comments sheets in all 
English (in Wales: English and our searchrooms. 
Welsh) 

httQ://www.suffolk.gov.uk/CouncilAndDem 
ocrac)'/ContactUs/How T oMakeAComQlain 
I.him 



Ques tion fo r use in Wales only 
56B Does your service provide a bilingual 

service? 

Question 

Options 
(a) No 
(b) ln the searchroom 
( c) For telephone enquiries 
(d) For written enquiries 
(e) We can catalogue material in 
both English and Welsh 
Category 

57 Has either the authority or the service set 
standards for any of the aspects of service 
listed in column C? If so, please indicate 
whether the prescribed standard was met in 
2009/10. 

(a) Speed of reply to 
correspondence 

Answer 

Our general introductory leaflet is available 
in Bengali. Promotional literature and 
complaints procedures can be supplied i~ 
languages other than English, large print, 
Braille and audio tape upon request. The 
Record Office has versions of its leaflets 
saved in large print that can be printed off 
on demand. Translation and other 
services are available through Suffolk 
County Council's Interpretation and 
Translating Services. See 
http://www.suffolk.qov.uk/PolicingAndPubli 
cSafety/DiscriminationOrHarassmenUlnter 
pretingAndTranslatinqServices.htm 

Comments 

Whether set and met Comments 

(a) Speed of reply to 
correspondence 
None of the branches 
managed to meet this 
standard fully. Bury 
achieved 83%, 
Ipswich 73% and 
Lowestoft g5%_ See 
comments 

Score 
x/7 

Score 

We have service standards in these areas 6/6 
and although they are monitored by 
managers they are not formally published 
to customers. 

o o 

Multilpe 
targets well 
monitored but 
some are not 
met 

6 5.5 

We aim to acknowledge all 
correspondence within five working days 
and send a full reply within 20 days. Due 
to the increasing costs of postage we are 
now attempting to send out a full reply 
within 5 working days rather than send a 
holding acknowledgement letter followed a 
few days later by a full reply. We are 
therefore missing our 5 day 
acknowledgement target more often as a 
full reply may be sent on day 6 or 7 but we 
are definitely achieving a full reply in under 
20 days across all three branches. The 
figures given relate to the 5 day target - 
the average of which is 83.66% for the 
sending out of a full reply. We consider 
this to be a better service. This is the 
same as Suffolk County Council's 
comments, compliments and complaints 
system which is published. 
We record all incoming correspondence 
whether it's by e-mail, fax or letter in our 
branch electronic post books, which are 
monitored by the Public Service 
Managers. We don't collect statistical 
information, but a full answer is sent within 
20 working days unless the member of 
staff is awaiting a reply from elsewhere eg 
a quote from the microfilming bureau. 



(b) Speed of reply to telephone (b) Speed of reply to We aim to answer the telephone within 3 
calls or proportion answered within telephone calls or rings. This is monitored by managers, but 
x rings proportion answered we don't collect statistical information. 

within x rings The Bury and Lowestoft Record Offices 
Normally met for LRO normally have no problem answering the 
and BRO but IRO telephone within this period. The Ipswich 
finds this more Record Office finds it more difficult due to 
difficult and doesn't the layout of the Searchroom. 
always achieve it. 

(c) Delivery time for supply of 
copies 

c) Delivery time for 
supply of all types of 
copies is normally 
met by LRO. IRO 
and BRO are doing 
larger quantities of 
digital copies which 
have a longer target 
that is usually met. 

(d) Delivery time for documents in (d) Delivery time for 
the searchroom documents in the 

If customers are placing orders for 
photocopying during their visit we try to do 
these whilst they are still in the building. 
We aim to process large searchroom, e 
mail and postal photocopying and 
readerprinter orders within 5 working days 
i.e. they are put in the post within 5 
working days of receipt. Scanning and 
digital photography orders are done within 
1 O working days as they cannot be done 
by staff working at the public desk and are 
processed in batches. Work that is done 
by outside contractors/bureaus takes 
longer i.e. we normally advise customers 
requesting duplicate microfiche to allow 
three weeks from us receiving the order to 
us being able to post it out as the 
microform bureau only collect new orders 
and deliver the duplicate fiche once a 
week. The bureau also has an extended 
closure over Christmas. 

We have a delivery target for documents, 
monitor this once a month and record the 

searchroom is within information. The target is 30mins from 
30mins and the target receipt of the document request slip 
was set at 85%. 97% across the service. Bury and Lowestoft 
was achieved in can usually manage this in about 20mins, 
2009/1 O but Ipswich staff have further to travel to 

the strongrooms and need longer but they 
still managed to deliver within this time 
95% of the time during 2009/10. 



(e) Perform ance indicators fo r 
other aspects of the serv ice 

(e) Perform ance 
indicators for other 
aspects of the 

An entry form is used for all deposits, gifts 
etc that is filled in immediately so 
customers go away with a receipt whether 
an Archivist is available or not, which service. 

The issuing of 
receipts is met, 
target for the 
processing of We have a standard for the paid postal 
research requests research service that is published on our 
was not always met in website as follows 'the service, not 
the past but has surprisingly, is extremely popular, and it is 
greatly improved this possible that, from time to time, a delay of 
year. four weeks may occur'. All requests for 

paid research are recorded in our 
research file, which is monitored by the 
Public Service Managers. If it looks as if it 
will be longer than four weeks before the 
work is done due to fluctuations in 
demand, additional relief staff hours are 
allocated and customers are notified of 
any delay. During 2009/10 we introduced 
a new zero hours contract for our 
researchers at Ipswich which gives us 
greater flexibility to cope with the peaks 
and troughs in demand and performance 
has oreatlv imoroved. 

gives us more time to process the 
accession and issue a formal receipt. 

Example answer (a) Yes; met 
(b)No 
/e) Yes; not met 
/d) Yes; not met 
/e) Yes; not met 

4/6 

Question Options 
58A Please state the number of onsite readers 

you received in 2009/1 O 

Answer, 
30,514 

Comments Score 
We had 30,514 on site visitors in 2009/10 
across the service. This figure includes all 
those who use our searchrooms, and 
attend internal outreach events e.g. talks, 
courses, workshops, school visits, 
evening visits. Volunteer hours are 
recorded on a separate sheet rather than 
attendances so they aren't included in this 
figure unless they use our searchrooms, 
or microform rooms as a researcher on 
the same visit. We try to keep accurate 
statistics of everyone who uses our 
service, but we are convinced we miss 
counting some people especially at Bury 
where we have two reading rooms and we 
don't always succeed in getting everyone 
to sign in to one or the other. 

Bury St Edmunds Record Office 
Ipswich Record Office 

14,186 
11,000 



Lowestoft Record Office 
58B Calculate the percentage change since 

2008/9. 

5,328 
(a) More than 10% up 
(b) Between 5% and 10% up 
(including 10% exactly) 
(c) Between 0% and 5% up 
(including 5% exactly) 
(d) Between 0% and 5% down 
(including 5% exactly) 
(e) Between 5% and 10% down 
(including 10% exactly) 
(f) More than 10% down 

Score 5 
averages 2 
across offices 

2 

Bury St Edmunds Record Office 

Ipswich Record Office 

(b) Between 5% and 
10% up (including 
10% exactly) 

(d} Between 0% and 
5% down (including 
5% exactly) 

Lowestoft Record Office (f) More than 10% 
down 

There has been an increase in both 
searchroom visitors and those attending 
internal outreach events. 

4/5 

The main contributory factor at Ipswich 
has been over running building work that 
started in August and was finally 
completed in January. From August to 
January there were fewer microform 
readers for customers to book and 
conditions were more cramped. The 
worst effects of this were seen Sep-Oct 
when figures dropped 353 over the 2 
months. This was further exacerbated by 
the cold, snowy weather in Dec-Jan when 
many of our older regular visitors decided 
not to come in. 
During the current economic recession, 0/5 
which has effected the north of the county 
more, those living on a pension, benefits, 
savings etc can no longer afford to travel 
some distance to do their family history for 
recreation on a regular basis and are 
taking advantage of the increasing 
material available on the internet. 
Lowestoft's numbers fell by 843 this year 
including 553 fewer Searchroom visits and 
117 school visits. Lowestoft customers 
are doing more research online. ln 
addition to the standard family history 
sources like the census which are now 
accessible in any library in the county on 
Ancestry Library edition and 19th century 
British Newspapers; the Norfolk Record 
Office has a pilot project to make available 
online digitised copies of the pages from 
the parish registers held in the Norfolk 
Record Office, which includes those for 
north-east Suffolk. Customers therefore 
no longer visit the Lowestoft Record Office 
to look at the hard copy indexed 
transcripts or microform of these records. 

2/5 



Examp7e answer 58A) 7464 at 
Middleham and 3950 
at Woodford. 
588) (d) in bo th 
places. 

The figures include only readers using our 
searchrooms, but this includes people 
who only use surrogates. We do not have 
separate figures for volunteers or 
attendees at events. Numbers at both 
sites were down about 2% on last year. 
We think this may be due to the 
increasing amount of family history and 
catalogue data available online. 

Question Optio11s Answer Commen~t~s _ 
59 Please indicate how many children attended (a) None (c) 201-500 We had 240 pre 16 year old students 

organised classroom visits to the archives, (b) Less than 200 visiting the three branches of the Suffolk 
or attended sessions taught by archives staff (c) 201-500 Record Office during 2009/10 for 
on school or other premises, in the financial (d) 501-1,000 workshops, guided tours etc. Many of 
year 2009/10. (e) Over 1,000 these came as part of our HLF funded 

(f) Our educational service targets Suffolk Voices Restored oral history 
teachers rather than seeking to project. Others came as part of Gifted and 
reach children directly Talented programmes, or took advantage 

of the general workshops we now offer to 
schools e.g. Suffolk Regiment and 
Treasures of the Record Office. We have 
run a number of Sunday events at 
Lowestoft especially for children. These 
include scrap booking and making 
Victorian Christmas crackers. We try to 
encourage schools to come in to us where 
possible so we can produce original 
archives for them as they really appreciate 
being able to use the 'genuine article', see 
how we store the records etc. We have 
been told by local schools that they are 
finding it increasingly difficult to visit us 
and as a result we have gone out to them 
with adapted workshops and digital copies 
e.g. Copleston High School. 

Score 
3/5 5 3 

~~~Q=u~es=tion O¡¡tions Answer Comments I Score 
60A What is the (formal or informal) target time (a) No target time is set (b) More than 20 mins The advertised delivery time agreed with 7/8 

for delivery of records stored on site (b) More than 20 minutes IRQ our strategic commissioner is now 30 mins 
(c) 10-20 minutes (including 20 (c) 10-20 minutes across the service. This is due to the 
minutes exactly) (including 20 minutes increased time needed at the Ipswich 
(d) 5-10 minutes (including 10 exactly) BRO & LRO Record Office as the Searchroom team 
minutes exactly) have further to travel to the strongroom, 
(e) Up to 5 minutes (including 5 which is on two floors and has larger 
minutes exactly) holdings than the other two branches. 

Bury and Lowestoft are however still 
operating to their previous 15 minute 
target and generally produce documents 
within this time. 

8 6.73 



60B What is the (formal or informal) target time (a) No target time is set (c) 4-24 hours The Bury Record Office is the only branch 4/8 8 
for delivery of records stored in outstores (b) More than 24 hours (including 24 hours with an outstore that is on the other side of 

(c) 4-24 hours (including 24 hours exactly) the Shire Hall complex. Our service 
exactly) standard is to produce items from this 
(d) 2-4 hours (including 4 hours strongroom within 24 hours, however if we 
exactly) have the staffing resources available in 
(e) Up to 2 hours the branch we will produce them sooner. 

We can normally go to the outstore first 
thing in the morning, when additional staff 
come on duty late morning or later in the 
afternoon. Productions from the Bury 
Record Office outstore account for about 
8.84% of total Record Office productions. 

60C What proportion of records are in out-stores 8.84% 

60D What proportion of deliveries meet the target (a) Less than 50% (d) 90-100% The average percentage across all three 4/5 5 4 
time? {b) 50-70% (including 50% (including go% branches is g7%_ 

exactly) exactly) 
(c) 70-90% (including 70% exactly) Bury 100% 
{d) 90-100% (including go% Ipswich 95% 
exactly) Lowestoft 97% 
-(e) All deliveries meet the target av 97% 
(f) Information not available 

60E What is the evidence for your answer to (a) Measured response times (a) Measured Production times are measured once a 3/3 Sample 3 2 
Q60C? (b) Sample data response times month on the first day of the month from 

(c) Informal estimate the time the document request is handed 
in at the searchroom desk to the time the 
item arrives back in the Searchroom and 
recorded on a spreadsheet. The time the 
production slip is handed in is recorded on 
the slip and the time the item is returned is 
also recorded and the difference 
calculated. The percentage is then 
calculated each month of the number of 
productions on that day that met the target 
compared with the total number of 
productions for that day. 

Questio OQ_tions __ Answer Comments Score 
61A What is the target delivery time for the (a) More than 20 working days (d) 1-5 working days We aim to process e-mail and postal 4/5 5 4 

provision of photocopies ordered by post (b) 11-20 working days photocopying and readerprinter orders 
(from receipt of order to posting of copies)? (c) 6-10 working days within 5 working days i.e. they are put in 

(d) 1-5 working days the post within 5 working days of receipt. 
(e) Same day service 



61EI What proportion of deliveries meet the target 
time? 

61 C What is the evidence for your answer to 
0618? 

(a) Less than 50% (b) 50-70% (including 
(b) 50-70% (including 50% 50% exactly) at Bury 
exactly) and Ipswich 
(c) 70-90% (including 70% exactly) (c) 70-90% (including 
(d) 90-100% (including 90% 70% exactly) at 
exactly) Lowestoft 
(e) All deliveries meet the target 
(f) Information not available 

(a) Measured response times 
(b) Sample data 
(c) Informal estimate 

Question 
62A What is the target response time for 

answering written enquiries? 
(a) More than 20 working days 
(b) 11-20 working days 
(c) 6-10 working days 
(d) 1-5 working days 
(e) Same day service 

(a) Measured 
response times 

(d) 1-5 working days 
(b) 11-20 working 
days 

Ipswich sent out 57% of orders within 5 2/5 
days 
Bury sent out 59% of orders within 5 days 
Lowestoft sent out 88% of orders within 5 
days 
These figures are lower than the 2008 
figures because our monitoring system 
does not distinguish between 
photocopying orders and the more 
complex scanning and digital photography, 
for which we have a longer delivery time. 
Since 2008 there has been an increase in 
the percentage of orders that are now 
digital rather than photocopies which also 
has an impact on the figures. We also 
promote the use of the digital photography 
service where we think there is greater 
risk to the document by photocopying it. 
Ipswich processes a larger number of 
copying orders than the other two 
branches of the Record Office. We 
believe that delivering the total copying 
service within 5 working days 68% of the 
time equates to a good service. 

We use an electronic post book that 3/3 
records when all requests by post, e-mail, 
fax etc are received and when the order is 
posted. The Public Service Managers 
monitor this regularly. 

5 2 

3 3 

We aim to acknowledge all 3/5 
correspondence within five working days 
and send a full reply within 20 days. Due 
to the increasing costs of postage we are 
now attempting to send out a full reply 
within 5 working days rather than send a 
holding acknowledgement letter followed a 
few days later by a full reply. We are 
therefore missing our 5 day 
acknowledgement target more often as a 
full reply may be sent on day 6 or 7 but we 
are definitely achieving a full reply in under 
20 days across all three branches. The 
figures given relate to the 5 day target - 
the average of which is 83.66% for the 
sending out of a full reply. We consider 
this to be a better service. This is the 
same as Suffolk County Council's 
comments, compliments and complaints 
system which is published. 

5 3 



62B What proport ion of enquiries are answered (a) Less than 50% (c) 70-90% (including see above 3/5 Scored for all 5 5 
within the target time? (b) 50-70% (including 50% 70% exactly) full responses 

exactly) Bury 83%, meeting 20 
(c) 70-90% (including 70% exactly) Ipswich 73% day target 
(d) 90-100% (including 90% (d) 90-100% 
exactly) (including 90% 
(e) All deliveries meet the target exactly) 
(f) Information not available Lowestoft 95% 

62C What is the evidence for your answer to (a) Measured response times (a) Measured We use an electronic post book that 3/3 3 3 
Q62B? (b) Sample data response times records when all enquiries by post, e-mail, 

(c) Informal estimate fax etc are received and when the reply is 
sent. The Public Service Managers 
monitor this regularly. 

Quei;¡icm _Qptions Ansv.(er - Comments - - I score 
63 Using the data that is available to you about (a) Usage increased by more than (d) Usage increased The set of Suffolk Record Office web 4/10 10 4 

the use of your online services (webpages, 100% by less than 20% pages on the Suffolk County Council site 
catalogue, databases etc), indicate how (b) Usage increased by 50-100% received 4634 7 visits in 2008/9. There 
levels of use of these services changed (c) Usage increased by 20-50% were 50261 visits in 2009/10. This is an 
between 2008/9 and 2009/10. Please outline (d) Usage increased by less than increase of 8.44%. 
what your online service consists of, whether 20% Our online pages include information on 
this is still in active development and (e) Usage decreased by less than where to find us, opening times, contact 
comment on changes to the scale of the 20% details, FAQ. services e.g. copying. 
service that may account for the change (f) Usage decreased by more than research, goods for sale e.g. maps, parish 
noted. 20% packs etc, news, information on events 

(g) Information not available and learning activities e.g. talks, walks, 
courses, workshops, information on our 
major collections, sources lists e.g. lveagh 
manuscripts, Corder Collection, 1939- 
1945 war, Suffolk Regiment Archives and 
information on how to use the Record 
Office, conduct research e.g. on family 
history and downloadable leaflets. 
During 2009/1 O we launched the Buy a 
Print service and made improvements to 
other pages, increasing the content and 
downloadable PDFs available. 
We had a soft launch of our online 
catalogue partner website on 14th March - 
Suffolk Heritage Direct. Usage figures 
with no advertising of the site for the first 
quarter of 2010/11 indicate significant 
interest. 

Example answer ·- - - /b) 8110 
Question 011!iQ!ls Answer Score 

64A Has the authority has conducted a user (a) Yes (a)Yes We took part in the PSQG Survey of May 212 2 2 
satisfaction survey since 1 January 2008 (b) No 2009 
(e.g. PSQG national user survey)? 



64B If so, please indicate the overall level of 
satisfaction expressed in the most recent 
such survey. State the sample size in the 
comments field. 

(a)Over98% 
(b) 95-98% 
(c) 92-95% 
(d) 89-92% 
(e) Below 89% 

EXample answer 

(b) 95-98% Overall satisfaction levels of customers 4/5 5 4 
using the Suffolk Record Office branches 
who felt the service was good or very 
good was as follows:- 
Bury Record Office 96% (visitor count 
308, unique visitor count 177 and surveys 
issued 177 and completed surveys 144) 
Ipswich Record Office 96% (visitor count 
406, unique visitor count 163 and surveys 
issued 163 and completed surveys 118) 
Lowestoft Record Office 94% (visitor 
count 241, unique visitor count 125 and 
surveys issued 125 and completed 
surveys 109) 

64A) (a) Yes, at both We have participated in the PSQG survey 64A) 2/2 
sites. since it began. ln the last survey we 648) 
648 (c) at Middleham scored 93% satisfaction at our Middleham 3.3515 
and (b) at Woodford office and 97. 2% at Woodford. Sample (based on 

size was 170 at Middleham and. 120 at the user 
Wood.ford.. figures 

given in 
the 
example 
answer to 
058) 

65 
Question Answer 
Please outline any initiatives you have 90% of customers completing the PSQG Survey felt that SRO strengthened family and community 
commenced or continued in 2009/10 to identity. SRO collections create a framework for democracy and accountability. They enshrine 
support the safer and stronger communities corporate and public memory, providing evidence about public and private decisions and actions. 
agendas. State what impact these have had, This evidence can empower citizens to participate in the development of their neighbourhoods and is 
and cite evidence of this impact where used by people to help themselves. Archives help Suffolk people understand who they are and 
possible. Please highlight any lessons where they come from. They reflect the experiences of local people and encourage awareness of the 
learned which you consider might be history and heritage of Suffolk. SRO outreach activities are often very local relying on the 
transferable to similar projects elsewhere. commitment of enthusiasts working in their own environment to help generate individual and 

community identity, a sense of pride in the place people live and social cohesion. Our activities 
during 200911 O included: 

Score 
x/10 Commitment 10 

2; innovation 2 
(SHD); 
effectiveness 
1.5; scale 2; 
impact 1.5 
(fractions lost 
are for lack of 
documentati o 
n of impact 
etc but these 
are very minor 
in context) 

9 

Blaxhall Archive Group approached SRO for help with a community archive weekend of celebrations, 
George Ewart Evans 100 in July 2009. This was a magnificent example of how the direct voice and 
images of past experiences and accomplishments of local people encapsulated in archives can bring 
a community together. Its success demonstrates what can happen when everyone within the 
community is involved and assisted by the wider Suffolk heritage network. There was a real sense of 
achievement, obvious delight and enjoyment amongst all those who took part. SRO had a stand at 
the weekend event, spoke about the Suffolk Voices Restored Oral History Project, facilitated part of 
the programme and supported the bid to HLF for funding. 2000 people attended the two day event. 
with 85 people attending the seminars. 



We ran 20 To p T ime sessions in loca l libraries . These are weekly meetings aimed at older people 
w ith friendly and varied programs of activ ities that have encouraged communities to develop. A 
number of the libraries are in the more deprived areas of the county and our sessions have focused 
on the history of their communities and encouraged discussion on the development and changes in 
the area. ln Westboume Library in Ipswich the archivist led a session on the development of the area 
while a session in Woodbridge looked at the Hidden Secrets of the Seekford Collection, a collection 
from the Seekford Foundation who had a great influence on the history and development of 
Woodbridge. These have helped people get a better sense of the history of their area and how their 
community has developed. Following a talk at Oulton Broad on George Borrow, we received this 
comment: "Your talk on the origins and life of George Borrow was of great interest. lt has always 
seemed to me that he is an historical legend of whom the inhabitants of Oulton - at least - or the 
English people should be proud and know something about." 
ln October we took part in the Leaming Revolution festival and organised a walk around Lowestoft, 
followed by the chance to discuss the changes in the town over refreshments. Sixteen people 
attended, not only from Lowestoft but also from the surrounding area. The reactions from those 
attending the event showed the importance of people knowing about the history of their community. lt 
encouraged them to learn more for themselves and to think about why their community has 
developed and changed. Comments included "A fascinating and very interesting walk, it made me 
see my town in a new light, our guide was excellent and very knowledgeable", "lt will make me look 
more closely at the local buildings and environment and try to find out about their history". 

The Ipswich Record Office and Ipswich Building Society Archivists ran a workshop for 15 building 
society managers and assistant managers to showcase the Ipswich Building Society Archive 
Collection. The IBS was formerly the Ipswich and Suffolk Freehold Land Society (FLS) and the 
collection can be used to study how whole areas of Ipswich, Felixstowe, Framlingham and Lowestoft 
wére developed by the FLS. The session helped show the managers how they could help provide 
information and advice about local history to their customers, thereby fostering a spirit of involvement 
by IBS in the community. 

We have continued to help people understand their local history by supporting local venues that 
opened for Heritage Open Days with new displays on Martlesham Heath Control Tower and 
Wherstead Park in Ipswich and Athenaeum, Tourist Information Centre and the Angel Hotel in Bury. 
We worked with the local Salvation Army citadel in Lowestoft on their plans for celebrating their 125th 
anniversary by offering them display space in the library, providing them with copies of photographs 
and information about their archives. This created a lot of interest in the local community and 
generated enquiries and interest for them, and around their work in the town. We received the 
following comment from them: "Thank you for your help. Everyone has been so interested in them· 
[photos). lt has answered one long outstanding question. We now know why we have no records 
prior to 1916." 
We have worked closely with library colleagues and communities to encourage a greater awareness 
of the local history. ln Sudbury we researched and supplied an exhibition on the history of the market, 
a key focal area in the town. This will be displayed in the refurbished library to stimulate interest in 
local history. We also worked with the Community Library Project at Gainsborough, a deprived area 
in Ipswich, by providing information on images to be used within the building and research on the 
history of the building's location and its surroundings and the changes in the community as the 
Gainsborough estate was developed. 

We also worked with the East Suffolk Federation of Women's Institutes to develop a joint exhibition of 
artefacts and archives, Celebrating 90 Years of the WI in East Suffolk 1919-2009 which was held with 
the WI in Endeavour House. This showed the influence of women and the WI in both a national and 
local context. 
We have continued to support small, locally-run museums by offering advice, assistance, training and 
conservation packaging at a reduced rate. Our conservator advised the Hon Curator of Little Hall 
Lavenham on practical aspects of their proposed volunteer book cleaning project. He also responded 
to an enquiry from Britten-Pears Library on Standards and information sources for advice on storage 
of multi-media archives. The Heritage Information Manager has run a number of sessions on 
electronic cataloguing and data storage and back-up. This has given the volunteers greater 
confidence in running their community museums. 



ln addition we have formed the Management Group for the Suffolk Heritage Direct website. This 
includes representatives from the partners and oversees the growth of SHD by encouraging 
community museums and archives to use SHD to publicise their collections. During the development 
of the site we ensured that it offered small community and volunteer run museums and archive 
groups an affordable and sustainable way of putting data online e.g. HMS Ganges Museum. The 
catalogues put up on SHD by the Record Office include ones that are particularly relevant for 
community history e.g. parish registers and records, phot_ographic collections. 

We have been working with partners, including the UEA, Suffolk County Council Archaeological 
Service, Listed Buildings Advisor, Museums and Countryside officers to develop a pilot project with 
the working title 'Virtual Past'. This aims to transfer knowledge and skills from UEA and Suffolk 
County Council to local communities by helping them to find out more about their history in a local 
and national context through investigation of their local landscape, archaeology, built heritage and 
historical documents, maps, photographs etc. We hope it will lead to the formation of community 
archive arouos. 
Increasingly people wänt to actively engage with archive collections. Some of these groups come 
into the Record Office to look at the holdings we have for their community e.g. the Fressingfield Local 
History Group came in twice during 2009/10. We have tried during the cataloguing backlog project to 
identify collections for volunteers to work on that are of particular relevance to their community or 
contain information of importance to lots of communities. For example a group from the Suffolk Local 
History Council listed the collection of one of their founder members Ena Carter. Other collections 
selected included West Suffolk Aerial Photographs, Captain Dunlap's photographs and notes on 
Suffolk inns, churches, rivers, fortifications, windmills, watermills, lighthouses. Board of Trade Marine 
Maps, Alan Wright Collection of Church Photographs, TM Felgate Collection of illustrations and 
rubbings of memorial brasses etc. The Volunteer Coordinator created a quarterly newsletter to keep 
everyone updated, celebrate achievements and help integration. 
Volunteers were encouraged to write a paragraph or two about themselves, their interests, the 
collections they were working on and any discoveries made. Various opportunities for volunteers to 
meet in a more social context in their branches and across the three offices were planned so it was 
not all hard work. Volunteers working on other projects were invited to these e.g. NADFAS 
conservation volunteers. They included: celebratory lunch and tea parties for the 25th Anniversary of 
Volunteers' Week, an afternoon sharing and collecting 'volunteer stories', experiences and 
achievements. This helped small groups/communities of volunteers to develop during the backlog 
project, which have now nominated group leaders who are taking on more responsibility for the 
running of their group. 
We supported Suffolk Local History Council's Parish Recorder's Day and advised them which 
contemporary records relating to their community's activities should be kept permanently. We also 
encouraged the development of local history courses by tutors from the council to local history groups 
out in their communities. 

jlu~sJio_n 

As part of the Suffolk Voices Restored Project we have developed a series of CD-Roms that can be 
borrowed for free from local libraries which contain information from oral history recordings for a 
number of local communities including:- Leiston, Long Melford, Framlingham, Haverhill, Mildenhall 
etc. We hope to encourage local people to listen to these to find out more about why their community 
is the way it is by running events in local libraries in association with local groups. The development 
of Leiston for example was influenced by Garrett's Long Shop works, which at one stage employed 
most people in the town. 

~n~wer_ 
66 Please outline any initiatives you have 

commenced or continued in 2009/1 O to 
support the outcome for children and young 
people to enjoy and achieve. State what 
impact these have had, and cite evidence of 

Archives are important educational and lifelong learning resources that children and young people 
can use to increase their knowledge, skills, confidence and wellbeing. SRO has undertaken a 
number of different activities during 2009/10 to support local schools, colleges, universities, students, 
museums and other organisations to encourage learning and enjoyment through Record Office 
resources. 

Score 
x/10 Commitment 10 

2; innovation 2 
(weekends, 
SVR project, 
future jobs 

9.5 



th is impact where possib le . P lease highlight 
any lessons learned which you consider 
might be transferable to similar projects 
elsewhere. 

240 pre 16 year old students visited the three branches of the Suffolk Record Office during 2009/1 O 
for workshops, guided tours etc. ln Lowestoft 4 groups of pupils aged 7/8 visited from Roman Hill 
Primary School. They used old teaching aids, maps and microfilm to try and identify areas of the 
town that they knew and learn more about the changes. We also worked closely with Benjamin 
Britten High School in Lowestoft to develop a new guided walk and workshop for 8 Year 9 pupils as 
part of their activities week. This was very successful. We have continued to offer workshops to the 
Gifted and Talented programmes and have also run sessions on Suffolk Regiment and more general 
introductions to the Record Office. 

A group of Year 10 girls from Kesgrave HS came in to look at family history as part of their Activities 
Week. Comments from the girls included: "it was hard to find my family at first but I was really 
pleased how much of my family tree I'd filled in by the end of the week"; "I think I'll come down in the 
holidays and try to find out some more!" The teacher commented that "The girls had a great week. lt 
was really nice to see them making so much contact with their grandparents to check details with 
them. I think that what they did must have generated alot of interesting conversation within their 
families." Comments from other workshops include: "Thanks once again to you and Jean for a 
wonderful study day at the records office. I think you will agree that the students got a lot out of it. 
They enjoyed the morning session with the tour and access to the original documents and books. The 
afternoon session was a great opportunity to do some independent research from an extensive and 
interesting range of sources. Your expert help and encouragement kept them motivated." 

As part of the Populating the Past HLF funded project we have been working closely with the Theatre 
Royal and local schools in Bury to develop 2 educational CD-Roms. These will be able to be used for 
a variety of subjects, including history. One is a Georgian Time Capsule that will be used as a 
resource box that can inspire children involved in Art, Drama and textile projects. The capsule 
contains a variety of items, including scanned extracts of diaries, newspaper accounts of plays, 
theatre bills, extracts from Estate records, interpretation of some of the documents, pictures of Actors 
taken in Georgian settings and information about the 'Language of the Fan', and examples of textiles, 
fans and patches. 
The second CD-Rom is about 'Illusion' and reflects the differences between the veneer of 
sophistication and luxury in Georgian Bury and the reality. This consists of 3 case studies of 
buildings within Bury: one Georgian, one medieval building that had a Georgian makeover and a 
Tudor building which has remained intact. The CR-Rom includes early and modern photographs, 
prints and research on the documentary history of the house. Part of the project has involved 
developing a Georgian workshop that can be run in the Record Office and also taken out to schools. 

We have continued to work with schools as part of the Suffolk Voices Restored Oral History project. 
Two workshops using the recordings have been run at Bury and Ipswich Record Offices and we have 
run 2 workshops at Coplestone High School. Young people who have used the recordings in the 
workshops have commented tharusing these resources helps to "Give you an insight into individual's 
feelings", "Get others inspired in learning about history", "Understand peoples' experiences in past 
events from their perspective". They commented: "By being able to use a range of historic sources I 
can explore more and use a range of information - the big picture" and "Not just facts but the real 
opinions and emotions of the people at the time". The feedback from a teacher was also positive: 
"This is an opportunity for my students to be involved in "a live" project - not just finding out things to 
write essays, but creating something to be useful for others." The students in this case will be 
creating resources for workshops for Year 5 students and adults with learning difficulties. 

We have developed a leaflet advertising our school workshops and have piloted it in the west of the 
county. This has created interest in our offer but we have been told by teachers that it is increasingly 
difficult to arrange school visits so we are adapting the workshops to be able to deliver them in the 
schools. 

We have worked very hard to ensure the learning packages for Home Front Heroes and Sea Heroes 
were migrated from the old Sense of Place Suffolk website to the new Suffolk Heritage Direct 
website. This has enabled us to continue to promote the learning packs that were developed as part 
of these projects and distributed to schools within Suffolk. 



During 2009/1 O we took work experience students from 8 schoo ls acro ss Suffolk . They all had 
positive experiences w ith one student subseq uently volunteering at the Bury Record Offi ce during the 
summer holidays bec ause she got so much enjoyment out of her work experience . We have also 
hosted a Gold Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme candidate , who catalogued a cutt ings album as her 
volunteering activ ity . We have continued to offer placements to postgra duate students. Two have 
been successful in apply ing for the Archive Adm inistration cours es while others have obta ined 
employment fo llow ing their placements. One student commented that "I fo und the experience 
interesting and I am defin ite ly going to purs ue archives/records management as a career after I 
graduate . Finally , thank you to everyone at the rec ord offi ce fo r making my time there so enjoyable". 

We have continued to work closely w ith Univers ity Campus Suffo lk to support the ir Fam ily , Loc al and 
Community H istory BA cours e. 28 1st year students had an intro ductory vis it to SRO which they 
enjoyed and fo und very informative. Comments from the tutors included "thanks fo r today - wonderful 
and really enjoyed by our students!" Staff also researched a number of documents to prod uce fo r two 
further vis its fo r 1st year students , "thanks fo r gett ing out such interesting documents on Wednesday 
and Thurs day th is week and fo r talk ing to the students and giving them tours . lt was great to hear the 
enthusiastic comments from them , and I know everyone apprec iated all that you did ." We also vis ited 
UCS to ta lk to 3rd year students loo king to finalise subject matters fo r the ir History dissertations. The 
vis it included the 'Do's and don'ts ' of research given by a member of staff who is researching her own 
PhD and suggestions of areas of research fo r dissertations by the Ipsw ich archiv ist. 

The tutor said "a very big Thank You fo r your ta lk th is aftern oon. You covered an immense range of 
info rmation and materia l and I'm sure the students fo und it very benefic ia l and gained some useful 
ideas. Thank you fo r digging out some spec ific source ideas fo r our loc al topic students, there were 
some gems in there." We have worked w ith UCS to develop a serv ice leve l agreement fo r work 
placements and are currently planning work prog rammes fo r 2 students over the 2010 summer. 
Future students may include those on English and Graphic Design cours es, not just history . 
Pre lim inary discussions indicate that they w ill be able to gain experience by work ing on Record O ffi ce 
exhib itions and public ity materia ls . 

The Collections Manager was asked to assist w ith the interv iew fo r the post of History Lecturer as 
UCS believes Suffo lk Record O ffi ce is the princ ipa l loca l stakeholder. A recently retired lecturer from 
UCS made the fo llow ing comment: "On my retirement from UCS, I would like to thank you and your 
staff fo r all the he lp the Ipsw ich branch of the Suffolk Record Offi ce has given my History students 
over many years . We bro ught the firs t degree students to the rec ord offi ce in 1995 and each cohort 
since has prod uced some excellent studies and dissertations on a w ide range of loc a l history topics, 
based on primary sources. Such a sustained leve l of high quality local history research would have 
been impossib le w ithout the support and guidance of your excellent staff ." 

ln November Bury and Ipsw ich Record O ffi ces applied to the Future Jobs Fund to host tw o 
candidates for sixth month placements . The fund supports the creation of new jobs, primari ly fo r 
those aged 18-24 , who have been unemployed fo r at least a year. Both of the successful candidates 
had been unemployed fo r some time and fe lt that the Fund would he lp them gain the nec essary skills 
and show future employers the ir comm itment to , and interest in , gain ing perm anent employment. 

As part of our ongoing outreach programme Lowestoft has continued to offer free Sunday events . 
Over 2009/10 six events were run, w ith 66 children and the ir fam ilies attending. Topics included 
Down Your Street, fam ily history , Christmas crackers and scrap-booking. The events have been 
attended by children and their parents and grand-parents and have given all generations an 
introd uction to the Rec ord Offi ce and the resources available , whilst providing a fun activity fo r them 
to share . One example is of a mum and daughter aged 15 . They both prod uced exceptionally good 
ideas of scrap boo king based on the ir fam ily . W hilst the mum indicated she had no interest in 
undertaking her fam ily history , the teenager said she would like to . The staff gave her a brief tour of 
the offi ce and explained the basic sources so that she felt com fo rtable about vis iting the offi ce again . 
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Suffolk Record Offi ce has run a full volunteer programme in 2009/1 O - see Q 72 . As part of the 
prog ramme we offered voluntary work to a young Germ an lady who wanted to gain some experience 
of work ing in the UK to help her find a job. After volunteering she was able to find work with a loc al 
publishing company, which was the same fie ld in which she had worked in Germ any. Her comment 
when she started volunteering was "Thank you very much fo r helping me to become a volunteer of 
the Suffolk Record Offi ce ' I am very happy about this opportunity. lt saves me from sitt ing at home 
and social isolation! I meet new people, improve my English, I am happy being useful/helpful fo r this 
institution, it w ill upgrade my CV and hopefully help me to find a nice job." 

Staff from the Ipsw ich and Lowestoft offi ces attended an event at the Ipsw ich Museum during the 
February half-term where curators from Ipsw ich Museum were on hand to help identify objects as part 
of Suffolk's A History of the World day. There were children's activities themed around dragons and 
big cats and Record Offi ce staff helped with fam ily and local history enquiries and encouraged 
children to get involved with their fam ily history . 

Staff have part icipated in the Safeguarding Children training to ensure that all children and young 
people are safe and protected whilst using the offi ce. 

Question __Answer 
Please outline any initiatives you have Part of the Suffolk Record Office vision is to enrich the quality of life by providing enjoyable 
commenced or continued in 2009/1 O to recreational and formal learning opportunities for all ages and abilities so that customers and staff can 
support the adult health and wellbeing achieve their full potential. Our programmes of formal and informal courses, workshops, talks and 
agendas. State what impact these have had, walks, which are developed and marketed three times a year are designed to support the adult health 
and cite evidence of this impact where and well being agendas through life long learning in particular. 97% of those who filled in the 2009 
possible. Please highlight any lessons PSGQ survey felt from their use of the Suffolk Record Office that archives provided opportunities for 
learned which you consider might be learning, 12% said the main purpose of their visit was for formal education as a student or researcher 
transferable to similar projects elsewhere. and 1 % said it was in connection with their formal education as a teacher. 70% said the nia in purpose 

of their visit was for personal leisure or recreation so we are definitely contributing to improving the 
quality of their lives. 
The majority of our users are over 45 according to the PSQG survey and we are therefore 
contributing to improving the health and wellbeing of the older sections of society particularly those in 
the 55 or 74 age range. We feel that we are keeping people active longer judging from the length of 
time customers have been using our services. According to the same survey 27% of our customers 
have been using the Suffolk Record Office for more than 1 O years. Our outreach programme is put 
together in consultation with local tutors and we try to offer a varied programme which appeals to 
people of all ages. Many of those attending these activities are retired. 
We offered 17 5 and 10 week courses at Bury and Ipswich. 181 sessions were run in total and 3851 
people attended. The courses included topics directly related to Record Office sources such as 
Landscape History, Law and Order, Growth and Development of Suffolk Towns, Elizabethan Suffolk 
and Paupers, Workhouses and the Poor Law. We also ran courses on Gardening History, Victorian 
Novelists as Social Historians and Name of the Game, a modem literature class. 

Ipswich Record Office continued to offer Advance, Intermediate and Beginners Palaeography classes 
in 2009/1 O following on from the success of last year when we provided them after UEA decided that 
it would no longer offer them in Ipswich. We have a record number of 37 people enrolled on the three 
courses this year. The advanced group acts very much as a support group to help its members with 
their research and they decide which documents they wish to work on. 

Score 
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45 talks were given during the cours e of 2009/1 O that were attended by 1232 people . Subjects 
covered during the year inc luded: 
The Great Rising of 1381 :- The Peasants' Revo lt; Hawstead, Hardw ick and Hort icu lture ; B lack Death; 
K ill or Cure- Suffo lk 's Age of Agony; Anatom ists and Body Snatchers ; The Plague ; W ill iam Pretty 
and Sons Lt d ; Ipsw ich Freehold Land Soc iety ; Anglican Ipsw ich ; Wheels of Ipsw ich; A Georgian 
Gentleman's Library ; D iscovering Paine's World ; Bury 's Georgian Assembly House; Henry Crabb 
Robinson - The Man Who Knew Every one; Your Most Affectionate Father and Mother; LOST - Late 
Stuart and Georgian Memorials of St James's Church , Bury St Edmunds; S t Mary 's Church in Late 
Stuart and Georgian times; Late Stuart and Georgian Ipsw ich; Henslow of Hitcham : The Li fe , Legacy 
and Influence of Darw in 's Tutor; P ilg rimages, Saints and Relics in Medieval and Tudor Suffolk ; 
M igration from Suffo lk in the 1830s; Transportation; What did the Industria l Revolution do fo r Suffolk? ; 
The D isso lution of the Monasteries ; Abbeygate Street; Matthew Hopkins, W itchfinder General; What 
did Grandfa ther do in the Great War?; St Edmund; A Suffolk V ictorian Christmas; 

Deck the Halls ; Maria Marten and the Red Barn Murder; Last W ishes; Yours Respectab ly ; 
Possessions; 50 Years of Railways aro und East Anglia ; Morality and M iracle P lays; Samuel Pepys - 
His Li fe and Times; English Urb an Renaissance ; Conquest of Smallpox in England; Prints and 
Paintings of Bury St Edmunds; Medieval Orama in Rura l Suffo lk ; Refo rm ation and Counter 
Refo rm ation; ln Desperate Need; E lizabeth's Suffolk . 

S taff at the 3 branches ran 45 work shops during 2009/1 O which were attended by 252 people . The 
workshops cover beginners and advanced fam ily history , early and more modem pro perty history , 
fam ily history sources on the intern et, palaeography, nonconfo rm ist records , maps, m ilitary ancestors 
and using Ancestry . A ll the work shops include a m ix of info rmation about sources, looking at 
orig ina ls and the opportunity to ask questions befo re fin ishing w ith a tour of the offi ce . During the tour 
we explain about reader's tickets and give a brief intro duction to the indexes and catalogues so that 
the customers fee l more confident about com ing in and using the offi ce independently . W e regularly 
review the workshop content and have developed new workshops on new spapers , w ills and poor law 
records which w ill be piloted in 2010/11. Comments on work shops included: 'W ebsites fo r fam ily 
historians' - very he lpful and usefu l fo r all stages of research - (even 25 years !l)", 

ln November we ran a property history workshop at Ipswich in conjunction with the archivist from the 
Ipswich Building Society. The workshop aimed to help those people who live in Freehold Land 
Society houses. The archivist from IBS made the following comment " .... thank you for the support of 
RO staff in organising and running the above event for Ipswich Building Society. I was especially 
grateful for Heather's excellent and very professional input into the proceedings. She really went out 
of her way to produce documents & photos that had some relevance to each attendee and her 
explanation of the basic RO sources was superb." 

We have continued to run walks around Lowestoft and the surrounding area as we know from 
anecdotal evidence that people really enjoy these. We ran 4 in 2009/1 O with an attendance of 52. 
Comments included "I've learned a lot, had some exercise and met some nice people, very good 
thank you". We feel that this specific example shows that our learning events can also help people 
with their physical health. 
The Record Office had 13 visits from local societies and organisations with 200 people attending. 
The groups included the U3A, Coddenham Local History Society, Flatford Field Study Centre, 
Pakefield Ladies Social Society, Ipswich Building Society and the Ipswich Institute. Some of the 
groups are regular visits which would suggest that we are providing an informative and entertaining 
evening visit. We gave a talk for the Bungay Society which had 45 members attending. We also 
hosted a visit from an adult literacy group who were visiting the library, one of the group has returned 
several times on her own for advice on family history research, thereby improving her literacy by 
doing something she finds interesting. 



As mentioned in Q65 we have continued to support the library Top Time prog ramme. Over the year 
Record O ffi ce staff ran 19 sessions in libraries across the county to encourage people to learn about 
history and develop an interest in the ir community . 282 people attended these events . Libraries 
often ask us for more than one visit as comments from the Top Timers indicate that the Record Office 
sessions are very popular. Topics in 2009/10 included family history, coastal erosion, maritime 
ancestors, how to use Ancestry and other genealogical resources, fishing in Lowestoft and Royal 
visits. We hope the oral history recordings developed as part of the Suffolk Voices Restored project 
will be increasingly used by Top Time groups to stimulate discussion and reminiscence. 

The Record Office's volunteer programme has a key part to play in promoting adult health and well 
being. Q72 contains more details of the volunteering projects. Our vision promotes independence, 
well being and choice by offering volunteer involvement in archive projects that help them gain new 
skills and a sense of value. The catalogue backlog project supported volunteers in achieving their 
ambitions by offering those wishing to apply for formal courses and or jobs a more flexible way of 
learning and improving their work experience. lt introduced or reintroduced them to the workplace 
and helped them update their CV's, gain a place on an archive course, build self-confidence, develop 
transferable skills and gain a foot on the employment ladder. Four found permanent employment, two 
of whom were young people struggling to get their first job, whilst another secured an apprenticeship. 
Two have places on archive courses. 
One said "I had an interest in history, especially local history, and liked the idea of giving my time 
doing work that involved historical documents, as a way of using my time constructively while 
unemployed. I really like learning new things and the knowledge that I am contributing towards 
projects that should benefit the record office and the general public. It's great for those who need a 
boost for their self-esteem." 
This project offered those wanting intellectual rather than caring volunteering an opportunity to 
engage with heritage, pursue personal interests and use their knowledge and skills in a supportive 
social atmosphere that encouraged independence and promoted an active mind. Long standing 
volunteers benefited from the input of new volunteers arriving for this project. They enjoyed the 
celebrations and sharing their experiences, were encouraged to try new activities and felt more 
valued. 
Two recently bereaved volunteers got out of the house and used their knowledge and skills in a 
comfortable non-threatening environment. One commented that "I would like you to know how much I 
have enjoyed the opportunity to volunteer at the Record Office. The decision to move forward without 
him certainly was not easy but the support and encouragement given to me by all members of your 
staff are a credit to your leadership. To have been able to come and work in a warm comfortable 
environment has certainly made my first winter alone a lot less daunting than I foresaw." Several 
recently retired volunteers finding it hard to adjust felt the project gave a focus to their week. Another 
came to us through Focus 12 (drugs and alcohol rehabilitation centre) and found that regularly 
volunteering for the backlog project has really helped to turn his life around. He is about to enrol on a 
university course and has been chosen for a Housing Association flat. 
During the project we organised a visit for some of volunteers cataloguing the Compair Reavells 
collection to the Ipswich Tran sport Museum so they could see some of the artefacts built by the 
company and see behind the scenes at the museum to gain more knowledge about a key partner and 
how their systems differed from those in the Record Office. 

Volunteers involved in preservation and conservation projects e.g. making non-standard folders and 
boxes for the secondary protection of the archives and cleaning and consolidation work find it 
extremely satisfying to know they have made a difference to the long term preservation of an archive. 
As well as gaining new skills these project improve their manual dexterity. 



We have found that some volunteers are satisfied to work for a few weeks and then move on rather 
than requiring a longer term commitment and the development of a soc ial network . We have 
therefore started to keep a list of potential shorter projec ts. 
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We have started to work with family carers to provide them with opportunities for informal and 
enjoyable learning. We gave a talk about the work of the Record Office and starting family and house 
history to 8 Suffolk Family Carers at Claydon. Although most would not be able to come into the 
office this opened up and explained avenues of research and the wonderful resources they could 
access and explore on their home computers including FreeBMD. 

The Heritage Information Manager contributed to adult learning by developing the ICT skills of 74 
museum volunteers and staff during formal courses and informal sessions on electronic cataloguing 
and the storage and backup of data e.g. Clare, HMS Ganges and other museums. These have not 
only helped the volunteers in a practical way but have also helped to foster a sense of community - 
"We all found that with your knowledge and simple way of putting things about the management of 
our collection very helpful and feel that we can go forward with a degree of confidence. We would 
also like to thank you for your help in the storage and back up of our collection, making it a more 
simpler task than we envisaged." The Conservation Manager has also supported the development of 
museum volunteers as part of the SHARE programme with a workshop on preservation followed by 
two PowerPoint presentations. 
Much of our normal work helps to support the adult health and wellbeing agenda. One example is a 
customer who asked how he could find the burial place of his brother, who was killed in action in 
World War li. We gave him full details of the cemetery, grave and citation (from CWGC website), 
and also told him how he could apply for his brother's service record, and contact the regimental 
museum for background information. 

Staff continue to provide support to customers who have difficulty using our resources due to health 
issues. One of the regular customers in Bury is recovering from a serious stroke and therefore has 
mobility, memory and dexterity problems. With this in mind the staff book him a reader with the best 
accessibility, remind him regularly of the indexing system and get the fiche for him. They also do all of 
his printouts as he can not use the reader printer. He thinks visiting is aiding his recovery as he is 
getting out of the house and pursuing a hobby he enjoys. Another customer suffers from Alzheimer's 
and needs one to one help when she attends the office. Staff provide support so that she can 
continue with her research and have some time when she is independent. 

Question _ Answer 
Please outline any initiatives you have We try to promote social inclusion and equality in everything we do. See Q.67 for the talks, courses 
commenced or continued in 2009/1 O to and workshops we run, many of which are attended by people who have disabilities or special needs. 
support the agenda to tackle social exclusion ln addition several staff participated in poetry readings at care homes in June as part of World Elder 
and promote equality. State what impact Abuse Awareness Day. 
these have had, and cite evidence of this 
impact where possible. Please highlight any See Q.65 for how we have supported some of the more disadvantaged communities and wards. We 
lessons learned which you consider might be have tried to ensure our Top Time programme reaches communities across the county, including 
transferable to similar projects elsewhere. deprived areas in Ipswich such as Gainsborough and Westbourne. We have continued to support an 

Archives for All Access Point in Sudbury Library with local and family history materials for the study of 
the Cornard area, saving local residents of Sudbury and surrounding villages a trip to the Bury 
Record Office. The Sudbury Library is currently undergoing refurbishment and we have worked 
closely with the library and the local family history society to assess what material we have at the 
Access Point and what we can do to improve the service for the users. 
Lowestoft Record Office is within a European Objective Two area. There are significant levels of 
deprivation, low educational attainment and social isolation. The Lowestoft Record Office has 
continued to open on Sundays providing more of a local studies service and a number of events for 
families and adults eg family and property history drop-in sessions, scrapbooking and Christmas 
crackers. The service is more informal on Sundays eg there is music in the library building and staff 
dress in jeans etc to encourage those who might not otherwise come in to use our services. Q66 
explains more about the Sunday activities and the impact that they have on the people in Lowestoft. 
Lowestoft staff also prepared a laminated folder of captioned photographs for long-stay residents of 
Blvford Court, Lowestoft, manv of whom have dementia. 
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ln 2009 Suffo lk he ld its firs t Pride festiva l. As part of our summer events pro gramme a member of 
staff attended the festival, taking Record Offi ce leaflets and also co llecting ephemera and taking 
photographs of the event to establish the beginnings of a LGBT ar chive. A surv ey of the LGBT 
holdings w ithin the Record Offi ce had highlighted the lack of materia l re lating to th is area and we felt 
that th is would be a proactive way of start ing to co llect materia l. Subsequently we used the materia l 
co llected to put on an exhib ition at the Ipsw ich offi ce as part of LGBT month in Febru ary . W e have 
also pro vided advice to a gro up who are recording ora l history interv iew s w ith gay men and women in 
Suffo lk . The group plans to create a CD-Rom of the interv iews which w il l be used in schools and as 
part of the divers ity programme at Suffolk Po lice and other public organisations w ith in Suffolk . 

W e have continued our pro gramme of staff development, w ith staff receiv ing train ing in the fo llow ing 
areas: Safeguarding Vulnerable Adults , Safeguarding children , Li cence to Recru it, Managing 
D iversity and D isability and Mental Health Awareness. We have continued to support a Searchroom 
Assistant at the Ipsw ich Record O ffi ce on her British S ign Language course . During the year she has 
been able to help a number of people , inc luding a gentleman who expressed an interest in learn ing 
more about how to use Ancestry . She was ab le to use sign language to show him how to use it and 
te ll him it was also available at his nearest library so that he didn't have to travel so fa r. 

W e worked closely w ith the local organiser of Afr ican History Month to develop a pro gramme of 
events across the branches that inspired people to ce lebrate atta inment. ln Ipsw ich Paul Crooks , 
author of Ancestors and Tree w ithout Roots, de livered the 1st B irthright Journ eys session, talk ing 
about the information he gathered while researching his fam ily history . The session looked at the 
practica l issues as well as the personal beliefs that encouraged him to keep researching even when 
he faced dead-ends. Comments from the participants included: "This session has opened up a new 
perspective on forebears, their struggle, their humanity and aspirations. This in turn is a source of 
enrichment for us in all present and future aspects of our lives" and "Certainly found the context of 
why researching our history is important - made me think and reflect. Am now going away to have 
some conversations with other members of my family". We ran the 2nd Birthright Journeys session 
at the Ipswich office two weeks later. 
We looked at the types of the sources that people could find and started to explore what resources 
were available online for researching Caribbean Ancestry. We also took the opportunity to ask the 
participants to help identify people in a photographic collection dating from the 1980s. This was very 
successful and certainly got the participants discussing their community and the changes in Ipswich 
over the last few decades. One couple who attended the 2nd Birthright Journeys workshop were 
delighted with the information they started to find online and were really inspired to continue piecing 
together their history using Ancestry. We were able to show them what the websites can offer and in 
the 30 minutes at the end of the session they had found the name of one of their ancestors in a Slave 
Register on Ancestry. We are currently in the final stages of planning our activities for African History 
Month 2010 and hope to run several drop-in workshops at Ipswich Library to reach a wider audience. 
Bury and Lowestoft Record Offices also displayed exhibitions, working with local libraries to share 
display material so as to gain the widest audience. · 

The ICE (Ipswich Caribbean Experience) touch screen of interviews with first generation migrants 
continues to be on display in the Ipswich Record Office reception area and is regularly used. 
Recently a new visitor wanted to find out more about his father's history as his father had come to 
Ipswich from Caribbean in 1960s. Staff were able to give him the Sources for Black and Asian 
History leaflet, and told him about the ICE project and other available resources. He booked a film 
reader for the following day, when he spent some time looking at newspapers. He also sat and 
listened to the ICE interviews. He has returned to the office to continue his research. 

During the cataloguing backlog project we selected the Crane's Fluid Systems Ltd collection for 
volunteers to work on as this firm employed a number of first generation Caribbean migrants. 



The collection contained staff and organisational records, photographs, magazines as well as 
manufacturing records, papers re products, technical info rmation, manuals, catalogues and leaflets, 
newscuttings etc so we hoped that it would attract interest from the local community, especially as 
many people on the Gainsborough Estate, who we were also working w ith as part of the 
Gainsborough Library Pro ject, worked at Cranes. Unfo rtunately it did not attract interest so as part of 
our ongoing volunteer programme we have approached Volunteer Ipsw ich fo r help to try and 
encourage volunteers from the various BME communities within Ipswich. They have agreed to help 
identify members of the Polish, Chinese and African communities who might be recruited as 
ambassadors to help us develop ways of engaging their communities. This is likely to involve 
encouraging them to come for a tour of the Record Office, raising awareness of the importance of 
collecting community archives, encouraging volunteering or hosting a display. We hope that this will 
also help us to reach potential new depositors thereby increasing our numbers of BME collections. 
As part of the Suffolk Voices Restored Oral History Project we have created a set of themed 
interviews from people within the Caribbean community. The CDs will be available through the 
Suffolk Library Service and should encourage a wider awareness of the history of this community. 
These recordings can be used in association with more recent information gathered as part of the ICE 
project in local schools for Key Stage 3 History on the diversity of peoples' experiences in the past 
and to help intergeneration work within the community. 

During 2009/1 O we did some work with EAFA to identify films or extracts from films within their 
collections that reflect the diversity of Suffolk's communities to put together in a compilation DVD. 
Staff continued to provide support to people who may feel excluded or disadvantaged. Staff in 
Lowestoft ran a family history taster session as part of a series of free events for adults in Beccles. 
We were able to recommend sources within the Record Office and library to help them get started on 
their family tree. The events included everything from dancing to cooking and family history. 

The Ipswich archivist arranged a work placement for a young man suffering from Asperger's 
Syndrome, hearing difficulties and a speech impediment.' He had been finding it very difficult to gain 
work experience and was interested in seeing if archive work would suit him as a career. The student 
said that he had had "an interesting and mostly enjoyable time". The staff involved also learnt a great 
deal about interacting with a person with these conditions. 

We also supported a young man who was dyslexic and was struggling with French but felt it would be 
beneficial for a career in 'history' to continue with his studies. We arranged for him to visit the Record 
Office and showed him and his brother three documents written in Anglo-Norman French and 
provided translations and copies for them to take home. lt was successful and he was encouraged to 
continue studying French. 

Staff were able to provide practical help to a lady from a women's refuge who had escaped an 
abusive relationship leaving all her documentation behind. They were able to assist her in obtaining a 
copy of her birth certificate so that she could start to replace her essential documents. 

-'--Questio(l 
69 Please outline any initiatives you have 

commenced or continued in 2009/1 O to 
support the agenda to support the local 
economy. State what impact these have 
had, and cite evidence of this impact where 
possible. Please highlight any lessons 
learned which you consider might be 
transferable to similar projects elsewhere. 

Answer 
The Suffolk Record Office contributes to the local economy in a number of ways. 60% of customers 
answering the 2009 PSQG survey agreed or strongly agreed that the Record Office supported 
administrative and business activity. 

______ score 
x/10 

The Record Office supports heritage tourism events and activities and the creative economy by 
providing a source of inspiration for local writers, playwrights etc. Information from the archives helps 
promote Suffolk's natural advantages, creates a national and international profile, encourages tourism 
and traditional food and drink products. The Record Office attracts family history visitors to Suffolk 
from elsewhere in the UK and overseas. 

16% of those surveyed in the 2009 PSQG survey were contributing to the local economy by paying 
for overnight accommodation in Suffolk, an increase from 5% in the previous survey. 36% wëre 
eating out locally, an increase from 20%, and 23% were visiting other places of local interest in the 
area, previously 11 %. We know that a number of customers come back year after year to Suffolk to 
stay for a long weekend or a week or more and spend time in the Record Office as part of their 
hnlici:=1v 

Key examples 1 O 
here are blue 
badge; historic 
property fair; 
shopping 
centre and 
other display 
support; 
historic 
houses/touris 
mwork; SHD; 
land 
registration - 
an unusually 
rich variety 
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We continue to ru n tra in ing sessions fo r the blue and green badge guides in Bury and maintain a 
collection of reference books for their use. The Bury Record Office is a member of the Bury Tourism 
Group and has created pages for the Bury St Edmunds Tourism website with prints from the archives 
and information re opening times, events etc - see http://www.visit-burystedmunds.co.uk/Attractions 
ln-Bury-St-Edmunds/bury-record-office.htm 
Other contributors to this site include local hotels, the Bury Tourist Information Centre, local 
museums, the Cathedral etc. The Lowestoft Record Office also regularly adds details of our events 
to the Waveney Tourism Sunrise Coast Events pages and has joined the newly formed Waveney 
Heritage Forum, whilst the Ipswich Record Office works closely with the Ipswich Tourist Information 
Centre, especially for Heritage Open Days. We worked closely with the TICs in Bury and Ipswich to 
arrange walks in Bury and Ipswich as part of the Leaming Revolution Festival. 

10% of those answering the PSQG Survey said they were visiting the Record Office in connection 
with their employment, either paid or voluntary and 7% said the main purpose of their visit was for 
non-leisure personal or family business activities. 

We took part in a number of activities in 2009/1 O that contributed towards economic wellbeing within 
Suffolk. These included: St Edmundsbury Historic Property Fair where exhibitors included local 
craftsmen and historic building specialists, and Heveningham Hall Country Fair where we displayed a 
history of the Hall as well as publicising the work of the Record Office. We attended a meeting of the 
Historic Houses Association at Elveden where ideas for attratting more visitors to Suffolk's historic 
properties were shared and made suggestions for more partnership working. The Bury Record Office 
worked closely with the Suffolk Regiment Museum and the St Edmundsbury Tourist Information 
Centre to develop and launch a new leaflet to encourage visitors to Bury to discover all the sites 
linked to the Suffolk Regiment and visit them. 
Lowestoft Record Office helped staff at Somerleyton Hall to research the Jacobean Gardens and 
supplied them with maps and other information, which will be used to promote the Hall and Gardens 
to local people and visitors. 

Staff in Bury worked with Tourist Information Centre, members of the local trading community, 
volunteers and Bury Town Centre Management to develop a series of panels to display during 
Heritage Open Days in the Comhill Shopping Centre which has suffered lack of footfall since many 
shops closed during the credit crunch and some moved out when the Arc, a new shopping centre, 
opened. lt was hoped by Town Centre Management it would encourage additional visitors. We also 
put up an earlier exhibition which gave the history of many of the shops in St John's Street - another 
area within Bury which has seen a decline in trading. 
As part of the joint Populating the Past HLF project with the Theatre Royal, we have created 3 more 
Georgian Gem panels on The Angel, the Athenaeum and the Tourist Information Centre. We have 
also created a composite panel which was displayed in the Bus Station during the HODS weekend. 
The Theatre has recorded that 15,299 people have participated in either Theatre or Record Office 
activities since the start of the project in 2007. 

See Q66 for details of how we have helped work experience students and volunteers gain 
employment. Four found permanent employment, two of whom were young people struggling to get 
their first job, whilst another secured an apprenticeship and another moved on to a Future Jobs 
placement. One volunteer said "I have recently lost my job through redundancy and am in the 
process of looking for another job. Now seems to be a good time to start to investigate voluntary work 
... it is probably a positive move and can only strengthen my CV at this stage." Another said "As a 
recent graduate in an unstable economic time, finding employment is taking a considerable time. I 
therefore decided to do something useful and interesting - history is my passion." 
We have worked closely with museum and other partners on a number of projects to encourage 
wider use of heritage and cultural resources. The launch of the Suffolk Heritage Direct website has 
given a number of local organisations the opportunity to publicise their collections to a wider 
audience, thereby encouraging more visitors. The Heritage Information Manager has worked with the 
council's ICT partners to develop a sustainable method of adding new partners so that small 
organisations can benefit from the website. HMS Ganges, a new partner on the Suffolk Heritage 
Direct site, investigated an alternative supplier/website for putting its catalogues and images online 
and found that our site was more economical for them. 
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Question _ 
Please outline any initiatives you have 
commenced or continued in 2009/1 O to 
support the agenda to support environmental 
stability. State what impact these have had, 
and cite evidence of this impact where 
possible. Please highlight any lessons 
learned which you consider might be 
transferable to similar projects elsewhere. 

Ipswich staff have worked with Eastern Angles Theatre company to develop resources that can be 
used during their new touring production on the development of Wantisden including the Bentwaters 
airbase - Charlie's Camper Van. Five museums were invited to give short presentations at the AGM 
of the Friends of the Suffolk Record Office. This gave them the chance to widen their audience and 
advertise their organisation. We have negotiated with Ipswich Building Society to arrange to share 
income from digital copies of two of their plan books, which were deposited at the Ipswich office. We 
have helped several local history organisations to save money in the distribution of their publications 
by arranging for them to be sent to local libraries on the county council's courier van system for their 
members to pick up when they next visit the library. 

One of the Lowestoft staff has given 6 talks on A Brief History of Lowestoft in Words and Pictures at 
the Corton Coastal Resort, with over 200 people attending. These have promoted the town's heritage 
and encouraged tourists to explore the town and contribute to the local economy. 
We have encouraged interest in Suffolk by helping several TV companies with research for their 
programmes. We supplied photographs to Time Team's researcher for the programme on 
Blythburgh Priory and facilitated filming of manorial court documents in BRO as part of Tony 
Robinson's programme on the Black Death for Channel 4. 

We supplied a number of local authors with images for publications. These include books on the Lost 
Houses of Suffolk, Sunk on the Sunrise Coast. 400 Sole Bay Shipwrecks, The Story of the Southwold 
Walberswick Ferry and The People of Lowestoft Porcelain: 1757 to 1802 and 2000 to 2009. Our 
outreach programme uses local speakers and we are always keen to give new tutors and presenters 
an opportunity to gain income by delivering outreach sessions. 

Within the county council we have worked with legal colleagues to help the council voluntarily register 
large amounts of council-owned land. The deeds are kept in the County Council Archives and the 
County Council Archive Officer has supported legal colleagues. Compulsory registration of properties 
worth £1 m would cost the council £700 per property and voluntary registration would cost £525. 
However by registering a number of assets at once the Land Registry charges £7.50 per property. 
The council has saved at least £102,000 by Suffolk Record Office supporting this initiative and 
providing an office base for legal colleagues to work close to the deeds. 

Answer 
SuffolkC-ounty Councilrecognises the need to protectthe- Suffolk environment and develop the 
county in a sustainable manner. The threat of climate change and coastal erosion are very real and 
the Council needs to respond to these challenges for the wider benefit of Suffolk. Suffolk Record 
Office has contributed to this by providing invaluable evidence to support councils, organisations, 
developers and individuals to protect and improve the natural, built and historic environment, and to 
monitor coastal erosion and climate change through the provision of historic information. We also 
endeavour to run the service in a 'green' way. 

Lowestoft Record Office provided access to documents dating from the 16th to the 20th centuries to 
people in Beccles interested in proposals to register the 1,400 acres of Beccles Fen with the Charity 
Commission. They researched and prepared a fact sheet to be issued to enquirers, to ensure 
everyone had access to the same information. 
ln May the Lowestoft and Ipswich offices helped a couple investigating the enclosure of Gresham 
Green and grazing land belonging to a local charity for the poor. They hoped to plant an orchard with 
wild flowers, which would be better for the environment, more interesting to local people and would 
make more money for the charity. They were particularly impressed with how helpful the staff had 
been in assisting them with the research. 

Lowestoft staff also worked with colleagues at Southwold library to provide information about 
Southwold's historic water tower. We do not just help with the restoration of buildings as we also 
contribute towards the restoration of Ships, Cranes, etc manufactured in Suffolk by supplying copies 
of engineering drawings and specifications e.g. for the restoration of Garrett's Traction Engines all 
over the world. 

Score 
x/10 Again, a good 1 O 
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Staff from Ipsw ich attended the Archaeology in Suffo lk conference in March at UCS. Images from 
historic maps in Record Offi ce collections were displayed including Norden's Surv ey of 1601 which 
att racted a great deal of attention from the conference delegates as it showed many interesting 
historic landscape features. We were also able as a result of a question asked at the conference to 
he lp someone find info rmation on a 1986 Domesday Retro spective Surv ey of his parish and another 
gro up find info nm ation on Suffo lk 's World War li defences. 

We have continued to provide advice to users , includ ing schoo l children , county council offi éers and 
academ ics on a range of topics including climate change , coasta l ero sion and protection, surv eying 
loc al ponds, ancient trees, hedge rows and rights of way including byw ays etc . 

A ll three branches of the Suffo lk Record Offi ce promote the County Council's carb on stra tegy and 
ambition to bec ome the Greenest County . Ipsw ich Record Offi ce is the only one of our three 
branches that is large enough to have an energy effi c iency cert ificate . lt is categ ory C - 53 point 
(which is good compared against sim ilar sized build ings acro ss the UK used in a sim ilar way fo r 
which the national UK average is rating D - 100 po ints). Ipsw ich Rec ord Offi ce too k part in an 
ISO14001 extern a l environmental audit in November and had a very positive result. S ince then we 
have ensured that w indow s that could not be opened because they were stuck up w ith paint can be 
opened to keep the public areas cooler in the summer and insta lled new blinds in our Map, M icrofo rm 
and Searchrooms to he lp reta in heat in the w inter and keep the rooms cooler in the Summer. 

Follow ing the improvements last year to the Ipsw ich air-condition ing we were ab le to adjust the 
build ing management system to ru n as effi c iently as possib le whilst sti ll staying w ithin the parameters 
of BS54 54 :2000. W e have also evaluated the use of lights in the Ipsw ich searchro om and have 
reduced the number of lights used by not sw itching on the up lighters which highlight the V ictorian 
beams. The leaves from the Ipsw ich Record Offi ce site go fo r composting. 

We have been able to implement the best practice learn t in Ipsw ich at the other tw o branches. We 
try to save on trave l where we can by car sharing to attend meetings and to get to work , and using 
public transport as much as possib le . We have improved the rec ycling facilities in all three Record 
Offi ces by adding battery recycling and ensuring that a ll e lectrica l good s are recycl ed appro priate ly . 
W e monitor our paper usage and use recycled paper wherever possib le . Due to changes in staffi ng 
in other build ings Bury was able to gain more contro l of shared heating so was able to de lay sw itching 
on the heating system until it was needed ra ther than it automatically com ing on at the start of 
October. A ll 3 bra nches have stopped using po lystyrene cups and changed to recycled paper and 
cardboard cups. Where possib le we invest in recycled goods fo r selling to the public . These inc lude 
jute bags, recycled notebooks, pencils cases made from old car tyres and fo lders made from recycled 
wood . We also sell books on Suffo lk Walks and maps to encourage people to enjoy the loca l 
country side . 

A ll Suffolk County Council contractors working on our build ings have to complete Environmental R isk 
Assessments and Action Sheets . 

71 
Questio_n 
Please outline any initiatives you have 
commenced or continued in 2009/10 to 
improve services to remote users. State 
... 1..-• :----• U---- L.-·•- 1..-.,j __ ... -=•- 

The two places selected for the Virtual Past Pilot project are in the middle of the county away from the 
'honeypots' of the Suffolk Heritage Coast. We hope to use the project to develop more sustainable 
green tourism in these areas - walks, cycle routes etc. 

We hope that the development of the Suffolk Heritage Direct website as it grows will help Record 
Office users to plan their research more sustainably. We have found during the 2009/10 economic 
down tum that there was an increase of 825 in the number of postal, telephone and e-mail enquires 
on the previous year. 
P,nswer 
The Suffolk Record Office vision states that we will make archives and local studies materials as 
widely available as possible by providing online access to our collections and those of other heritage 
partners in Suffolk by developing the Suffolk Heritage Direct website. 

Score 
x/10 Commitment 10 
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W ll ct l 111 1µ ct c.; l mese nave nav, auu ene 
evidence of this impact where possible. 
Please highlight any lessons learned which 
you consider might be transferable to similar 
projects elsewhere. 

Following several years of development we were able to soft-launch the Suffolk Heritage Direct in 
March. During the development period we added two new partners so have increased the breadth of 
information available. We are currently working through a scheduled programme of uploading new 
catalogues to the website to increase the amount of information available to remote users. The new 
site gives customers an opportunity to look at: fully searchable and interactive catalogue records from 
the databases of Suffolk Record Office, Museums and Archaeology Services and other partners, 
images of some of the objects, artefacts, photographs and documents described in these catalogue 
records, resources for teachers and life-long learning, contacts for key heritage organizations in 
Suffolk and links to other organisations that hold material relating to the county's history e.g. The 
National Archives. Remote users can cross search across the whole database, or search the 
catalogues of individual organisations, with easy browsing of related records. 
We have made improvements to the Record Office pages on the SCC website, adding more content 
in the form of pdf leaflets. Usage of Suffolk Record Office web pages has increased this year to 
50,261 from 46,347. Initial indications from the soft launch of the Suffolk Heritage Direct website 
show there is already a great deal of interest even though there has been no promotional activity. 
The Buy a Print service was launched in 2009, giving remote users a chance to buy selected 
mounted prints from a number of collections. 

Question 

We attended Family History Fairs in Debenham, Norwich and Long Melford as well as the Heritage 
Open Day event at Palace House in Newmarket. All of these are in more remote and less accessible 
areas or on the edge or outside of the county. We also attended the Suffolk Show in May where we 
were able to talk to people from across the county and beyond who had never used a Record Office 
before. We displayed an exhibition at the Suffolk Local History Council's Societies Day in March, 
where a number of small remote historical societies were able to come together to share ideas and 
hP.i::t nrnr:tir.P. 
We have observed an increase in remote enquiries by email, post and telephone and also a change 
in the nature of the enquiries. With the growth in the information available online our remote enquiries 
have become more detailed and varied. The paid research service continued to be well-used by 
remote users. Comments from clients include: "Thank you for your impressive research, even the 
British library could not find the siege", "Very many thanks for your email and for the parish register 
entries that arrived promptly this morning. The website you recommended has all the extra 
information I need and I can now decide how to proceed with my family history. I am most grateful for 
your help" and "We have been dealing with your staff in the matter of Ransomes & Rapier records 
and have found the quality and attention beyond that experienced elsewhere, noting we deal with 
large museums and reference libraries worldwide on a regular basis". 

Suffolk Voices Restored project will enable remote users to borrow free of charge over 800 oral 
history recordings and compilations or themed sets on particular places and subjects e.g. World War 
1 and 2, Women's History, Transport, Recreation, Music, Domestic Service, Health and Welfare etc 
through the Suffolk Library Service. ln due course we hope to be able to enable remote users to 
download snippets from the recordings and transcripts that will be attached to the catalogue records 
available on Suffolk Heritage Direct. 

____________ ,Options Answer Comments score 



72A Does your service work regularly with 
volunteers? 

(a) Yes 
(b) No 

(a)Yes During 200911 O 135 volunteers helped the 212 
Suffolk Record Office with a variety of 
projects either working individually or as 
part of larger groups contributing 7188hrs 
of work across the service. Volunteering 
is one of the key areas in which SRO can 
facilitate raising skills. Projects this year 
again included indexing historic 
newspapers and local periodicals, 
cataloguing, computer based work 
including inputting, digitisation, data 
cleansing and repacking archives working 
with our conservator. The Bury NADFAS 
Group have cleaned and preserved well 
over 1000 volumes from the Cullum 
Collection. Volunteers from the Suffolk 
Local History Council continued to 
transcribe and summarise for CALM 
catalogue entries oral history recordings 
as part of the Suffolk Voices Restored 
project. They have also been involved on 
our other major volunteering project - 
tackling the Cataloguing backlog. 70 
volunteers contributed 4,236 hours to this 
project helping to reduce the backlog by 
51m3 and to add nearly 71,000 new 
records to the CALM database. 
The volunteers were delighted to learn 
during volunteer week that the Making a 
Difference Volunteer Backlog Project 
nomination to the National Volunteer 
Project of the Year Award had been 
awarded first place recognising their hard 
work and dedication. A small group of 
them attended the event on 14th July at 
the House of Lords to celebrate the role of 
Archives in Civil Society. 

We also work regularly with the local 
volunteer centres in Bury St Edmunds and 
Ipswich who found volunteers interested in 
helping with cataloguing etc. The closer 
links forged by the backlog project with 
Volunteer Ipswich also identified volunteer 
experts in other areas prepared to help 
SRO in different ways (e.g. to replant 
courtyard pots providing a cheerful display 
for everyone) and encouraged us to divide 
the work into smaller elements suiting 
those offering 2-6 weeks service rather 
than a long-tenm commitment. Volunteer 
Ipswich has used examples from SRO to 
promote good practice elsewhere in 
Ipswich. 

2 



72B Which of the statements in column C are 
true for your service? 

(a) At least one member of staff Yes 
has a clearly identified 
responsibility for supporting 
volunteers. Project Managers are 
allocated to specific projects e.g. 
the Cataloguing Backlog Project. 

(b) We keep a list of projects Yes 
suitable for volunteers and/or plan 
projects around the use of 
volunteers 

(c) We are proactive in seeking Yes 
volunteers who are reflective of 
the local community 

The support of volunteers is now included 8/8 
in most Record Office job and personal 
profiles. Volunteers are also being 
buddied with members of the Searchroom 
teams who are responsible for ensuring 
they have the necessary space, IT, 
packaging materials and archives every 
time they come in. The Archivists and 
Public Service Managers in each branch 
have the responsibility for supporting both 
the individuals and groups and offer 
additional regular support via regular 
meetings, training, working alongside etc. 

8 8 

We have found that it is very important to 
keep a list of projects that are suitable for 
volunteers and have the flexibility to plan 
projects around the knowledge, skills, 
interests and experience of volunteers. 
Some volunteers did not want long-term 
projects, some want a change of activity 
and new challenges to move on to sooner 
than anticipated, some prefer to work on 
their own and others as a team. 
Developing a good understanding of 
volunteers' needs and levels of 
commitment and finding the right project at 
the right level are important for developing 
a successful and fruitful relationship for 
both the record office and the volunteer. 

The volunteer centres have helped the 
Record Office to recruit non-user 
volunteers from a variety of backgrounds 
and wider age range who brought 
additional knowledge to the service. This 
year they have agreed to help the Record 
Office to recruit ambassadors from the 
Polish, Chinese and African communities 
and develop ways of engaging with them 
to encourage greater use of SRO 
collections by BME communities. 



(d) We use vo lunteers in work ing Yes Volunteers have he lped at outreach 
w ith people and not just w ith events, with answering enquiries and have 
documents shared aspects of their work with officers, 

councillors and guests at an Adult and 
Community Services Showcase event 
held in November so everyone could learn 
how their activities benefited them 
personally and the service customers 
received from SRO. They helped to 
prepare the stand and showed visitors the 
catalogues they had produced on a laptop. 
A volunteer also attended the ACS 
Scrutiny Committee Meeting which 
examined the services provided by SRO 
and considered how these contributed to 
the priorities of the directorate and the 
"Suffolk Story". They spoke about their 
experiences of volunteering in the Record 
Office. 

e) Our service has a means of Yes Various opportunities for volunteers to 
celebrating the contribution of meet in a more social context in their 
volunteers branches and across the three offices to 

celebrate their achievements were 
organised throughout 2009/1 O including 
celebratory lunch and tea parties for the 
25~ Anniversary of Volunteers' Week, an 
afternoon sharing and collecting 'volunteer 
stories', experiences and achievements, a 
visit to Ipswich Transport Museum and 
Christmas events. 

(f) Our work with volunteers is The wording of this question is 
limited by staff capacity ambiguous. There will always be a limit to 

the number of volunteers that can be 
accommodated by any service given the 
numbers of staff that service has and to 
ensure that the volunteer experience 
remains a quality one. We increased our 
volunteers from 87 to 135 during 2009/1 O 

(g) Our work with volunteers is The wording of this question is 
limited by lack of physical space ambiguous. There will always be a limit to 

the number of volunteers that can be 
accommodated by any service depending 
on the size of its buildings, facilities and 
equipment i.e. ICT. 

(h) Our work with volunteers is No 
limited by the policies of our parent 
body 

Question Answer. 

., 



73 Please describe any research by staff or 
readers in your institution in the last year 
which has led to widespread secondary use 
of your collections or clearly demonstrated 
the evidential value of your holdings. 

We have worked with several TV companies during 2009/1 O. Photographs were supplied to Time 
Team's researcher for the programme on Blythburgh Priory. We arranged filming of Walsham-le 
Willows manorial court documents in Bury as part of T any Robinson's programme on the Black Death 
for Channel 4. This involved a local expert, Professor Mark Bailey from the UEA, and anecdotal 
evidence suggests that a number of Record Office customers watched the programme. Staff at 
Lowestoft assisted with the filming of a programme by the Lowestoft Cine Club on Norfolk Bridges. 

We have supplied a number of local authors with images for publications. These include books on 
the Lost Houses of Suffolk, Sunk on the Sunrise Coast. 400 Sole Bay Shipwrecks, The Story of the 
Southwold-Walberswick Ferry and The People of Lowestoft Porcelain: 1757 to 1802 and 2000 to 
2009. 
The Lowestoft staff provided information to the Lowestoft Journal regarding five local soldiers who 
may have died at the battle in Fromelles on 19 July 1916, which is currently being excavated. Their 
names are listed on the CWGC website. We undertook several hours of research and the results 
were used by a journalist at the Journal. 

Staff in Ipswich helped the National Farmers Union by checking permissions for images to be used on 
panels at the new Suffolk Punch Trust Centre at Hollesley. We also provided information to the 
Gipping Trust for a static information panel that they have set up on the River Gipping. 

Ipswich staff have worked with Eastern Angles Theatre company to develop resources that can be 
used during their new touring production on the development of Wantisden including the Bentwaters 
airbase - Charlie's Camper Van. Lowestoft Record Office helped staff at Somerleyton Hall to 
research the Jacobean Gardens and supplied them with maps and other information, which will be 
used to promote the Hall and Gardens to local people and visitors. 

We supplied a number of adoption files to Social Services or magistrates courts as a result of 
enquiries received from them. We also continued to support county council officers, parish 
councillors, local landowners and parishioners in numerous Rights of Way public enquiries e.g. we 
assisted the SCC Corporate Complaints with map information regarding footpaths in the Benacre 
~rP~ 

SECTION 4: PRESERVATION AND 
1CONSERVATION 

Question__ Statements Truel.False Comments I Score 
74 Which of the statements in column Care (a) The shelving in the storage TRUE 6/6 

true for your service? areas is entirely of metal 
construction 
(b) The shelving in the storage TRUE 
areas is free of buckling, twisting, 
corrosion or other signs of 
deterioration 
(c) Any mobile shelving is in full TRUE 
working order and can be 
operated without undue physical 
effort 
(d) Access aids appropriate to the TRUE 
shelving (e.g. ladders or kick- 
stools) are provided that meet 
health and safety requirements 
(e) Items are not stacked on the TRUE 
ficar or tables, or stored on 
shelves in an overcrowded way 
(f) Large rolled and fiat items (e.g. TRUE 
rolled maps) are fully supported 
and do not project into corridors 

(g) There is insufficient specialised FALSE 
storage equipment for outsize 
materials 

80 71 88.75% 

6 6 



(h) The serv ice is using mobile FALSE 
shelving units which are no longer 
in full working order 

Question Oi:>tions Answer Comments Score 
75 Which of the statements in column C most (a) All records have secondary (b) Most records are Our situation falls somewhere between b) 4/5 5 4 

accurately reflects the position on archival protection appropriate to their boxed, but some and c), many outsize items have 
packaging in your organisation? format volumes and outsize secondary packaging including cloth map 

(b) Most records are boxed, but items are unprotected covers, portfolio covers, polyester 
some volumes and outsize items enclosures, etc, and some volumes have 
are unprotected bespoke boxes. 
(c) Most records are boxed, but 
outsize items and bound volumes 
are generally loose on the shelves 
(d) Some unbound manuscripts 
are stored loose on shelves 
(e) Some records are boxed but 
much material ls stored loose on 
shelves 

Question Options Answer Comments - Score 
76 Which of the statements in column C most (a) Storage areas are cleaned (a) Storage areas are Strongrooms in all three branches are 4/4 4 4 

accurately reflects the position on the regularly, including the dusting of cleaned regularly, cleaned twice a yea.r by Record Office 
cleaning of storage areas, including the boxes and shelves including the dusting staff rather than contract cleaners. 
dusting of boxes and shelves, in your (b) Cleaning is thorough but of boxes and shelves 
organisation? irregular 

(c) Cleaning is regular but does 
not include the dusting of boxes 
and shelves 
(d) Cleaning is limited and 
irregular 
(e) No cleaning is undertaken in -- storage areas 

Question Statemeot§ Icue/Ealse Comments Score 
77 Which of the statements in column C are (a) Incoming material is inspected TRUE Volumes with suspected pest infestation 6/6 6 6 

true for your service? for pest infection and treated if are placed in freezer conditions for a week 
necessary before being placed in to eradicate live infestations 
storage areas 

(b) Incoming material is inspected TRUE 
for mould and any mould deposits 
are cleaned off before the records 
are placed in storage areas 

(c) Records are routinely cleaned TRUE 
before being placed in storage 
areas 

Question Options Answer Comments -- ------ Score 
78A Has the service undertaken a survey of (a) We have used the NPO (a) We have used the 3/3 3 3 

preservation assessment needs in the last methodology NPO methodology 
few years using the NPO (National (b) We have used an alternative 
Preservation Office) methodology or a approach (please specify) 
similar approach? (c) No 



78B If yes, what measures does the service ln order to increase capacity in this area to improve our 212 2 2 
intend to undertake as a result of this programme of cleaning, consolidating, numbering and repacking 
assessment? we have had 2 volunteer preservation projects running at Ipswich 

and Bury in 2008-2010 using NADFAS Heritage volunteers. 
Members of Bury NADFAS have worked to clean and treat the 
Cullum Library Collection and have so far helped to preserve over 
1000 books making them easier for customers and staff to use. 
With the guidance of the Record Office Conservator, the group 
are carrying out a range of preservation treatments: cleaning with 
an eraser, brush and vacuum, leather dressing and polishing. 
They are also engaged in repair work - most commonly of the 
damaged corners of the book covers, and also of torn pages. 
The Ipswich NADFAS group have worked on a variety of 
activities including cleaning, packing and making phase boxes. ln 
addition, through our Cataloguing Backlog Project, we have 
increased the programme of cleaning, numbering & repacking 
archives. Significant work was carried out on 48 collections 
across all three branches improving accessibility to 1221 linear 
feet of records. 

Question Statemeóis - True/False Comments Jscore 
79 Which of the statements in column C are (a) All staff and volunteers receive TRUE All staff receive training on safe handling 8/8 8 8 

true for your service? training or written guidance on the of documents and basic preservation such 
safe handling of documents as packaging and boxing. 

(b) All staff receive training in TRUE Work is underway tci overhaul our disaster 
disaster response plan and a training programme will be 

implemented as part of our improved 
approach to disaster preparedness. 

(c) Cataloguing and searchroom TRUE We have a system of flagging, recording 
staff receive training in identifying and prioritising items for conservation, in 
conservation problems and which staff are trained 
routinely record work required to 
items passing through their hands 
( d) Readers receive written TRUE Written guidance for handling materials 
guidance on the safe handling of are on every table in the searchrooms 
documents on their first visit 

Question -- Statell)ents True/1::,¡,IS!l Commeots I Score 
80 Which of the statements in column C are (a) Appropriate equipment is TRUE Cotton gloves, book bean bags, cotton 3/3 3 3 

true for your service? available to ensure the safe covered weights, protective pockets and 
handling of documents in the sheets are available in the searchrooms. 
searchroom (e.g. map weights, 
book supports) 
{b) Reading room staff take an TRUE Staff are trained to offer help and advice to 
active role in assisting readers in customers using documents in the 
the safe handling of documents searchroom. This can range from 

reminding them not to lean on documents 
through to opening out large or 

-- r.11mhP.r.=:nmP. m~n!ò. - Questio!) 011tions A-nswer Comments Score 



81 Which of the options in column C best (a) Available within the service (a) Available within We aim to expand our conservation 5/5 5 5 
describes how you access remedial (b) Provided by another Council the service activities by encouraging local trained 
conservation facilities? department (please specify) conservators to use our studio in 

(c) Joint arrangement with another exchange for work carried out on our 
archive service materials, or to undertake work 
(d) Contracted level of support experience. 
from private sector 
(e) Ad hoc jobs undertaken by 
another body/private sector 
(f) No conservation undertaken 

Question 011tions Answer - Comments __Jscore 
82 If you have in-house conservation facilities. (a) Parchment repair (a), (b), (c ), (d). (e), (i) wax seal repair 5/5 5 5 

which of the specialist processes listed in (b) Leaf casting (g), (h) 
column C do your conservators undertake? (e) Traditional paper repair 

(d) Conservation of large maps 
(e) Bookbinding 
(f) Photographic conservation 
(g) Exhibition mounting 
(h) Making boxes and specialist 
enclosures 
(i) Other (please specify) 

I __ Q=uestion Statements. True/False - Comments ,score 
83 Which of the statements in column C are We operate a system for recording TRUE CALM Conservation module is used 6/6 6 6 

true for your service? conservation work noted as being 
needed 

We operate a system for recording TRUE CALM Conservation module is used 
conservation work that has been 
carried out 

84 
Question _ 
Describe the programmes you are currently 
running either in-house or in partnership to 
make surrogate copies of documents for 
public use and for online delivery 

Answer Score 
We have continued to investigate options for large-scale digitisation of some of the classes of records x/5 
held in Suffolk_ We have had discussions with the Church of Jesus Christ Latter Day Saints and the 
Diocese of St Edmundsbury and Ipswich about the parish registers and other ecclesiastical material. 
We have contributed information on wills and school admission registers to the TNA-led regional 
consortium. We hope that the project on school admission registers will act as a pilot project that 
allows us to progress with the digitisation of the parish registers, either as part of another regional 
consortium or through agreement with the Church of Jesus Christ Latter Day Saints and the Diocese. 

We continue to ensure that all material digitised for exhibitions or customers orders is stored securely 
according to the internal NAS Server Use Policy. Once rights management issues have been 
investigated we intend that images connected to CALM catalogues on SHD will also be made 
available online. 

Active 
investigation 
but limited 
delivery 

5 2 

Example answer We routinely digitise new church and chapel registers. The digital copies are made available on our 3/5 
Intranet in the searchroom, and a separate security copy is held on another server as back-up. We 
have recently completed a contract with a commercial company to digitise and mount online selected 
genealogical sources including registers which we already hold in microform. Over 3 years starting in 
2007 this generated 480,000 images. We are currently discussing with the company further possible 
projects. We intend to participate in the TNA-led national consortium for digitisir¡g school admission 

Question 
reaisters. Ans~ 

_011tions .Commer¡ts Score 



85 What proportion of the items consulted in (a) More than 60% (d) 10-20% All parish registers up to 1900 are studied 2/5 5 2 
your searchroom in the last year were seen (b) 40-60% in surrogate form (microfiche or 
in surrogate form? Please make an estimate (c) 20-40% transcripts), together with significant 
if issues of surrogates are not counted, and (d) 10-20% classes of other archives used by family 
note basis of calculation in the comments (e) Less than 10% historians including: wills, land tax records, 
field. electoral registers, local newspapers, 

school admission registers, and 
nonconformist records. The majority of 
surrogate material is on open access so 
this percentage is an educated guess 
based on the use of our microform 
facilities, Ipswich Family History Library, 
and transcripts in our local studies 

Question Op!)_ons Answer _çomments __ score 
86 Which of the statements in column C is the (a) Digital materials are not (c) Digital materials Guidelines for Digital Deposits, including 5/5 Overall this 5 5 

best description of your policy on digital accepted as a matter of policy are accepted routinely acceptable file formats, and an accession question 
records? (b) Digital materials are accepted for permanent form for digital deposits have been response 

only where they form a small part preservation developed during the last year. suggests 
of collectìons in more traditional We have continued to store new digital confidence 
formats deposits on our specialist electronic and activity if 
(c) Digital materials are accepted storage (online dedicated network storage not complexity 
routinely for permanent in a professional data centre with of approach 
preservation resources including daily back-up, air 

conditioning, security etc.). ln accordance 
with our digital preservation policy we are 
working towards specialised storage for all 
of our digital media. As part of the Suffolk 
Heritage Direct project we have started to 
transfer all our digital media onto the 
secure Network Attached Storage (NAS). 
Direct access to the digital materials on 
the NAS is enabled through SHD and 
CALM, which we are using as a content 
management system. 
We will still retain the existing 'Archival' 
CD-Roms and DVDs with gold reflective 
layer and phthalocyanine dyes in the 
strongrooms. 

.... .._.._ ·~ ., """ , , ; •• ~; '.=t~ Score 
87 Please state whether the statements in (a) We have a digital preservation TRUE The draft Digital Preservation and 12/12 two 12 10 

column C are true, partly true or false for strategy in place which is capable Management of Digital Archives Policy is 
your service. If the statements are true or of implementing our digital backed up by guidelines for digital 
partly true, use the comments field to preservation policy deposits, a new accession fórm for digital 
describe the arrangements. deposits and an internal NAS Server Use 

Policy and Practices. 

(b) We have a system for creating TRUE The accession form for digital deposits This doesn't 
ingest packages of digital records prompts the collection of such information. seem to meet 

Our current systems do not allow the the case 
information to be stored electronically but entirely. 1 /2 
we do keep the information with the paper 
accession information. We have printed 
material that gives depositors advice on 
depositing digital archives and what 
formats and key metadata they need to 
include. 



(c) We operate a storage TRUE 
infrastructure and process that is 
appropriate to the scale and 
security requirements of our digital 
collections 

(d) We have a process for TRUE 
deciding which characteristics of 
digita l records need to be 
preserved and the means to 
execute the preservation actions 
required 

(e) We have at least one member TRUE 
of staff with the technical expertise 
to implement our digital 
preservation strategy 

(f) The presentation facilities and TRUE 
information architecture (identifier 
scheme, descriptive metadata 
including catalogue) are capable 
of supporting retrieval and use of 
digital archives by users 

Our secure Network Attached Storage 
(NAS) has 2Tb of storage which is used 
for digital deposits. The internal NAS 
Server Use Policy sets out the processes 
to be followed by staff when uploading any 
material to the NAS. The NAS Server Use 
Policy also details the procedures of who 
can use the NAS and any processes in 
using any of the digital deposits. The NAS 
is treated as a Óigital strong room so use 
is closely monitored. 

This is covered by the Guidelines for 
Depositing Digital Media and implemented 
by use of the accession form for digital 
deposits. The Guidelines for Depositing 
Digital Media stipulate the acceptable 
formats and the accession form ensures 
that the essential metadata is collected at 
point of accession. We actively review 
our deposits as they come in to ensure the 
formats are supportable and we usually 
export them into a format that we can 
support long term. 

Our Heritage Information Manager has the 
necessary technical expertise. He has 
developed the policies and associated 
documents which have been reviewed by 
the Suffolk Record Office Management 
Team. We also have access to the 
corporate ICT team who provide general 
support as well as more specialist support 
for CALM which is provided by Axiell. To 
ensure a level of sustainable technical 
expertise, staff based in each Record 
Office are being trained to take 
responsibility for digital archives and use 
the NAS. Key software for migrating 
unsupportable formats such as RAW are 
available to each Record Office. 

The internal NAS Server Use Policy sets 
out rules for identifying electronic records. 
Where appropriate they are named with 
the relevant CALM catalogue reference 
and linked to the CALM database. Other 
records follow the sec file naming 
guidance. The NAS is setup in such a way 
as we know where to find the appropriate 
formats or files. 

two 

two 

two 

partial I think 

Comments Max score 
Please make a separate return to this part of the questionnaire for each site on 
Overall return Percentage of records held in 

building: 

Actual score Section Max 
828 

Section Actual 
644.528 

Percentage 
77.84% 

100.00% a=Bury 22%, 
b=lpswich, 
c=Lowestoft 

Question Options Answer Remaining period and other comments I Score 



88 Please indicate the basis on which you 
occupy the building. Where occupancy is 
not freehold, please state the remaining 
period of the lease 

(a} Freehold 
(b} Leasehold 
(c} Tenancy 
(d} Licence 
(e}Other 

89 

(a} Freehold We have handed over the ownership and 3/3 
management of our building to Suffolk 
County Council Property Services 

Question Options Answer Comments I Score 
Which of the statements in column C most (a} The building is shared with (d} The building is No connections to any other buildings 4/4 
accurately reflects the situation of the other unrelated services freestanding and 
building in relation to other functions? (b) The building is shared with solely used for the 

other related services (e.g. library, purposes of the 
museum) archive service 
(c} The building is attached to including records 
others but is solely used for the management 
purposes of the archive service 
including records management 
(d) The building is freestanding 
and solely used for the purposes 
of the archive service including 
records management 
Hazard Question Risk calculation 

(Severity x 
Likelihood = Overall 

Comments 

90 Taking into account the situation of the (a} Fire & arson (standard severity ![Redacted under-s31(1)] 
building (e.g. local topography, neighbouring 5) 
activities etc} and any preventive measures (b} River or sea flooding (standard 
which may be in place, assess the likelihood severity 4) 
of damage to the building or its contents from (c} Vandalism and crime (standard 
each of the hazards in column C. severity 2) 

(d} Subsidence (standard severity 
2) 
(e} Explosion or terrorist attack 
(standard severity 3) 
(I} Wind and storm damage 
(standard severity 3) 

Example answer 

Question OP.lions 
How many incidents of vandalism or other (a} None 
crime has the building suffered in the last (b} 1-2 
year? (c} 2-5 

(d}5-8 
(e} More than 8 

91 

(a) 3x2=6 
/b) 4x2=8 
(c) 2x2=4 
/d) 2x0=0 
(e) 3x1=3 
(f) 3x3=9 

Score· 

8/12 

We have an automatic quenching system 
in all storage areas so have reduced 
severity rating for fire from 5 to 3. We 
have accepted standard severi/y rating for 
other risks. There is no issue with 
subsidence in the locality. There are no 
special risk factors for explosion or 
terrorism. Wind and storm damage is 
more likely as we are on top of a low hill 
and there are big trees adjacent to one 
end of the buildinq. 

Answer Comments Score 
URedacted under s31(1)] j5¡5 

7112 

3 for all 

a4 b3 c2 

aB b7 c8 

a5 b5 c4 

3 3 

4 3.123 

12 7.287 

5 4.912 



Question Des ign - Condition __ C~omm~t~ Score 
92 Please indicate the adequacy and current (a) Design unfit for purpose (e) Dysfunctional due a17, b17, c20 

condition of the aspects of the building listed (b) Design below reasonable to condition 
below by choosing the most appropriate expectations (f) ln poor condition; 
statements in column C and column D (c) Design meets essential maintenance urgent 

requirements (g) Fair to good 
(d) Design fully meets condition 
requirements (h) Excellent 

condition 
92A Roofing and guttering (d) and (g) 3/4 4 17.213 
92B Walls, doors and windows (d) and (g) 3/4 4 

Property services continue to monitor 
small cracks in walls with tell-tales but no 
movement has been observed over a 
number of years and they feel there are no 
significant changes taking place. 

92C Floors and floor loadings (d) and (h) 4/4 4 
92D Plumbing and drainage (d) and (g) 3/4 4 
92E Electrical cabling (d) &(h) 4/4 4 

All electrical systems were reviewed in 
2008. New mains supply cable and light 
fittings were installed; fusing / distribution 
boards checked and improved where 
necessary; cables etc. labelled. 

Example answer for roofing and guttering (b) and (g) 
~ 

2/4 

Question Statement$ Answer Comments Score 
93 Which of the statements in column C best (a) The building is well maintained· (a) The building is We have an effective scheduled 4/4 4 for all 4 4 

expresses the position concerning the (b) The building is generally well maintained maintenance and testing (e.g. PAT test) 
maintenance of your building? adequately maintained programme as well as thorough (24/7 and 

(c) Maintenance is barely 365 days/year) reactive capability to any 
adequate to prevent significant problems arising. 
deterioration 
(d) The building is deteriorating 
(e) The building is in poor 
condition as a result of lack of 
maintenance 

Question Statements -- TrueÍFalsl!- ÇComments Score 
94 Which of the statements in column C are (a) Arrangements are in place to TRUE 6.5/10 a6.5, b9, c6 10 8.159 

true for your service? ensure that the fire brigade are 
familiar with the layout, contents 
and purpose of the building 
(b) The fire officer has expressed TRUE 
himself satisfied with fire 
precautions in the building 
(c) All parts of the building are TRUE 
equipped with smoke alarms 
(d) The smoke alarms are linked to TRUE 
a 24-hour monitoring service or 
direct to the fire brigade 
(e) Smoke alarms are of the FALSE 
VESDA type 
(f) All archive storage areas are FALSE (f) 72% of archive storage areas equipped 
equipped with automatic fire with gas fire extinguishing systems only 
extinguishing systems 



(g) A ll archive storage areas have TRUE 
4-hour fire resistant doors, walls 
and ceilings 
(h) If there is an air conditioning NOT APPLICABLE 
system, it is equipped with 
dampers which operate 
automatically in the event of fire 
(i) All wiring in the building is flame TRUE 
retardant 
(j) The power supply to all archive TRUE 
storage areas is isolated at night 

(h) We have no ducted air conditioning 
systems that necessitate dampers at this 
site. 

(j) lt is possible to isolate power supply to 
the main strongroom but not to the "New" 
strongroom. Also circuits supplying 
emergency lighting and environmental 
control units in both strongrooms remain 
active 24/7, although all other circuits can 
be isolated in the main strongrooms when 
the building is unattended. 

(k) There are works recommended FALSE 
by the fire officer which have not 
yet been carried out 

(1) The archive storage areas are FALSE 
not protected by smoke alarms · 
(m) The smoke alarm system is FALSE 
not monitored continuously 

·aûestion Statements 
95 Which of the statements in column C are 

true for your service? 
(a) None of the storage areas for 
archives have water or other liquid 
bearing pipes passing through or 
immediately above them. 

Jrue/Fa~ _ .:.:.._comments -· --- I Score 
TRUE 6/9 all 6 9 6 

(b) The storage areas for archives TRUE 
are equipped with water sensors 
or alarms, or these are 
unnecessary because of other 
measures 

(b) There is no need for water sensors as 
we have no water services passing 
through strongrooms. lt is possible the 
sensors may be useful in the New 
strongroom where there is a very slim 
flood risk, but the low level of the risk in 
actuality (it has never happened and there 
is no history of it happening) combined 
with our installed Flood barriers, have not 
made us think this was necessary 

(c) The storage areas for archives FALSE 
are equipped with emergency 
drainage to cope with water arising 
from flooding or fire extinguishing 

(d) There have been significant FALSE 
incidents of water penetration into 
storage areas within the last year. 

Question Statements True/False Comments Score 
96 Which of the statements in column Care j¡Redacted under s31(1)] !8/10 

true for your service? 
a8 b10 c10 10 9.56 



I I I Question Ootions Answer Comments i: 
97A Which of the security measures listed in [Redacted under s31(1)) 

column C do you employ in the searchroom? 

l___g_uestion Answer 
97B Did any incidents of theft or rnalicious [Redacted under s31(1)) 

damage to documents come to light in 
2009/10, and what measures did you take to 
identify the culprit and secure a prosecution? 

~ 
L_Question Options Answer Comments - 

Score 
9/10 

98 What arrangements are made for the 
monitoring of temperature and relative 
humidity in the archive storage areas? 

(a) Continuous monitoring by 
electronic systems 
(b) Continuous monitoring by 
thermohygrographs 
(c) Spot monitoring using portable 
monitoring equipment 
(d) No routine monitoring is 
undertaken 

(a) Continuous 
monitoring by 
electronic systems 

Continuous monitoring by stand-alone 
dataloggers, with displays in Main 
Strongroom which staff monitor and record 
3 times a day and in the New Strongroom, 
which staff monitor and record once a day 
to ensure early detection and reporting of 
any malfunctions of the system 

Score 
4/4 

all 9 10 9 

all 4 4 4 

Question -- Type of control - - - - Percentage of Comments --· --- - · I Score 
rec rds 

99 Please indicate what percentage of the (a) Full air conditioning 0% 72% (71.8) of storage areas have chillers 1/3 a1,b3c3 3 2.551 
records in your custody are covered by each fitted that have small dehumidification 
of the following types of environmental capability but are not designed to have full 
control. ln the comments field state whether humidity control; 28% has both 
anlr'. active mould growth has been detected temperature and humidity control. 
in storage areas in the last year. No mould problems identified .. 

(b) High thermal inertia 0% 
construction 
(c) Partial air conditioning or air 100% 

· handling 
(d) Dehumidification 28% 
(e) Central heating 0% 
(f) None 0% 

Example answer /b) 62% - No mould identified this year. -- 2.2213 
/d) 16% 

- - - ------ -· ·---- /e) 36% 
Question Storage area and percentage of Percentage of days Percentage of days x percentage of [Score 

records it holds outside preferred records 
ranoe 

100 Answer either 1 00A or 100B 
1 OOA On what percentage of days in 2009/1 O were Main Strongroom and Main 16.70% 12% a1 b5 c3 5 3.929 

temperatures outside the preferred range (13- Strongroom Annexe (72%) 
19 degrees Centigrade) recorded in the 
storage areas? 

New strongroom (28%) 31.80% 9% 

- Total (100%) - 48.50% 21% 1/5 
Example answer Slrongroom A (32%) 7% 2.24% 

Strongroom B (40%) ~- 16% 6.40% 



Strongroom C (28%) - 28% 7.84% 
Totals (100%) 16.48% 215 

Qptions Answer Comments [score 
100B To the best of your knowledge, which of the (a) The temperature in our storage The bulk of ex-parameter readings are x/3 

statements in column C best represents the areas is generally stable around a above the upper parameter of 19ºC. They 
temperature control in your storage areas? fixed point within the preferred occur in both the Main Strongroom and 

range New Strongroom with maximum readings 
(b) The temperature in our storage between 1 g.2•c and 20.2ºC. 
areas is usually within the The Main Strongroom does have a few 
preferred range; but exceptional readings below the lower parameter of 
weather or mechanical failure may 13ºC during winter months ranging 
cause wider fluctuations between 10.4 'C and 12.6'C. lt was an 
(c) The temperature in our storage exceptionally cold January with heavy 
areas is effectively uncontrolled snowfall. 
and frequently rises or falls 
beyond the preferred range 

Question Storage area and percentage of Percentage of days Percentage of days x percentage of I Score 
records it holds with more than 1 records 

degree variation 
I 

101 Answer either 101A or 101B 
101A On what percentage of days in 2009/10 was Main Strongroom and Main 1.10% 0.80% 

the diurnal variation in temperature greater Strongroom Annexe (72%) 
than 1 degree Centigrade? 

New strongroom (28%) 5.50% 1.50% 
Total (100%) 6.60% 2.30% 5/5 all 5 5 5 

Example answer Strongroom A (32%) - 14% -- 4.48% 215 
Strongroom B (40%) 17% 6.8% 
Strongroom C (28%) 23% 6.44% 
Totals (100%) - . 17.72% 
Qptions Answer Comments Score 

101 B To the best of your knowledge, which of the (a) The diurnal variation in The total number of days with a variation x/3 
statements in column C best represents the temperature in our storage areas of more than 1 ºC is 4 in the Main 
diurnal temperature control in your storage is almost always within the 1 oC Strongroom and Main Strongroom annexe 
areas? band of tolerance (ranging from 1.5-1.40ºC difference) and 

(b) The diurnal variation in 20 in the New Strongroom ranging from 
temperature in our storage areas 1.1 0'C - 1.60'C difference) 
is usually within the 1 oC band of 
tolerance: but exceptional weather 
or mechanical failure may cause 
wider fiuctuations 
(c) The diurnal variation in 
temperature in our storage areas 
is effectively uncontrolled and is 
frequently greater than the 
recommended range 

Question Storage area and percentâge of Percentage of days Percentage of days x percentage of 7Score 
records it holds outside preferred records 

ranq_e. 
102 Answer either 102A or 102B 
102A On what percentage of days in 2009/10 was Main Strongroom and Main 36.70% 26.40% all O 

relative humidity outside the preferred range Strongroom Annexe (72%) 
(45%-60%) recorded in the storage areas? 



New strongroom (28%} ss.soss 11.10% 
Total (100%) 76.20% -- 37.50% 0/5 5 o 
Q¡:,tions Answer Comments !score 

102B To the best of your knowledge, which of the (a) The relative humidity in our ln the Main Strongroom the ex-parameter x/3 
statements in column C best represents the storage areas is generally stable readings are below the threshold during 
relative humidity control in your storage around a fixed point within the summer months to a minimum of 
areas? preferred range 44.2%RH and above in the winter months 

(b) The relative humidity in our to a maximum of 61.8%. The Main 
storage areas is usually within the Strongroom Annexe is more variable and 
preferred range; but exceptional excursions here are up to 74%RH on one 
weather or mechanical failure may day in March. 
cause wider fluctuations The New Strongroom has had higher 
(c) The relative humidity in our %RH readings this year from August 
storage areas is effectively through to March (compared with the low 
uncontrolled and frequently rises humidities in the winter months in 
or falls beyond the preferred range 2007/2008) with a maximum of 65.4%RH. 

Storage area and percentage of Percentage of days Percentage of days x percentage of I score 
records it holds with more than 5% records 

va_n_a_tion 
103 Answer either 103A or 103B 
103A On what percentage of days in 2009/10 was Main Strongroom and Main 0% 0% all 5 

the diurnal variation in relative humidity more Strongroom Annexe (72%) 
than 5%? 

New strongroom (28%) 0% 0% 
Total (100%) 0% 0% 5/5 5 5 
Q1>tions Answer -- Commeñts Score 

103B To the best of your knowledge, which of the (a) The diurnal variation in relative x/3 
statements in column C best represents the humidity in our storage areas is 
diurnal relative humidity control in your almost always within the 5% band 
storage areas? of tolerance 

(b) The diurnal variation in relative 
humidity in our storage areas is 
usually within the 5% band of 
tolerance; but exceptional weather 
or mechanical failure may cause 
wider fluctuations 
(c) The diurnal variation in relative 
humidity in our storage areas is 
effectively uncontrolled and is 
frequently greater than the 
recommended range 

Question -Media and whether activêly -Whether special Comments I Score 
collected storage available, 

and if so what % of 
the special format 
material is in that 
.stor..aoe 

104 If your service actively collects any of the (a) Photographs No Our storage areas reach 18 Celsius and 2/3 all 2 3 2 
special media listed in column C, please Yes below so they could be considered 
state whether specialised storage offering an specialist storage for black_& white prints 
appropriate environment is available, and and glass plate negatives, but they are not 
estimate what proportion of the materials in consistently low nor do they have a low 
that format are actually in the specialised humidity. 



storage . (b)F ilm Yes, 0.001% We have an arrangement fo r sending film 
No materia l to the East Anglian Film Archive. 

F ilm materia ls show ing decay (acetate or 
nitra te) are housed w ithin Critica l Moisture 
Indicating packaging at circa -18 Cels ius 
or lower in a domestic freezer unit. 

(c) Sound recordings No Digitised sound recordings are kept in 
Yes digital storage (see below) but we do not 

have specialist storage for original 
magnetic tape recordings 

(d) Digital materials Yes CDs and DVDs we have collected or 
Yes made ourselves are kept in the 

strongrooms. 
We do have specialist electronic storage 
facilities for information in electronic form 
(online dedicated network storage in a 
professional data centre with suitable 
professional resources including daily 
back-up, air conditioning, security etc.) 
and have begun a programme of 
transferring all our digital media onto the 
NAS 

Example answer /a) Yes (a) Yes; 65% Any film material we receive is passed to 112 
/b)No /b) No the West Anglia Regional Film Archive for 
/c) Yes (c) No preservetion. We have an open-ended 
{d)No (d)No agreement with the WARF A to accept 

such material. 

Question Options Answer Comments Score 
105 Assess the accrual space available to the (a) Already full or less than one (a) Already full or less The Bury strongrooms are now full, 0/10 ªº b2 co 10 0.67 

archive service on the assumption that year than one year therefore material is now also being stored 
collections continue to grow at the same rate (b) 1-3 years at the Ipswich branch. Discussions are 
as the average of the last five years. (c) 3-5 years ongoing with Suffolk County Council's 

(d) 5-10 years Property Section and others about our 
(e) More than 10 years future requirements. These have been 

protracted as the County Council is going 
through rapid changes, involving 
rationalisation of its buildings and working 
more closely with District Council partners. 
Bury Record Office is located on the Shire 
Hall site and other departments on this 
site have relocated to a new Bury Public 
Service Village (PSV) with St 
Edmundsbury Borough Council. 
Alternative accommodation is likely to be 
required for the archives in the out store 
behind Shire Hall and we are investigating 
alternative options with Property. Capital 
funding will be required for any expansion 
projects and the council wishes to ensure 
it invests its money appropriately to meet 
the needs of a 21st century service. 

Question Facility Whether provided Comments 1score 
and whether 
.adeauate. 



106 What facilities do you provide to the public in (a) Space for consulting Yes; adequate 8/9 all 9 (film is a 9 9 
your reading room, and is the documents minor issue 
space/quantity/quality of equipment available (b) Dedicated space for consulting Yes; adequate given regional 
for each adequate to current demand? maps/outsize documents film archive 

has 
(c) Microfilm and microfiche Yes; adequate collections) 
readers 
(d) Access to the Internet or other Yes; adequate 
digital resources 
(e) Viewing/listening facilities for Yes; adequate (see Currently we can't view film (although we 
film and sound recordings comment) don't actively collect this medium see 

Q104) but standalone PCs in the 
searchroom are now enabled for listening 
to digital sound recordings and 
headphones are provided. 

(f) Equipment designed or adapted Yes; adequate Bury has an Optelec Clear View reader to 
for users with disabilities enable customers to read archives and 

local studies materials more easily. The 
office also has a text phone, hearing loop 
at the searchroom desk, motorised 
microfilm reader and readerprinter. We 
have a height adjustable table, which can 
be moved around the office for customers 
in wheelchairs or those with back 
problems that prefer to work at a different 
height. 

Example answer - - (a) Yes; adequate Searchroom facihlies are generally 719 
/b) Yes; not adequate reasonable but we lack sufficient space 
(c) Yes; adequate and large tables for maps and other 
(d) Yes; adequate outsize documents. We do not actively 
(e)No collect film and have no equipment for 
(I) Yes; adequate showing/playing film or sound recordings. 

Question Facili!Y 
~- 

Answer Comments f Score 
107 Which of the additional public facilities listed (a) Exhibition space No dedicated space We use our entrance areas for putting up 5/5 all at 4, no 5 4 

in column C do your premises offer? For the exhibition boards and have an 'Archive of dedicated 
asterisked facilities, state the seating the Month' display case. Larger exhibition 
capacity. exhibitions are put in the space 

Education/Meeting Room, which requires provided and 
additional staffing resources for uses other 
supervision. spaces 

(b) Meeting room" seating capacity 30 We have gradually refurbished the described 
meeting room with new chairs and tables. 
An interactive white board, laptop, and 
data projector are available, as well as a 
normal projector. screen, flipchart etc. 

(c) Separate room for visiting seating capacity 30 
parties" 
(d) Common room for public use" seating capacity 4 

(e) Restaurant or coffee bar No 
facility" 
(f) Lecture theatre" No 
(g) Toilets Yes 



Question Activity - If provided and Comments I Score 
adequate and 
.aooroorlate 

108 Do your premises provide adequate and (a) Document reception and 5/6 Cataloguing 6 5.33 
appropriate space for the activities listed in isolation scores for all 
column C? (b) Conservation Yes, Adequate Not at this branch, but one full and offices; a 

adequate workshop at the Ipswich branch scores 5; b6, 
serves all 3 branches c5 (a and e 

(e) Digitisation Yes, Adequate We do not have a not scored for 
digitisation/reprographies studio, but we do isolation) 
have a dedicated area with a scanner, 
computer, A3 printer, digital camera and 
stand with lights. 

(d) Cataloguing Yes, Adequate The Archivist's office has a large table for 
sorting and cataloguing. The 
Education/Meeting Room is also booked 
and used for sorting large collections. 

(e) Private meetings Yes, Adequate 
(f) Staff common roorn-and kitchen Yes, Adequate There is a staff common room, which 

includes a kitchen area fitted out with 

- - fridge, microwave, etc. 
"Example answer ~- (a) Not provîded No conserv.ation workshop is required as 3.515 

/b) Not provided or our conservation work is handled on 
required contract by Borse/ Archives. Staff 
(c) Yes; adequate restroom is shared with adjacent library 
(d) Yes; adequate staff but remains adequate and 
(e) Yes; but appropriate. City Archivist's office is 
inadequate adjacent to staffroom and not ideally 
(f) Yes; adequate soundproof for confidential meetings. 

Question _Qptions - Answer Com~ Score 
109A Assess the accessibility of the service to (a) No service available (b) Poor - station is 214 a2 b3 c4 4 3 

members of the public arriving by rail (b) Poor - station is distant and/or distant and/or 
services infrequent services infrequent 
(e) Fair - station is distant but 
services frequent or station close 
by but services infrequent 
(d) Good - station is nearby and 
services frequent 

109B Assess the accessibility of the service to (a) No service available (b) Poor - bus/tram 214 a2 b4 c4 4 3.33 
members of the public arriving by bus or (b) Poor - bus/tram stop is distant stop is distant and/or 
tram and/or services infrequent services infrequent 

(e) Fair - bus/tram stop is distant 
but services frequent or bus/tram 
stop close by but services 
infrequent 
(d) Good - bus/tram stop is 
nearby and services frequent 

109C Assess the accessibility of the service to (a) No parking is available within a (d) Good - car park The branch serves a largely rural area 4/4 all 4 4 4 
members of the public arriving by car. Use reasonable distance onsite or adjacent and covering the western half of the county 
the comments field to state whether, in the (b) Poor - nearest car park is free or inexpensive and therefore car accessibility is 
circumstances of your service, is it distant and expensive important. 
appropriate for access by private car to be (e) Fair - nearest car park is close 
assessed. by but expensive 

(d) Good - car park onsite or 
adjacent and ~e .2!. inexpensive 

669 520.464 77.80% 




